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CHAPTER I

THE MAN OF THE ISLAND

" Queer !
" muttered Mr. Midshipman Kepple. " What's

the fellow hiding himself for, I wonder ?
"

He looked forward over the burnished brass of the engine

box.
" Can you see any sign of him yet, Dogger ? " he called out.

The seaman addressed as Dogger stood with a bare foot on
the bow thwart, gripping the long pole of the boat-hook, to be

ready for when the pinnace should slow down, and glide

inward to the snowy-white beach.
" No, sir," he answered. " Seems to me the island's un-

in'abited. There aren't no 'ouses visible, and no natives

knockin' around. That's a sure thing."

The young midshipman pulled the lanyard of the steam

whistle, and sounded three shrill blasts. A cloud of dark-

plumaged sea-birds rose from their nesting-places on the

shores of the lagoon, and added their wild, plaintive cries to

the whistling echoes that came back from the rugged heights

of the island.

" Keep your eye on that spit of land to starboard," ordered

Kepple. " It was above it, on the rising ground near the

grove of cocoanut palms, that we saw him first. I expect

he'll show up there again presently. Perhaps he's attending

to his neglected toilet before presenting himself. No, no

!

Stand down off that thwart, Dogger. It's dangerous. There's

heaps of sharks in this lagoon. Slower, Anderson ; half-speed.

II
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Look out for shoals there, forward. Steady, now, Chubb.
Port your hehn a point. That's enough. Keep her head to

the middle one of those five palm trees. We ought to make
a landing somewhere there."

The pinnace now glided smoothly shoreward over the glassy

blue surface, and all was silent but for the throbbing of her

little engine, and the regular swish-swish of the spray thrown
oJEE from her cutwater. Yet from the outer barrier of the

encircling reef, there came always the prolonged, deep-throated

roar of the ocean rollers breaking into surf.

Kepple planted his two hands on the gunwale, and looked

over the side into the transparent depths. Far down he

could see the fantastic branches of coral, blue, and amber,

and rose, mingled with long, undulating streamers of seaweed

and shells of strange shape and vivid colouring. Startled fish

darted away, their flashing scales gleaming with silver and
crimson and gorgeous purple as they caught the light.

" There's any amount of pearl shell in this lagoon," he

remarked, dreamily. Then he stood back and glanced once

again towards the white beach and the waving palms.
" I suppose, sir, you've no doubt about a white man having

been seen on this here atoll ? " questioned Chubb.
" I saw him myself, Chubb," the midshipman answered

conclusively. " I was in the conning tower when Mr. Aplin

spotted him, and I saw him through the chief's binoculars.

He was beckoning to us—a wild-looking, scarecrow of a fellow,

he seemed to be ; but a white man, without a doubt."
" I don't see any sign of a wreck," suggested Chubb. " I'd

keep my weather eye open if I was you, sir. That scarecrow,

as you call him, may be no more than a decoy. As like as not,

there's a gang of savage cannibals lurking among those palms,

ready to drop on us as soon as we step ashore. We don't

want to be made into 'long pig.' I hope your revolver's

loaded, sir."

Norman Kepple smiled.
" It is, as it hapi)en8," said he reassuringly. " But I don't

expect it will be wanted. Stop her, Anderson ! Let her drift

in, now."

The pinnace was brought quietly in broadside to the
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shelving beach of crumbled coral. Dogger fended her off

with his boat-hook, and one of the men near him jumped
ashore with the painter, which he warped round a heavy snag

of coral rock.

Taking Chubb and Dogger with him, Kepple strode up the

sloping beach towards the grove of cocoanut palms.

StUl there was no sign of the man who had been seen from

the cruiser ; no sign as yet of any sort to show that a human
being had ever before set foot upon the lonely atoll. But
presently the midshipman drew to a halt, staring at an
enormous shell that lay at his feet.

" Here you are, Chubb," he declared. " Here is proof

positive that there's a man on the island. He has been sitting

just here, not more than half an hour ago, I'd say, meditatively

chewing betel-nut, while he watched us putting off from the

ship."

Chubb looked perplexed.
** I don't quite see how you make that out, sir," he said,

" though I allow the hollow of that big shell wouldn't make
a bad sort of seat."

" Comfortable as a chair," nodded the midshipman. " And,

you see, it commands a view of the gap in the reef, where we
came in. There are the two marks in the coral shingle where

he dug in his heels, with his feet wide apart. You can tell

that he was chewing betel-nut by the pink juice that he has

been spitting round about. He seems to be quite an accom-

plished spitter. I shouldn't wonder if he turned out to be a
Yankee. And, if you want another sign, there is one in that

long thread of fibre, in which he has been nervously tying

knots. You wouldn't expect frigate birds or turtles to tie

knots, would you, Chubb ? That is peculiarly a human
accomplishment. '

'

They went in among the palm trees, searching for further

signs. In one place they found a fragment of painted wood,

in another the remains of a fire of broken cocoanut shells.

Near the burnt-out embers there were some bleached bones

—

evidently the bones of a wild pig that had been roasted. A
collection of pearl shell, neatly built into a stack, gave further

proof of civilisation.
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In one of the shells, set apart from the rest, about a score

of very fine pearls had been carefully stored, and this surely

was an mdication that the inhabitant of the island was a

civilised being. Dogger was about to take possession of the

gems, but Norman Kepple stopped him.
" No. Leave those where they are," he ordered. " He

may take them with him if he decides to come on board with

us."
" Seems to me he'd have shown up long before this if we'd

been an ordinary trading craft, 'stead of a man-o'-war,"

Chubb remarked, while they were continuing their search.
" It's astonishing how some of these beach-combing chaps

fight shy of the white ensign."

Dogger had moved a few paces away from his two com-
panions, and presently, following him, they saw him standing

in front of what looked like a small arbour, almost hidden

under a thick growth of tropical vines and bright-coloured

orchids.

" 'Ere you are, sir !
" Dogger cried, beckoning energetically.

" 'Ere's the Johnnie's 'ut, what 'e lives in ; made out of an
old whale boat, it is.'*

Kepple and Chubb went up to the strange little dwdling,

and examined it with pity for the poor outcast from the

world who was reduced to calling so hmnble a habitation his

home. For it was more like a dog's kennel than a house.

At best, it was only a makeshift sheltering place from a tropic

storm. The forward half of the boat, which had been turned

over with the keel uppermost, was intact, and the remaining

timbers and thwarts had been roughly bound together with

thongs of fibre to form a screen at what served as the front

of the dwelling, where a door was made out of the hinged lid

of the boat's locker.

Norman Kepple went down on his knees at the bow, and
drew aside the rank creepers that covered the white-painted

planks.
" H'm !

" he muttered suspiciously. " The fellow has

scraped off the name ! I wonder why."

Only two letters were decipherable where the name of the

ship's port had been printed—a Y and an E ; but, carefully
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examining them, Kepple made out that there had been six

letters, of which the Y was the second, and the E the fifth.

" Sydney, beyond a doubt," he promptly decided.

Chubb and Dogger had crept inside the hut, and were

occupied in exploring the interior with the help of a lighted

match, when the whistle of the pinnace sounded an impera-

tive summons.
Calling the two seamen out, Kepple led them back from

among the palms. Anderson, striding towards them from

the pinnace, pointed along the beach to where the figure of a

man could be seen approaching slowly and carrying a small

bundle under his bare right arm.

It was the man of the island.

Kepple waited for him to draw near, watching him curiously

as he advanced, and trjdng to discover by his outward appear-

ance what manner of person he might be.

He walked briskly, and by this it was clear that he had
lived long enough on the atoll for his naked feet to become
accustomed to treading the sharp coral. He wore very little

clothing. His tattered Jacket, which had once been white,

was divested of sleeves and buttons, and was fastened across

his chest with wisps of fibre. His short, ragged breeches

appeared to have been made out of sailcloth.

The tropic sun had burnt his skin to the darkness of a

South Sea native, but his long hair and beard were fair.

Kepple Judged him to be a man of about forty years of age.

The greeting between the forlorn castaway, long exiled

from the sound of an English voice, and the young officer in

command of the pinnace that had come to rescue him from

his desolation, was extremely casual.
" Are you all alone here ? " inquired Kepple, as the man

came towards him.

The castaway hitched his bundle under his arm, and before

answering glanced searchingly at the band on Dogger's white

cap, where he read the name " H.M.S. Penguin." Seeming
to be satisfied, he saluted the midshipman.

" Yes, soimie," he responded gruffly. " I'm the only

inhabitant of this blister on the fair face of the Pacific. Some
natives of one of the other islands of the group came ashore
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from their canoes a month or so back. But since then I

haven't clapped eyes on anything in human shape until now.

I reckon you've put in for fresh water, eh ? There's a spring

not far from here—back of that grove of cocoa palms."
" Thank you," nodded Kepple. " We're not short of water.

It's for yourself that we have come. I suppose you want to

be taken away, don't you 1
"

" That depends," said the other, apparently indifferent

to the invitation. " I'm dead tired of the sound of the surf

—

tired of cocoanuts and plantains ; tired of the monotonous
sunshine, and the blinding glare of this coral beach. I've

had five months of it, and I'm some surprised that I've not

gone mad with the idleness and solitude. But "

He paused, looking askance at the two masts of the cruiser

that showed above the surf of the outer reef.

" There is no reason why you should endure them any
longer," urged Kepple. " We are here to take you aboard

the Penguin.
'^

" 'Twould suit me to be put ashore at Honolulu, if your

course lies in that direction," said the castaway.
" I'm afraid it doesn't," returned Kepple. " At least, not

yet—not until we've been to Sydney."
" Sydney 1 " The castaway looked a little confused. " But

I want to get back to San Francisco, where I came from."

The young midshipman looked at him sharply.
" What's your name 1 " he asked, abruptly.

Hesitating, the castaway answered, awkwardly, " Jacob

Lavington."
" And the name of your ship ?

"

Again, with hesitation, Lavington answered, " The Cornu-

cojna, pearling schooner, of San Francisco. She foundered

outside of this reef in the last hurricane. All hands were lost,

barring myself. I swam ashore. I was her supercargo."

Norman Kepple felt instinctively that the man was hiding

the truth.
" If you swam ashore," he pursued, " how did you get hold

of the whale-boat that you've turned into a hut ?
"

Jacob Lavington's brows contracted in an impatient frown.

He seemed to resent this close questioning by a mere boy.
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He spat out the remains of the betel-nut that he had been

chewing.
" The whale-boat ? " he repeated absently. " Oh, I found

her here in the lagoon, with her bilge stove in, and dragged

her up there bit by bit."

"What, all by yourself ? " questioned Kepple, incredulously.

" You don't look strong enough. But I suppose you have

lost a lot of flesh and muscle living on nothing but cocoanuts

and plantains. I should say it's enough to pull anyone down.

Well, Lavington, you can teU your story to Commander
Mayhew when you get aboard. In the meantime, fetch the

pearls that I saw up there, and anything else that you want
to save, and we'll be off."

While Lavington strode up the beach to secure his posses-

sions, Kepple gave the seamen permission to gather a few

cocoanuts. Anderson and Chubb remained with the pinnace.
" You were right about his being a Yankee, sir," remarked

Chubb, lighting his pipe. " Likewise, about him chewing

betel-nut."
" No, Chubb, I wasn't right," denied Kepple—" at least,

I don't think so. That chap's not an American, and I don't

believe he's ever been in 'Frisco. Yet he's not English. I

shouldn't wonder a bit if he turns out to be an Australian

;

probably, from Sydney."

"Ay, ye'll no' be far wrong there, sir," commented Ander-

son, who was a Scotsman. " Just wait a wee, and I'll test

him. Keep your eye on him, sir, while I gi'e him a cry."

And, putting his hands to his mouth, he called aloud,
" Coo-ee."

Instantly Lavington turned, dropping his bundle.
" D'ye see that, noo ? " smiled Anderson. " That's a cry

known by every Australian. But a Yankee wad tak' sma*
notice."

" H'm !
" meditated Kepple, making his way to one of the

cushioned seats in the stem of the pinnace. " I wonder why
he tried to make out that he was an American ?

"



CHAPTER II

THE "NANUMANGA"

Kepple was still pondering the sinister point, when, all being

on board with a load of drinking cocoanuts and several

bunches of ripe bananas and brilliant hibiscus blossoms, the

pinnace was panting noisily through the placid lagoon. But
at the gap in the barrier reef, where she left the calm water

to meet the great ocean rollers, there was the excitement of

watching the sharks that nosed around inquisitively, as if in

anticipation of snatching a meal.

One of the ugly brutes made a wild plunge at the ensign

that trailed over the stem. As the pinnace was lifted high

on the smooth breast of a wave, the spinning propeller slashed

the monster's snout, and the water was tinged with crimson.

Another turned, rasping its shoulder against the boat's

side and opening cavernous Jaws that were horrible to look

upon, with the thick tongue lolling between the rows of

fearful teeth.

" You were lucky to manage to swim ashore through all

these sharks, Lavington," observed Kepple. " I can't under-

stand how you did it. And in a hurricane, too !

"

" M'yes," nodded the rescued castaway, who sat forward

of the engine, smoking a pipe which the midshipman had
allowed one of the bluejackets to give to him. " I count

myself lucky. Even as it was, the brutes got two of my ship-

mates, including the skipper, whom I was trying to save,

with the ship's papers."
" What was yom* skipper's name 1 " Kepple inquired.
" His name 1 " Lavington repeated. " Oh, his name was

Brown. Isaac T. Brown. He was a New Bedford man."
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" Isaac Bro\vn and Jacob Lavington ? " mused Kepple,

with his eyes on the cruiser that was standing ofi and on
outside the reef. " You seem to have had a fancy for scriptural

names aboard the Cornucopia."

With a resounding thud, the bow of the pinnace plunged

into the glassy slope of a great green roller, sending out a
seething wash of spray. As she slid into the hollows, nothing

but the swaying masts and grey-painted funnels of the cruiser

could be seen, but as she mounted to the roimded tops of the

long swells, the white decks and the barbettes with their

protruding guns were exposed to view.
" Steady, now, Chubb," ordered Kepple, standing in the

stem sheets, and supporting his difficult balance by a firm

grip on one of the awning stanchions. " Let's see how nicely

you can bring us in to the gangway."
Chubb's task was not an easy one, for the cruiser was rolling

broadside to the sweeping waves ; but he managed skilfully

to bring the pinnace without accident to the foot of the

accommodation ladder, and in a very few minutes all were

on board, the pinnace was swimg up to its davits, and the

Penguin steamed away.

After dinner on that same evening, when the island was
far astern and the Southern Cross shone brightly in a clear

indigo sky, Norman Kepple, pacing the lee side of the quarter-

deck, was Joined by Harry Whitson, one of his fellow mid-
shipmen.

" I envied you, getting ashore this afternoon, Kep," said

Whitson, dropping into step with him. " It must have been

Jolly for you, strolling about under the palm trees, and those

were lovely flowers you brought back for the commander.
I never knew a man so fond of flowers as he is, and he has
turned his cabin into a perfect bower of beauty."

" Well, I think it was time I had my turn," said Kep.
" I hadn't been ashore since we left Honolulu, you know.
And you landed at Tongareva as well as Rakahanga."

" Yes, but only to land a native at the one, and get fresh

water at the other," complained Whitson. " I hadn't the

interesting service of rescuing a Robinson Crusoe from a desert

island. And that reminds me, Kep. Have you seen your
B
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beach-comber since you brought him aboard ? He's been in

the hands of the barber, and has had his hair cut, and his

beard trimmed, and a hot bath. The purser has togged him
out in a suit of slops, and you'd hardly know him for the

same man. Really, he looks quite respectable. I hear he

rather resents being quartered forward wdth the men. They're

not good enough for him."
" It's to be hoped he won't be sent aft to mess in the

wardroom," objected Kep. " He may look respectable

;

but he isn't."

" What's wrong with him ?
"

" A lot." Kep halted beside one of the machine guns,

and looked over the rail to watch the play of phosphorescent

light in the water. " For one thing," he said, " the fellow

told me the name of his ship was the Cornucopia, of San
Francisco ; but I've had the curiosity to consult the register,

and I find that there's no such ship entered. He made out

that he'd swum ashore through a school of ravenous sharks,

but it was from a whale-boat that he landed, and not alone.

He declared that he'd found a wrecked boat in the lagoon,

and hauled it, all by himself, up the beach, or, at least, that

he'd hauled the forward half of it up there, to make into a

hut ; but he isn't what you'd call a giant of strength, and I'd

say it would take at least three of our strongest men to haul

that wreck up the steep beach to where I found it among the

palm trees. He's a rotter, that's what he is, a rotter."

" He didn't go ashore alone, you say ? " said Whitson.
" But, if that's so, what about his companions ? Have they

been abandoned there on the island ?
"

" That's Just what's troubling me," said Kep. " I ought

to have tried to find out before we came away ; but I didn't

realise that the fellow wasn't telling me the trath."

It was from one of the equatorial islands of the Phoenix

group that the man Lavington had been rescued. The
Penguin had been cruising for some months in Poljmesia,

calling at most of the islands under British protection that lie

between New South Wales and the Hawaiian archipelago,

receiving reports or despatches from commissioners, leaving

or taking mails, regulating the labour traffic, searching for
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wrecks and castaways, and acting generally as a police patrol.

And now, after leaving the Phoenix Islands, she bent her

course in a north-westerly direction towards the Gilbert

group.

During this further voyage, nothing of moment happened.

Norman Kepple, who had not long passed from the Britannia

to engage in the practical work of his profession on a sea-going

ship, had still to continue with his studies. He was required

to take lessons from the naval instructor in mathematics,

trigonometry, and mechanics ; under a lieutenant in seaman-

ship, gunnery, and torpedo practice ; and under the chief

engineer in steam. To him it was by no means a pleasure

cruise, and there was hardly an hour of the day or night

which had not its specific duty.

The weather being favourable, Commander Mayhew decided

to take soundings of a particular area of sea whose depth was
not indicated on the Admiralty charts. Kep took part in

the interesting, if somewhat monotonous, operations, and
was duly astonished at the tremendous depths attained.

Fathom after fathom of the sounding line was payed out

until the reel often threatened to be exhausted. On one

occasion the bottom was only found at a depth of 3350

fathoms, or nearly four miles ! Kep was in charge of the

indicator, and was going aft with his report, when there was
a cry of " Sail ho !

"

The sail was that of a white-hulled, three-masted schooner.

She was making westward under all plain sail, with the trade

wind and the equatorial current in her favour.

The Penguin's siren was sounded, and the schooner dis-

played the red ensign, which she dipped thrice in salute before

running up the message that she was the Nanumanga, of

Liverpool, and that all was weU on board.

The cruiser's sounding apparatus was still out, or, probably,

she would have overhauled the schooner before sunset, but
by the time that the long line was wound in and the engines

were again at work, the Nanumanga had dropped below the

horizon, not to be seen again for many days, and then in

circumstances which would certainly not have warranted

the signal that all was well.
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The Penguin had by this time been north among the

Gilberts to the low-lying atoUs of Taritari, Apaiang, and
Kuria, and to the larger island of Aranuka, where she had
administered severe punishment upon a labour-recruiting

brig for having stowed within her noisome hold a greater

number of islanders than were allowed by the regulations.

At Kuria she had adjusted a dispute between the natives

and a trader ; at Taritari she had replenished her store of

fruit and fresh water ; and now, at sunrise one morning,

she was steaming cautiously towards the thickly-wooded

islet of Tamana.
The island had been sighted on the previous evening, and

she had stood off and on, not venturing to draw too near

until daylight, when she rounded the northern cape and

steamed slowly abreast of the long white fringe of surf-beaten

reef on the western side.

It was the first officer's watch on deck, and also Norman
Kepple's. Kep was on the bridge, and every now and again

he would take up the binoculars and run his inquiring sight

along the wooded slopes and into the sheltered bays.
" I don't see any sign of inhabitants, sir," he remarked

to the heutenant.
" No, I suppose not," nodded that officer. " But you'll see

their village beyond the point that we're approaching. There's

a deep channel Just opposite it, and we could go in almost

to their front doors if we wanted to, which we certainly don't,

for they're a beastly treacherous lot of cannibals."
" Do you really mean that they are cannibals, sir 1

"

questioned Kep.
" Why, yes," smiled the chief. " I don't say that they

feed on human flesh at every meal, of course. But there

are no domestic animals on Tamana, except, perhaps, a

venerable pig or two ; and on Polynesian islands where there

is no ordinary animal food, you will generally find the natives

addicted to cannibalism. If we could introduce cattle and

sheep, cannibalism would cease ; but since cattle won't

flourish on a diet of yams and cocoanuts, it's useless to think

of roast beef and mutton chops. Of coiurse, the Gilbert

Islanders aren't nearly so bad as they are on the Solomons
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and in New Guinea ; but the white crew of a pearling schooner

were killed and eaten on this very atoll hardly a year ago, and

nothing was left of them but their buttons and belts. Yes,

they're cannibals."
" Hello !

" cried Kep. " There's a ship in there ! I can

see the red ensign beyond that grove of sago palms. And her

sails, too."

He had hardly spoken when there came to him, amid the

thumping of the surf, the sharp, unmistakable crack of a

rifle-shot.

" Some fellow potting a bird, I expect," he conjectured.
" I don't think so," corrected the lieutenant. " I heard

some shouting, also." And, stepping to the indicator, he

altered the pointer from half speed to full speed ahead.

The tinkling of the engineer's bell was quickly answered

by the accelerated chunking of the engines, and the frothy send

from the cruiser's cutwater fanned out into wider space.

A few moments afterwards the white hull of a three-masted

schooner loomed through the leaning trunks of the straggling

palms.

Even as Kep caught sight of her rust-stained bulwarks,

a puff of smoke rose from her poop deck, followed immediately

by the boom of a gun. Wild, inarticulate cries came from

over the low-lying barrier of the reef.

" There's fighting going on there," coolly announced the

lieutenant. " Seems to me we're Just in time to give help to

someone."
" Why, it's that same English schooner that we spoke

the other day while we were sounding !
" cried Kep—" the

Nanumanga."
Commander Mayhew, disturbed at his breakfast by the

report of the ship's gun, hastened up on deck, and mounted
to the bridge.

" An English schooner attacked by savages, sir," announced
the lieutenant.

" Let us be sure that the savages have not been attacked

by the English schooner," cautioned the commander. " We
have made the mistake more than once, Thomleigh, of Jumping
to the conclusion that the natives are the aggressors. There
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was that affair of the Veronica, you know. We gave help

to the wrong party that time."
" Yes, sir, but look !

" returned Mr. Thomleigh, as the

gap in the reef opened out and the whole lagoon became
visible, " those crowded canoes, making for the ship I And
that whale-boat !

"

" And that yelling crowd ashore !
" added the commander

in agreement. " You're quite right, Thomleigh. Go ahead !

"

For some minutes there was a scene of orderly activity

on board the Penguin. The engineer's telegraph was busy
;

the lead was at work ; boats were swung out from the davits,

manned and armed ; and a Hotchkiss quick-firing gun on
the upper deck mounting had been cleared for action, a gunner

at the breech with his hand on the lever as he squinted along

the shining steel barrel, eager to pull the trigger and fire at

something else than a mere sea target.

What Norman Kepple saw as the lagoon opened out was
the Nanumanga lying in her own reflection in the calm water.

Her anchor was down, and her loosely-clewed lower sails

swayed lazily in the morning air. A white boy and a tall

Kanaka seaman stood near the break of the poop in a thin

mist of powder smoke that lingered about a six-pounder gun,

which they had Just fired for a second time. Their shot had
struck one of a fleet of thronged war canoes, and the savages

were swimming among the wreckage.

Half-way between the smoking gun and the wrecked canoe

a small whale-boat, rowed by Kanakas, was making desper-

ately for the refuge of the schooner, while the pursuing

savages in her wake were hurling spears and stones at the

rowers. In the boat's stern a white seaman was steadily

firing shot after shot from a repeating rifle into the midst of

the yelling natives.
" Are you ready, there, Jarvis ? " called the first lieutenant,

leaning over the rail of the bridge and speaking to the gunner,

whose hands gripped the crank of the Hotchkiss.
" All ready, sir," answered Jarvis.
" Just throw a shot between the boat and the canoes, then."

Jarvis was quick to obey, and a six-pound shot whistled

forth like a thunderbolt, plunged into the lagoon, and sent a
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great column of spray high into the air, under the nose of

the foremost canoe.
" Again !

" ordered the officer.

This time, Jarvis, grudging the waste of good ammunition,

paused long enough for the canoe's tall, ornamental prow to

come in line with his sight. He pulled the trigger, and hi^

second shot destroyed the labour of months by shattering

the prow into splinters.

So intent were the savages upon their pursuit of the boat,

they had not been aware of the approach of the cruiser until

the first shot from her machine gim told them of her presence.

She had approached during the darkness of the tropic

night, and from the eastward, shielded from view of their

village by the rise of the land and the dense growth of palms ;

and, if her smoke had been observed at sunrise from the

farther side of the island, the intelligence of her coming had
not reached the village in time to warn the savages against

their assault upon the schooner.

It was not the first time that the Tamana islanders had
seen a British ship of war or heard the alarming voice of her

guns, and their retreat to the shore was accomplished even

more swiftly than had been their frustrated pursuit of the

whale-boat, and their attempt to take the ill-protected

schooner.

But Kep had observed that two of the ship's boats were

already captured. They lay broadside on to the beach, and
he guessed that their recent occupants were the cause of the

clamour that was going on in front of the group of beehive

huts on shore, where three or four hundred natives were

concentrated in a noisy, gesticulating crowd.

Two of the cruiser's boats, each mounted with a three-

pounder quick-firing gun, were dispatched shoreward, one

under the command of the third officer, and the other in charge

of a sub-lieutenant and Midshipman Whitson.

The starboard pinnace had been lowered, and was alongside

getting up steam. The second lieutenant and Norman
Kepple were already on board of her with their crew. While
they were waiting, Kep watched the schooner's boat pull

alongside to her main chains. The man in her stem appeared
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to be wounded, for he had to be helped up the side by the

Kanakas.
" Hadn't the doctor better come along with us, Mr. Gres-

ham ? " Kep asked. " That chap they're helping aboard

the schooner is hurt, and others may be brought ofi by our

boats."
" Dr. Nevin is coming," nodded Mr. Gresham. " He has

gone below to fetch his instrument case."

Looking up, Kep saw Jarvis again laying his gun to cover

the two boats. Mr. Thornleigh called down to him :

" Throw a shot over the heads of that crowd, Jarvis," he

ordered. " Let it drop on the green space in front of the

council house—that building with the tin roof."

The shot was fired with wonderful precision, screaming

over the heads of the savages and burying itself in the grass

beyond. With yells of alarm, the natives scattered, and,

where the crowd had been, the bodies of three men could

be seen Ijdng motionless in the scorching sunlight.

Two of them were clothed in the usual white drill of seamen
in the tropics. As Kepple watched, he saw what he took to

be one of the savages emerge from behind a stack of copra

and run swiftly towards the two seamen, carrying a gun over

his shoulder.

He stopped, looked at one of the men, then at the other.

Beside this second one he bent dowTi, seeming to prepare to

lift him, when a couple of the savages from the rear ran

forward. He turned, levelled his rifle, and fired. The fore-

most of the savages fell, and the other ran back. He dropped

his gun, and, lifting the inert body over his shoulder, staggered

with his burden down the sloping beach to meet the boats

from the cruiser.

" Steam's up, sir," announced Anderson.
" Full speed ahead," ordered Mr. Gresham. And, taking

the tiller, he steered towards the Nanumanga.
Tlie boy whom Kep had seen on the schooner's poop now

stood at the open gangway, watching the pinnace approach.

Mr. Gresham brought her in to the mizzen chains, and climbed

up by the rope ladder, followed by Dr. Nevin.

The boy saluted the two officers as they stepped on deck.
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" Thank you for coming, sir," he said to the lieutenant,

and, glancing at the red stripes on the doctor's cuff, he added.
" I was going to signal for a surgeon, but I see it was not

necessary. Our mate is badly hurt—a scalp wound and a

severed artery in the left arm. We've just carried him below.

You will find him, doctor, if you follow the trail of blood."
" Yes, yes," said the doctor, turning aft. " I shall fii.d

hun."
" Where is your master ? " asked Mr. Gresham.
" On shore, sir, with the second mate and the supercargo,"

the boy answered smartly. " The natives attacked them,

and Mr. Wragge, the mate, was going to their help when the

canoes came out."
" The skipper ought not to have left his ship unprotected

at a place like this," said the lieutenant. *' It was risky."

" He went expecting to see a friend—a missionary," the

boy explained.

Mr. Gresham nodded. " I will leave the doctor aboard

of you, with a Junior ofl&cer, while I go ashore," he said.

" You are safe for the present, my lad, and let me tell you
that you did quite right to fire that gun."

Returning to the pinnace, he sent Norman Kepple on board

the schooner to take charge of her.

Owing to a slight mishap, Kep's entrance on board the

Nanumanga was rather undignified. He had his share of

the naval officer's contempt for the merchant service, and,

dressed as he was that morning in an immaculate white

Buit of tropical uniform, he would have wished to impress

the fact of his importance upon the boy who stood ready

to receive him ; but, unfortunately, as he swung his leg over

the bulwark, his toe caught in the bight of a loose rope, and
he plunged forward upon the deck, sprawling on hands and
knees.

The boy leapt to his help.

" Oh, I hope you haven't hurt yourself, sir 1 " he exclaimed.

Kep pulled himself together and looked up, indignant.

He was ready to explode in an angry complaint that the rope

had been left there to trip anyone, but instead he broke into

a boyish laugh.
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" All right," he said, and, rising to his feet, he returned

the boy's belated salute.

Thus, Norman Kepple and Martin Chipperfield met for

the first time, neither of them dreaming how closely they were

to be bound to each other through the months of peril and
adventure that the future had in store.



CHAPTER 111

ON SPECIAL SEKVICB

Chipperfield turned to the bulwark rail, anxiously watching

the steam pinnace as she sped shoreward across the lagoon.

Kep stood beside him.
" Was that one of your Kanaka crew that I saw Just now,

carrjdng a wounded man down the beach ? " Kep inquired.
" Yes, sir." Chipperfield nodded sadly. " Nonouti Tom.

It was our captain that he was saving from the cannibals.

I'm afraid the captain was more than wounded, though.

The three of them—Captain Speeding, Mr. Blake, and Mr.

Ashton—seemed to be past needing help before the cruiser

hove in sight. I can't make out what has happened to the

rest of owe men, or to the Professor," he added, shielding his

eyes from the glaring sunlight.

" The Professor ? " repeated Kep.
" Yes," returned Chipperfield. " A passenger of ours.

He went ashore to coUect specimens. He always does. Ah !

There he is, now, talking with one of your officers in among
those pandanus palms."

" How long have you been anchored here 1 " questioned

the midshipman.
" We came into the lagoon an hour after meridian yester-

day," explained the ship's boy. " The natives were friendly

enough when some of us went ashore for a few cocoanuts, and
even this morning, when the two boats went in to do a bit

of trade, there was no show of hostility at first. But a

crowd of the savages soon gathered round, and then the row
began."

" Those canoes shaped as if they intended to cut off your

31
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ship," remarked Kep. " I suppose that's why you fired

your six-pounder 1
"

" Yes ; we couldn't have done much if they'd got nearer,"

said Chipperfield, very gloomily. " We should all have been

massacred, and the ship looted, if the cruiser hadn't turned

up."

He glanced forward at the few Kanaka seamen who repre-

sented the sorry remnant of the schooner's crew.
" You see, sir," ho went on, " a labour-recruiting craft

was in here a month ago, and it's likely that we were mistaken

for one of the same sort. That's the worst of the recruiters.

Tiiey kidnap the natives by a trick, and carry them off to

slavery in Fiji or Queensland, and every honest trading ship

that comes in after them is suspected of being up to the same
dirty business."

He drew back from the bulwark.
'* Now that you are in charge of the deck, sir," he con-

cluded, " I'll Just slip below and see if the doctor wants any
help."

Norman Kepple strode aft to the poop deck. From that

more elevated position he watched what was going on. The
Penguin had steamed farther into the lagoon, and was now
dropping her anchors about half a cable's length astern

of the Nanumanga. The semaphore was at work, signalling

to the shore.

The fleet of canoes had disappeared beyond the shelter of

a densely-wooded bluff of land, and there was hardly a savage

to be seen, apart from a crowd of native women and children

who had fled in panic to an isolated reef a mile away from the

village. Some were still swimming out, their black heads and
splashing arms showing clearly on the glittering surface.

Mr. Gresham had landed from the pinnace, and the white-

clothed figures of many man-of-war's men were flitting to

and fro between the village and the schooner's boats, into

which they were carrying the victims of the massacre.

The work of rescuing the dead bodies from the cannibals

and searching for survivors who had taken refuge among the

palm trees, hiding in the undergrowth or Ijdng low in the

shadows of black rocks nearer the shore, occupied a long time ;
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and the third lieutenant had gone inland, with a guard of

seamen, in pursuit of the ringleaders of the assault. But
Mr. Gresham recalled them, and presently the pinnace was
put off again, towing behind her the schooner's two boats,

which she brought alongside.

Already Dr. Nevin and young Chipperfield had returned

on deck, having left the mate in his bunk, with his wounds
skilfully plastered and bandaged.

" Wonderfully intelligent boy, that," remarked the doctor

to Kep. " He's got the strength of a man, and the delicate

touch of a woman. The way he helped me to tie that artery

was a marvel. Ah ! Is this more work for me 1 It looks

like it."

He climbed over into the mizzen chains, and lowered him-

self into the pinnace, making his way across the thwarts to

the Nanumanga's boats, and examining what was in them.

Captain Speeding, the second mate, and the supercargo

were all three dead, as were four of the Kanakas and a white

seaman.
" No use taking them on board, Mr. Gresham," the doctor

decided. " They'd better be left where they are and lowered

into the deep water outside the lagoon."

From them he turned to the survivors in the second boat.

These were three Kanakas and an odd-looking little white

man, whose spectacles and general appearance—including

the butterfly net which he held across his knees—at once

proclaimed him to be the Professor of whom Chipperfield

had spoken. None of them had been injured.

Lieutenant Gresham again mounted to the schooner's deck.
" Now, youngster," he said to Chipperfield. " Let me

know your position. I'm afraid it's an awkward one. Your
little friend—Professor Hercules J. Hudson—informs me
that you are homeward bound to Sydney."

*' That's our intended port, sir," the boy tearfully responded.
" But I don't know how we're to get there, with the mate
badly wounded, and a crew of natives that can hardly trim

a sail, let alone set a course."

He began to cry. The gruesome sight of his murdered
shipmates in the boat had unnerved him.
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" What white men are left ? " questioned the officer.

Chipperfield looked up at him through his tears.

" The Professor's no good," he answered. " He a lands-

man. There's only myself and the wounded mate."
" Not a very hopeful outlook when you've to take the ship

across a couple of thousand miles of sea," remarked the

lieutenant. " What do you think of doing ?
"

Chipperfield braced himself to answer.
" I think I can contrive to navigate her, sir, with Mr.

Wragge's help ; but I couldn't handle her in a storm. As
soon as we get our copra on board, I shaU up anchor and cut

away from here, and trust to luck. That's what I think

of doing, sir."

Lieutenant Gresham took him kindly by the arm.
" Come below, little chap, and let's have a look at the

ship's papers," he said. " Then I will see what we can do
for you."

Norman Kepple was left in command of the deck. He
got the three rescued Kanakas on board, and sent them
forward, but the Professor seemed to be reluctant to leave

the boat.

In a dazed sort of way he leaned over the gunwale, watching

the hungry sharks that swam around in the green water,

calculating their length and girth as they lazily rose to poke

their snouts at the planks that divided them from a coveted

meal. But presently, as an unusually large one thumped
and rasped its shoulders against the side of the boat in which

he sat, he drew back, and, taking his butterfly net and speci-

men box with him, slowly climbed up by the chains and

presented his shrivelled little figure in front of Norman Kepple.

Even before he had spoken, Kep Judged him to be an
American. He wore a suit of red and white striped pyjamas,

with a blue undershirt plentifully sprinkled with white

stars. From the soles of his feet, whose nakedness was pro-

tected by open sandals, to the top of his head, on which he

wore a very wide-brimmed, sun-parched Panama hat, he
could not have stood more than five feet in height. His deeply-

bronzed and very thin face was adorned with a goatee beard.

He held a very long, unlighted cheroot between his lips, and
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on his beaky, sunburnt nose there was a pair of gold-rimmed

spectacles, whose lenses were divided across to accommodate

both long and short sight. Through the upper halves of them

he contemplated the young midshipman inquiringly.

" Still another one ? " he began. " Seems to me your

British Navy has kind of taken possession of this hooker.

I'm curious t* know Just what you intend to do with us. I

guess you couldn't do better than tow us right back to Hono-

lulu, and give us the protection of your big guns same time."
" We shall see you safe out of this lagoon, sir," said Kep.

" I think you are an American ?
"

" That's so," nodded the Professor, vigorously chewing

the end of his cheroot. " My name is Hercules J. Hudson,

citizen of the United States, and professor of nat'ral science

in the great University of Chicago."
" Pleased to make your acquaintance. Professor," said

Kep. " I shouldn't have expected to find so eminent a person

crossing the Pacific Ocean on a weather-beaten tub like this.

But I suppose the pursuit of science attracts you to many
outlandish places."

" You've struck the mark, stranger ; it does," returned

the Professor. " Present time, I am engaged in makin' a

collection of equatorial bugs, and in gatherin' material for

an epoch-making treatise on the anthropology of Polynesia.

That's my line, young man ; and I've been treadin' on new
ground all the time. This here spot "—he Jerked his thumb
over his shoulder in the direction of Tamana—" has never

previously been visited by any anthropologist of distinction,

notwithstanding that it's about the most interestin' island

on the whole of the Pacific. For this reason, you will com-
prehend my disappointment at the sudden interruption of

my researches. I had counted on makin' important dis-

cov'ries among these natives ; but the only discov'ry I've

made is that they're as skilful in the use of their weapons as

they are in the makin' of them. I regret that I'm not privi

leged to add some examples of those weapons to my collection.

They're unique, sir—quite unique."
" I suppose you're aware that these people are cannibals,

sir 1 " inquired Kep.
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The professor spat a Jet of tobacco Juice across the open
hatchway.

" Cannibals ? Why, yes. That's Just why I'm hankerin'

to know more about their domestic economy. They're pure

aboriginals, with all their primitive habits and instincts un-

touched by the disturbin' hand of civilisation—a most
remarkable people, still retainin' the barbaric simplicity of

original man, and yet artistic to an extraordinary degree.

The tattooin' on the figure of one specimen I encountered

back of the village there, took my fancy straight away.

I'm Just real sorry I hadn't a Kodak ready 'stead of a six-

shooter, though I allow the latter instrument came in kind

of handy at the moment. It has often been my regret that

no one has yet invented a shootin'-iron with a photographic

attachment. There's money in that idea, young man ; a

pile of money."

Having examined the ship's papers, and found them
satisfactory. Lieutenant Gresham returned to the cruiser,

again leaving Norman Kepple in charge of the schooner, with

instructions to receive and stow away the consignment of

copra that was to be brought on board in exchange for various

articles of trade already landed. The presence of the warship

had quieted the natives, and there was no further danger in

the schooner's crew going ashore protected by the guns of the

Penguin.

When the hatches were closed, Kepple was relieved by a

sub-lieutenant, and he went back to the cruiser. He was

invited to take lunch in the captain's cabin, and, when the

meal was over. Commander Mayhew said to him :

" Kepple, I am going to send you on special service. I

am going to put you in command of the Nanumanga, to

navigate her to Sydney. She is short-handed, you see, and
carries a valuable cargo. She cannot be left in the lurch,

and it occurs to me that the practical experience on a sailing

vessel will do you all the good in the world. You are young

for such a responsibility ; but I have entire confidence in

you."
" Thank you, sir," returned Kepple, proud of the com-

mander's trust in him, but not knowing whether to be glad
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or sorry at being told off on this unexpected duty. " And
when does my responsibility begin, sir ?

"

" I think we may say it has already begun," returned the

commander. " I am anxious to get away from here as soon

as we have dealt out suitable punishment to these savages,

and I wish to see you clear of the island before we leave.

If you have decent weather you ought to get to Sydney about

a week in advance of us, and I shall expect to find you there.

Mr. Gresham will set a course for you, and give you everything

that you require."



CHAPTER IV

BAD BLOOD

" I SHOTJLD say it's not altogether a welcome change for you,

sir, being put aboard this crawling hooker, after living on
a spick-and-span vessel like the one you've left."

Norman Kepple lowered his binoculars as he turned away
from the schooner's taffrail.

He had stood there for the past half-hour, watching the

slowly-diminishing shape of the grey-hulled, grey-funnelled

cruiser that was now but a speck upon the blue horizon,

hardly discoverable except for the long trail of dark smoke
that curled upward into the tropic sky.

" I don't regret the change yet, Chipperfield," he responded,

laying his glass on the top of the cabin skylight. " Naturally,

I don't like being separated from my old messmates—they're

an awfully nice lot of fellows, every one of them—and I shall

miss the chunking of the engines ; but the Nanumanga isn't

half bad, if she were only a bit cleaner. That's a fault that

can be remedied. If this calm weather lasts, we might treat

her to a fresh coat of paint, and put a patch in that mainsail.

Her starboard bulwarks wouldn't be any the worse for a

new plank or two. Joyce, who came aboard with me, will

see to that."

He moved to the port side of the deck, which was shielded

from the fierce rays of the sun by the spread of the lazily-

swaying mizzen sail.

•' Say, if I'm in your way here, Mr. Kepple, I'll quit,"

said the Professor, rising from a deck chair, with a fountain

pen in one hand and a sheaf of manuscript paper in the other.

" Not at all, sir," Kep assured him, passing on. " Pray

keep your seat."

38
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Chipperfield dropped into step with the aristocratic-

looking young midshipman, accompanying him forward to

the quarter rail. They stood there together looking down
upon the main deck, where the hands were languidly occupied

in overhauling and stowing away the extra provisions that

had been brought on board from the Penguin.

Joyce, who was superintending the work, dressed in the

clean white ducks of a man-of-war's man, was a strange

contrast to the brown-skinned, scantily-clad Kanakas, upon

whom he was showering his orders in a tongue incompre-

hensible to most of them.
" Did you ever set eyes on such a miscellaneous lot of

swabs in all your bom days, sir ? " questioned Chipperfield.

' Just take stock of them 1

"

" Perhaps they're better than they look," returned Kepple,

regarding the men critically. " What are they—Samoans 1

I've not been on the Pacific long enough to tell the difference

between the natives of one island and another. They all seem

alike to me."
" They're all sorts," explained Chipperfield. " That fuzzy-

headed chap at the comer of the hatchway is a Fijian. The
one next to him's a Marshall Islander. Nonouti Tom belongs

to the Gilberts. The scarecrow lifting the water breaker is

from Rotuma, and the tall fellow with the tattooed face is

a full-blooded Maori, who tumbled aboard of us at Honolulu.

Your man seems to have difficulty in making them under-

stand him."
" Sink me if ever I seen such a crew !

" grumbled Joyce,

in despair at his orders being ignored. " Ere, you, Robinson

Crusoe," he shouted. ** Tell that anointed son of a blacking-

brush to take 'is carcus off of that there bread barge ! 'Go

does *e think's goin' to eat bread after 'ee's been a-sprawlin'

over it 1
"

The tall, fair-bearded man to whom he appealed wore a

naval engineer's greasy Jumper over his wide and equally

greasy canvas trousers ; but it was obvious from his unpro-

fessional appearance that he was neither an engineer nor a

naval seaman. Anyone familiar with the denizens of the

South Se^J3 would at once have classed him as a mere beach-
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combing waif of the islands When he repeated the command,
it was in voluble sandalwood English that he spoke, and he

accompanied his words with a kick at the native's bare shins.

" Robinson Crusoe isn't that chap's real name, of course ?
"

questioned Chipperfield, leaning on his elbows on the raU.
" No," smiled Kep ;

" but it's appropriate. We picked

him up about a month ago on one of the Phoenix Islands,

where he's been living all alone, without even a Man Friday

to share his desolation. Goodness knows how he got there.

His name is Lavington. He's an American, and hopes to make
his way to San Francisco, where he sailed from."

"So ? " Chipperfield raised his eyebrows in surprise.

" Then I'm wrong. I fancied I recognised him ; that I'd

seen him before—in Sydney or Brisbane. But, if he wants
to get to 'Frisco, why is he going with us to New South Wales ?

He's going months out of his way !

"

Kepple shrugged his shoulders.
" So far as I could make out when we rescued him, he

wasn't particular where we should land him." he responded.
" Anywhere was better than that barren island, where he had
no company but frigate birds and land crabs, and nothing

to eat but bananas and cocoanuts."
" I noticed that he seemed particularly satisfied to change

from the Penguin to the Nanumanga, for all that," observed

Chipperfield. " Perhaps he felt the restraint of life on a

man-of-war."
" I fancy he'd been ragged a bit by our fellows," said Kep.

" They were down on him for cheating over a game of draughts

or cards, or something of that kind—Hello I

"

This last exclamation was called forth by what was going

on below on the main deck.

The native whom Lavington had dismissed from the bread

barge was Nonouti Tommy, the Gilbert Islander who had
rescued the body of Captain Speeding from the cannibals.

Tommy had resented the rough usage, and, waiting for a few

moments in silence, he had now gone up to Lavington with

an angry flash in his dark eyes.

" You gon' kick dis fellow ? " he complained. " Wha' for

you kick ? Suppose you tink 'cause you come off man-o-'war
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shippy you all same big officer ? You no true man-o'-war

fellow. You plenty bad man. Dis fellow savee you longa

time."

Lavington nervously tugged at his beard, staring fixedly

at the Kanaka, as if trying to recognise him, or to remember
where he had seen him before. His face had grown less

ruddy. For a moment the two stood face to face, seeming

ready to leap at each other. But Joyce intervened, silently

handing a case of condensed milk to the native to carry to the

store-room.
" Tommy isn't quite himself to-day," remarked Chipper-

field. " He is grieving over the death of the captain. He
used to follow Captain Speeding about like a dog, and would
have done anything for him : always managed to ship on the

same voyage with him. It was his way of showing gratitude.

Years ago. Tommy was once accused of stealing a bag of

dollars out of the trade room of a ship, of which Speeding

was then mate. Some of the money was found in his box, and
it looked as if he were guilty. He was put in irons, and was
about to be flogged, when the mate pleaded for him, and
got him off. All the evidence against him was the bare word
of the supercargo, and it turned out afterwards that the

supercargo was himself the thief. Tommy is one of the

smartest men we have on board. You can trust him down
to the ground."

Professor Hercules J. Hudson had moved away from his

deck chair, and was leaning against the binnacle, talking

with the man at the wheel, the while he was making notes in

his memorandum book.
" I make it a practice, Mr. Kepple, never to neglect an

opportunity of gatherin' information," he said, turning as

Kep approached him, " and I've Just been takin' a lesson

in Polynesian verbs. The man now steerin' us is a most
interestin' specimen of humanity—native of the Friendly

Islands. He gen'rally goes by the name of Tonga and his

Shadder. Present moment, his shadder and he are separated.

The other part of him is occupied in the cook's galley."

Kep nodded encouragement to the Professor's loquacity

The Professor continued :
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" In the Friendly Islands," he explained, " they have a

law which has no counterpart in any other country. If a

man accuses another of committin' a serious crime against

him, and the case is proved, the guilty party is punished

by bein* compelled to serve his accuser as a personal slave.

This individual here "—^he Jerked his thumb in the direction

of the man at the wheel
—

" accused the King's son of a crime.

The King himself tried the case, and sentenced the delinquent

to perpetual slavery. Consequence is that, wherever our

friend Tonga goes, by land or sea, his slave is right there

alongside him, the same as his shadder."
" If they are so inseparable," smiled Kep, " I had better

make sure that they are always in the same watch."
" That was Captain Spcedin's plan," assented the Pro-

fessor.

Kep presently went below to have a consultation with the

invalid mate, to study his charts, and take possession of his

cabin. With Iklr. Wragge, he examined the ship's papers, dis-

cussing the agreement, and dividing the crew into watches.

They decided that Joyce should act temporarily as first

mate, and Chipperfield as second. Lavington, who was not

a practical seaman, was nevertheless rated as one of the

ship's company, to be berthed forward with the forecastle

hands in the starboard watch, with recognised authority

over the Kanakas. The schooner was still short-handed,

but, as Mr. Wragge remarked, she was as easy to handle as

a pleasure yacht, and, given fair weather and good luck,

there ought to be no difficulty in taking her safely to Sj^dney.

For the first two days out from Tamana, she ripped along

in a way which fully Justified the mate's report of her sailing

qualities, but on the third day the gentle north-east trade

wind failed, and by nightfall she lay idly floating on a sea

of glass, and it was then that Kep realised the advantages

of steam over light canvas. He occupied the hands in giving

the ship a general clean up, polishing her brass, holystoning

her decks, patching her sails, and overhauling her gear.

By the look of the sky and the haze that lay along the oily

sea, he Judged that the calm was likely to last for some days,

and he decided to give the ship a coat of white paint outside.
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Joyce superintended the work. Brought up in the Navy,
he had been disciplined to cleanliness, and he took delight

in seeing that everything about the schooner was made
spick and span, and in drilling the hands to • orderliness

and willing activity. Even Lavington, who was naturally

indolent, submitted to his commands and began to bestir

himself. WhUe four of the men were at work on the outer

bulwarks, he applied his brush to the channels and the hatch

coamings, only pausing in his industry to keep the Kanakas
at their duties.

" Your castaway 'pears to have command of a most
intelligent knowledge of the Polynesian dialects," remarked

the Professor, who sat under the poop awning patiently

engaged in mounting and classifying his collection of

tropical butterflies, " I notice he addresses each one of our

Kanakas in his own tongue—a most useful accomplishment,

particularly when you want to convey an abstract idea.

In that respect, whale-ship English has considerable limita-

tions. Say, what's that man callin' out

—

Te hahwa ! Roria

it hakwa ? I guess he's located a shark prowlin' around."

It was Nonouti Tommy who had shouted up from the

staging, and he now clambered up to the deck, dropping his

paint-brush as he ran forward to the forecastle.

Kep and the Professor crossed to the poop rail.

" They've no occasion to be scared," remarked the Pro-

fessor, as the Kanakas scrambled on board. " It is a common
error that a shark can rise out of the water. That beast

couldn't reach them, though I allow he'd like to. He's

hungry, or those pilot fish wouldn't hang back from him.

My ! he's just enormous !

"

" Nearly as big as the one we saw in Honolulu Harbour,"

added Chipperfield.

Nonouti Tommy now returned, carrying his shark-fishing

tackle with a chunk of salt horse, which he had snatched

from the galley as he passed. He was preparing the bait

when Lavington strode up to him, ordering him back to his

work as he roughly snatched the hook and its coil of line

and flung them over the side.

Tommy moved sullenly away to pick up his paint-brush.
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" Slip along !
" cried Lavington fiercely. " Back to your

work !
" and, rushing forward, he dealt the stooping native

an angry kick in the ribs.

Instantly Tommy wheeled round, drawing his sheath knife,

and before anyone could interfere the two were wrestUng

together in a desperate fight. Lavington had gripped Tommy's
wrist with his left hand, while his right was wrapped about

the native's lithe body. They writhed and swayed and
struggled in each other's grip like a pair of infuriated animals,

each trying to throw the other, but both keeping a firm

hold with his bare feet on the deck.

Joyce ran down from the poop to separate them, but

before he reached them Tommy had wrenched himself free,

dropping the knife, which fell point downwards to the deck,

where it remained upright, trembling. Lavington caught

at the weapon, and rushed across the deck to where Tommy
stood bending forward to dodge him, with his arms out-

stretched athwart the open gangway.

With a savage cry, Lavington flung himself forward, but,

treading on the wet paint-brush, he slipped. Tommy leapt

adroitly aside, and the taller man, staggering to clutch at the

stanchion, and striking at empty air, lost his balance, and
was precipitated headlong into the sea.

" Stand by !
" cried Kepple. " The shark ! The shark !

"

There was a rush to the side. Even in that moment of

excitement, as he looked down at the man struggling and
splashing in the water, Kep realised that Jacob Lavington

was not by any means so expert a swimmer as he had boasted

of being.
" Quick ! Quick !

" shouted the Professor, seeing the

shark's black fin above the water gliding smoothly along the

ship's side towards the swimmer.

The monster was hardly a couple of fathoms away from

the struggling man. Its protruding snout rippled the calm

surface ; its shining dorsal fin flickered in the sunlight, and
the great body seemed about to roll round and expose the

hungrily-gaping Jaws when there was a heavy splash, and
in a swirl of broken water and seething foam the shark was
seen darting away.
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When the turmoil subsided, Martin Chipperfield rose from

the depths, shaking his wet head as he struck out and put his

hand quietly under Lavington's bearded chin.

In a few moments he was clambering up by the main chains,

helping Lavington to follow ; and in another minute he was
running aft along the deck towards the cabin to change his

dripping clothes.

" Say, now, that was real smart," commented the Pro-

fessor, in admiration. " It was done so slick, I didn't just

see how it was managed. Did you, Mr. Kepple ?
"

" Why, he Jumped feet foremost on to the shark's back,

and startled the brute," explained Kep. " Yes, it was Jolly

smart, and there isn't a doubt that he saved that man's life."

Chipperfield certainly had saved Lavington from an awful

death. At the time he thought little of what he had done

;

but, afterwards, both he and Norman Kepple, as well as

others of that ship's company, had reason to regret the

impulsive act of bravery.



CHAPTER V

THE TEMPORARY MATE

" That was a ripping fine thing that you did just now,

Chip," said Norman Kepple, in commendation, as Chipper-

field returned on deck in a dry suit of clothes. Mr. Kepple
was already fond enough of the ship's boy to address him by
the diminutive name of " Chip."

Chip laughed carelessly.

" I don't call that anything, sir—startling a shark away
from a cliap's heels," he said modestly, tightening the sailor's

knot in his necktie.

" It was a lot more than I could ever have brought myself

to do," pursued the midshipman. " The very sight of a
shark sends me into a blue funk ; but you—why, you Jumped
without an instant's hesitation !

"

" If I'd hesitated and considered the risk," said Chipper-

field, " I don't think I should have dared. But I'd seen a

native do the same thing once, and it's not a bad way of

making a shark sheer off for a minute."
" But, if you'd missed your Jump, it would have been all

up with you," Kep reminded him. " That brute would have

had you down its throat in half a tick."

" Say, did you ever hear of a shark swallerin' a man whole,

then ? " questioned the Professor, rising from his seat on the

skylight, with his fountain pen held between his teeth like

a cigar. " As a practical zoologist, I'm always surprised at

the swallerin' capabilities, not of sharks, but of humans.

Th' amount of ign'rance knockin' around even among seamen
who have daily opportoonity of pers'nal observation, is

Just amazin'."

46
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" I've heard of them swallowing a man whole—yes,'

said Kep.

The Professor regarded him through the upper halves of

his spectacles.

" I'm ready t' allow that the shark is 'bout the most all-

fired, hungry critter that swims," he said. " He can eat

'most anythin' that happens along, from one of his own kind

to a chunk of coal. His digestive app'ratus rivals that of

the renowned ostrich, and it don't occupy him long t' de-

molish consid'rably more'n his own bulk of edible substance.

But for him the process of mastication is, nevertheless, a
necessary condition of enjojnnent, and one mouthful at a

time is the limit of his power of bitin'. Th' idea of his swallerin'

a man at one glorious gulp ain't founded on scientific evi-

dence, Mr. Kepple."

Kep nodded in deference to the Professor's learning.
" It's a common error, Mr. Kepple, same as the error

'bout the whale bein' choked by a herrin'. Why, right here

in the Pacific, I've seen a dyin' cachalot whale disgorge

fragments of cuttlefish the girth of this here schooner's

mainmast. Cuttlefish is the nat'ral food of the sperm whale.

It's the flint-like armour of the cuttlefish settin' up irritation

in the whale's internals that prodooces the valu'ble com-
modity called ambergris—used in the manufacture of per-

fumes."
" I thought the sperm whale, like your American buffalo,

was supposed to be extinct ? " remarked Kep.
" Wal, I guess they're kind of played out," admitted the

Professor. " But I'm speakin' of the time when I was along

here as a boy on a Nantucket whalin' brig, with an uncle of

mine." And thereupon he launched forth into a long dis-

sertation on the anatomy, habits, and commercial value

of the sperm whale.

He was still holding forth volubly when Chipperfield

plucked at Kep's sleeve.

" Robinson Crusoe seems to want you, sir," he whispered,

and Kepple turned to see Jacob Lavington standing at the

top of the companion ladder, waiting for permission to

approach.
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Lavington had allowed his clothes to dry on his back.

He saluted and stepped nearer.
" Excuse me, sir," he began, with a politeness that was

evidently forced, " but I want to know what you mean to do
about punishing that Kanaka that made such a savage

and unprovoked attack on me Just now. Are you going to

put him in irons ?
"

" Put him in irons ? " repeated Kepple, wonderingly.
" But it was you who made the first attack. You kicked

him. If anyone should be punished, it is yourself. You
were put in authority over the natives, but I didn't give you
permission to kick them. Just remember that, and don't

lift hand or foot to one of them again, or
"

He checked himself. Lavington looked at him sharply.
" Or what ? " he questioned.
" Never mind," said Kepple firmly. " Go back to your

own part of the ship, and in future, if you have any complaints

to make take them to the officer of your watch."

Lavington slunk away, but the look in his eyes as he
glanced backward had in it a threat which might have dis-

tmrbed Norman Kepple, had he seen it.

" That man entirely fails to convince me that he is an
American, ]Mr. Kepple," remarked the Professor. " I had
a word with him last night, and I gathered that he knows
'bout as much of San Francisco, where he claims to have
come from, as I do of Timbuctoo. 'Tain't for me, a passenger,

to pass any criticism on one of your ship's company ; but

I'm inclined to the opinion that there's somethin' kind of

crooked in Mr. Jacob Lavington's character. He's not Just

the kind of man I would care to trust if I had a pile of dollars

to invest. I have considerable misgivin's concernin' him."

Professor Hercules J. Hudson was not the only person

on board who had misgivings concerning Lavington.

Joyce had seen that the enmity between Lavington and
Nonouti Tommy dated farther back than the time when the

Nanumanga sailed out from Tamana, and, although he did

not Justify the Gilbert Islander in drawing his knife, he yet

was disposed to take Tommy's side in the quarrel, and to

regard Lavington's attitude with suspicion.
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On the evening after the shark incident, Joyce had the

midnight watch on deck. A breeze had sprung up, and the

schooner was sailing easily under all sail over a glittering,

moonlit sea. Tommy was at the wheel.
" You may thank your stars and Mr. Kepple that you

wasn't clapped in irons for what you done this arternoon.

Tommy," said Joyce, standing by the binnacle, and con-

templating the spiral pattern of the tattooing that was
visible, even in the moonlight, on the native's arms and
chest. " You'd no right to take your knife to 'im, you know."

Tommy clasped his brown hands over a spoke of the wheel,

and leaned his chin on the straining knuckles, bending his

soft, dark eyes on the temporary mate.
" Dis fella he no let any fella give him kick," he said

quietly. " Dat fella him plenty bad man. He no good.

Dis fella savee him longa time. Savee him longa Nonouti.

White fella him break canoe. Take dis fella out a water, put

him down in shippy take longa Quinslan'. Make work too

muchy hard. Dis fella no recruit."

" Oh !

" nodded Joyce. He understood whale-ship English,

although he was not himself very apt in speaking it. " And
this cove Lavington 'as bin in the blackbirding line, 'as 'e ?

I reckoned there was something shady about 'im. Scuttled

your canoe, and kidnapped you off to Queensland, did 'e ?

Ah!"
" Oo !

" Tommy afl&rmed. " One time dis fella fight dat

fella for true."
" Better wait till you get ashore 'fore you do that," cau-

tioned Joyce.
" Oo I

" agreed the Kanaka, " me wait. Bym-bye fight.

No yet."

lie breeze freshened to a respectable wind. Joyce trimmed
the sails to suit it, and then went to the chart room to enter

a record. He was in his bare feet, which made no sound

as he approached.
" Hello !

" he cried, in astonishment, as he opened the door.
" Sling yer 'ook out o' this 1 Who gave you leave to come
in 'ere 1 Gear out ! D'ye 'ear ?

"

What he saw was the man Lavington standing under the
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hanging lamp, with a chart spread out in front of him, running

his finger searchingly along the line that marked the schooner'a

projected course.
" Wot 'ave you bin up to 1 " demanded Joyce, laying his

hand on the stifiE scroll of paper, and, at the same time,

shouldering Lavington towards the door. As he did so he
noticed a pencil and piece of india-rubber on the desk.

" All right, Mr. Joyce, all right," said Lavington, showing

his betel-blackened teeth in an ugly smile. " I've seen all

I wanted to see. There's a dangerous sunken reef this side

of Ocean Island, and I wanted to make sure that it was shown
on the chart. But, I say, Joyce, why is the course marked
in ink instead of pencil ?

"

Joyce stared at him suspiciously.
" To prevent a beach-comber like you from alterin' of it,"

he answered hotly. " That's why. And now, sling your

'ook out o' this, and don't lemme catch you ere' again, or

anywhere else where you've got no business." And he

watched the man shuffling forward into the darkness of the

alley-way.



CHAPTER VI

KEP'S TRIAL OF SEAMANSHIP

DtJBiNQ that calm, moonlit night the Jagged outline of Ocean

Island loomed into view on the starboard bow.

Norman Kepple congratulated himself upon having made
80 exact a landfall. While the calm had lasted, he had been

perplexed by the drift of the equatorial current, but his

observations and reckonings had been correct, and here was

the island as immediately in front of him as if it had drawn
him by some mysterious magnetism.

On the following morning the schooner was rounding the

southern horn of the reef, and all hands were on deck, including

Mr. Wragg, who appeared with his head bandaged, and his

arm in a sling.

Norman Kepple had been instructed by Commander
Mayhew to touch at Ocean Island, to take on board the

Government commissioner, who was due to return home on
leave of absence, and who was to be given a passage to

Sydney.

The schooner was to have called at this remote island

in any case for fresh water, and to take in yams, taro, pigs,

and other provisions to serve for the native crew during the

long voyage to New South Wales, and Mr. Wragg expected

that there would be a consignment of copra awaiting him.
" Still more copra," smiled the Professor when he heard

Mr. Wragg refer to this possible addition to the cargo. " Pro-

vidence was certainly considerate of the South Sea Islands

in givin' them so convenient an article of exchange. The
world can never have too much copra."

" It's a puzzle to me where it all goes to," said Kep. ** Every

5«
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ship on the Pacific seems to be loaded with it. What's the

particiilar use of it, Professor ?
"

" Wal, you see," explained the Professor, " every ton of it

contains a hundred gallons of cocoanut oil. Th' oil is resolved

into glycerine and stearine, from which more'n half the soap

and candles used in the civilised world are made. Forty
dollars a ton's not bad value, and, considerin' the ease with

which the stufif's gotten, I reckon the commerce in copra has

knocked the sperm whale industry into a cocked hat. I'm
real glad you're intendin' to anchor here, Mr. Kepple," he
added, surveying the wooded heights of the island through

the midshipman's binoculars. " There'll be an opportoonity

for me to go ashore, I'm hankerin' some to see in what
respects the Ocean Islanders differ from other Polynesians."

On entering the narrow passage into the lagoon, Kep
saw that there was an Australian brig named the Diana
lying close abreast of the native village. He sailed into the

middle of the lagoon, dropped his anchor in fourteen fathoms,

and at once sent the Jolly-boat ashore in charge of Joyce

before going below to his breakfast with the Professor and
Mr. Wragg.

In about an hour, Joyce returned with the news that the

commissioner had died some three weeks earlier, and that

his assistant clerk had taken his place until another should

be appointed.

Kepple confirmed this arrangement without going ashore,

and gave Joyce the responsibility of getting the fresh pro-

visions, the copra, and some kegs of palm oil on board.

This work took longer time than Kep had anticipated,

for he had anchored far out from the shore, necessitating

a long Journey for the boats. So he resolved to remain where

he was until next morning, the more especially since the

trade wind, which had been blowing fresh all day, suddenly

fell to a dead stillness.

This sudden lull occurred about an hour before sunset,

and the sky in the westward, after flickering with unusual

brilliance, had as suddenly become overcast with threatening

dark clouds, which spread with amazing rapidity. The air

was oppressively hot.
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Kep paced the quarter-deck nervously, alarmed at the

aspect of the sky.
" I don't like the look of this at all, Joyce," he said.

" There's going to be a blow, and it's too late for us to tow

out. We'd have been heaps safer out at sea. But we can't

risk that narrow passage."
" Don't see nothing to be anxious about, sir," returned

Joyce.
" I do, though, and I'm going to be prepared," said Kep.

" Get those boats swung inboard and secured. Lower your

yards and topmasts, close all portholes, batten down the

hatches, and make everything snug alow and aloft, and look

smart about it."

" Ay, ay, sir," said Joyce, and he at once set off to put
these commands into execution.

As yet there was not a breath of wind, but the schooner

was roUing heavily on a mountainous, glassy swell that swept

into the lagoon. A boat came off from the brig with a message

from her skipper to warn Kepple that a blow was coming on,

and to recommend him to clear out to sea.

Kep shook his head dubiously, as again he measured the

possibilities of escape before the storm should break.
" There's no time," he answered. " And I'm in a better

position than you are. You're too close inshore. You'd better

warp out a bit from that wall of coral that's astern of you."

At sunset time the sky was as black as pitch, the air was
like that of an oven, and the huge ocean rollers were breaking

on the outer reef with a roar as of thunder. Amid the clamour-

ing of the surf there was a weird humming, moaning sound,

that was ominously thrilling.

Through the darkness Kep heard the skipper of the brig

hailing him.
" Coo-ee !

" he shouted. " What're you going to do, sir ?

It's coming on strong. Can't you slip out, and tow us with

you 1
"

" No," answered Kep, for, even though he realised the

peril in being so near the land, he saw that it was impossible

to find the break in the reef in the inky darkness. " I'm going

to stick it out. But you're in a tight comer there, old chap.

D
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Send us the end of your hawser, and we'll warp you off shore I

You'll have to ride short if you don't."

The half-dozen kegs of palm oil had been left in the star-

board channels. Kep ordered Joyce to have them carried-

forward to the forecastle head, to broach them, and empty
their contents over the bows.

The schooner was now rolling wildly, her bare, shortened

masts swaying from side to side at such an angle that the

cross trees seemed almost to touch the bounding waves.

From down below there came a crash. It was the Pro-

fessor's cases of specimens falling off their shelves. In the

trade room there was a confused wreckage of smashed bottles

mixed up with broken cases of cutlery, cartridges, gunpowder,

concertinas, straw hats, and rolls of cloth. Everything loose

about the ship seemed to be on the move. The live pigs

were squealing noisily.

Kepple's offer of help to the Diana was not accepted.

Joyce was peering through the darkness, showing a lantern

over the taffrail as he vainly watched for the brig's expected

boat, when suddenly the lantern was whisked from his hand
by a gust of wind that struck him like a solid moving wall.

" Stand by !
" shouted Kepple, but his voice was drowned

by the hideous screech of the hurricane's fearful blast. The
schooner pivoted round like a top, smothered in a deluge

of whirling leaves and twigs, mingled with nipping spray.

The ship herself was caught by the furious force, and flung

bodily back with a violent jerk at her anchors that threw

everyone off his feet.

From landward there came the crashing of splitting timber

as giant trees were torn from their roots and hurled aside.

Great seas leapt and poimded against the schooner's trembling,

staggering hull, and swept across her decks in a swirling

flood. She plunged, and rose, and plunged again, taking the

water in over her bows and waist, tugging madly at her

anchors.

Kepple seized Joyce by the shoulders.
" Give her another ten fathoms of cable," he shouted into

the man's ear.

Joyce saluted and struggled forward with Lavington,
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Chipperfield, and Nonouti Tommy. Presently the groaning

of her cables through the hawse-pipes was heard amid the

clamour and racket of the storm. She Jerked again as she

was brought up short at the end of her straining tether, bub

less violently than before.

" Say, this is just great 1
" muttered the Professor, emerging

from the deck-house in a seaman's oilskin^ and crawling

on hands and knees along the deck. He caught at Norman
Kepple's hand. " I'm ready to do anythin' you tell me,
Mr. Kepple," he shouted. " What e'n I do t' help ?

"

" Lay for'ard, and keep those chuckle-headed Kanakas
from Jumping overboard," Kep ordered. " Tell 'em they're

safe as long as the cables hold. Look out !

"

A black, oily wave rose like a mountain in front of them,

as the schooner sank into the trough. It broke and thundered

down upon them in a drowning deluge. Kep's arms were

around the Professor's frail body, and the two of them were

lifted high, and hurled across the deck into the lee channels,

where they gasped for breath.
" Go back to your cabin !

" cried Kep, still clinging to the

little man, and pushing him forward.

With difficulty he forced open the door of the companion
way, and thrust the Professor inside.

" Mind the stairs. Lay hold of the rail !
" he cried.

The same sea had torn the quarter boat from its seizings

and, lifted by a bubbling wash, the boat was thumping against

the bulwark. Kep struggled to secure it, and while he was
at work another huge wave swept him from his feet, carried

the boat overboard through a gap in the splintered timber,

and left him clinging desperately to one of the bent iron

davits, until the ship rolled to the other side, when he lost

his grip, and slid down the sloping deck into a surging rush of

water.
" She's holding all right, sir," Chipperfield reported,

crawling to Kep's side as he regained his feet. " But that

brig has gone to pieces on the coral—smashed like a glass

bottle. Could we give her another couple of fathoms, sir ?
"

" No," Kep answered. " There's no room. She'd go on
the rocks. Let her be."
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For hours Kepple and his few shipmates worked and fought

in the howling, shrieking tempest. But there was little that

they could do. For in the deep darkness and the blinding

spume of rain and spray they could see only the things that

were immediately near them—the towering shape of a

curling wave, the black outline of bulwark or boat, the yellow,

round eye of a lighted port-hole, or the dim reflection of the

cabin lamp through the misty glass of the skylight.

There came a time when they could only wait, huddled

together under the break of the poop, with the sea and rain

swilling over their oilskins, deafened by the fierce howling

of the hurricane, the thunderous roar of the surf, the groaning

of timbers, and the shrill whistling of the wind in the rigging,

feeling the vessel's fabric tremble beneath them as she tugged

at her anchors.

They took no account of time, but it must have been about

ten o'clock when there was a sensible lull in the wind's force.

The rain suddenly ceased, and presently Kep could dis-

tinguish the clean line of the mainmast swaying like a pendu-

lum against the sky.

In another half-hour or so the moon's silvery light shot

through a ragged break in the racing clouds. Chipperfield

crawled across the wet deck. Kepple and Joyce followed him.

They climbed forward to the forecastle head, and gazed

around at the scene of wreckage and devastation. The
Nanumanga'a bowsprit had been snapped o£E short, her

cuddy scuttle had disappeared, two of her boats had been

carried away through the splintered bulwarks. But her

masts were still standing, and her hull was uninjured.

Round about it, the sea's surface heaved under a scum of

oil, and, as the ponderous waves rolled near her, their broken

crests became smooth, and swept harmless along her greasy

sides. Beyond the oily area there was a vast stretch of seething

foam, and the air was dense with a mist of spray. But from
where the oil had been emptied to an equal distance astern

there was a dull, black track that trended across the lagoon

backward to the Diana's anchorage.

Of the Diana herself nothing was to be seen but a confused

heap of wreckage, showing black among the snowy surf.
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Drawing Joyce to his side, Kepple pointed excitedlj

shoreward. In the turmoil of the surf he had seen a portion

of the brig's hull with men clinging to it.

" D'you think we could help them, Joyce ? " he questioned.

Joyce nodded grimly.
" We can have a good try," he answered, touching the rim

of his shining sou'-wester. " The port whale-boat's all right."

Willing hands helped in the arduous task of launching the

boat. Lavington volunteered to take an oar, and Nonouti

Tommy and two other Kanakas—^Tonga and Tonga's shadow
—completed the crew, with Joyce at the steering oar.

They got away with difficulty, but without accident, and
in less than half an hour they were at the side of the fragment

of wreck, taking off the survivors of the ill-fated brig.

" There's two white men among them, anyway," announced

Chipperfield, as he watched the boat's return. " Are you
going to offer them berths, Mr. Kepple ? " he asked. " We
could do very well with two or three more hands, couldn't

we?"
" Just what we want," nodded Kepple, " though I'm not

so sure about those darkies that are with them. That chap

in the bow looks like a Chinaman, doesn't he ? See them
safely on board, Chip, while I go below and have a look round

at the damage."



CHAPTER VII

lavinqton's little game

For fully a week the Nanumanga lay off Ocean Island under-

going repairs. Her broken bowsprit was replaced by a spar

from the wreck of the Diana. Some of the brig's planks and
furniture and one of her uninjured boats were turned to good

use ; but, apart from these, there was very little salvage,

for her counter had been stove in by the Jagged ridge of coral

upon which she had been dashed, and the larger part of her

was now at the bottom of the lagoon.

All of her ship's company had been drowned with the

exception of the six saved by Joyce— two white seamen,

a Chinese cook, and three woolly-haired Solomon Islanders.

These six ship-broken men were glad to accept an oppor-

tunity of working their passage to Sydney, and the way
they worked at the schooner's repairs seemed from the jSrst

to prove to Norman Kepple that they would be a valuable

addition to his crew. Nor was this first favourable impression

dispelled when the Nanumanga sailed out, and he saw them
displaying their skill in seamanship.

Leaving the palmy island behind, Kepple set his course

south-westward over an open sea that presented no dangers.

With a steady breeze on her quarter, the schooner spread

her white wings, and sped along like a gull in the tropic

sunshine, and for days together there was no need to alter

the position of a sail. So well did she behave that Norman
Kepple even hoped that he would be able to make good the

week that he had lost by the unfortunate delay at Ocean
Island.

As for his crew, in spite of the fact that it was composed
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of such varied and apparently antagonistic material, there

was no outward sign of friction or disagreement.

Even Lavington's enmity against Nonouti Tommy appeared

to have subsided, and Lavington himself gave his officers no
further cause to suspect his intentions, or to doubt his honesty.

Joyce continued to keep an eye upon him without discovering

anything against him, and Tommy, who was not in the same
watch, was seldom thrown in his way. There was, indeed, only

one person on board who refused to believe that Lavington

was harmless. That person was Professor Hercules J. Hudson.
" You're up early, sir," said Chipperfield one morning,

meeting the Professor at the foot of the companion stairs.

" Yes," said the Professor, " I find I must hustle along.

I've got a whole heap of films to develop, and I'm some
anxious to find out if those snapshots I took at Ocean Island

are successful. I'm kind of doubtful 'bout them, seein' there

was so much moisture knockin' around doorin' that all-fired

hurricane. I'm Just shapin' to give them a bath 'fore the

breakfast gong rings, see ?
"

His dark room was in the deck-house abaft the cook's

galley. He went forward and shut himself in, and began to

work industriously with his films and chemicals.

He had been there about an hour, when he became conscious

that someone was moving at the other side of the bulkhead

that divided him from the lamp room. Presently a second

man entered the lamp room.
" Rummest thing in the world, my never reco'nisin' you

till last night," one of the two said. " But, somehow, you
ain't the same as you were, Ned, and it was on'y them tattoo

marks on your chest that put me in mind of the days w'en

me an' you were a blackbirdin' together. Tell yer the honest

truth, I thought you were a-doin' time for that little affair

at Ballarat."

There was a suppressed chuckle.
" That wasn't likely, seeing I never was copped," returned

the other. " 'Twasn't for nothing that the boys called me
Quicksilver Ned. As for your not recognising me—well, I

didn't want you to, and I'd have seen my nose cheese and
the mice eating it before I'd have gone off in that boat, if
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I'd known I was going to help rescue a worm like you. Look-e

here, George Trimble, you've got to keep it dark about

knowing me. You've got to remember, while we're aboard

this schooner, that my name's Jacob Lavington, see ? Jacob

Lavington, late supercargo of the Cornucopia, of San Fran-

cisco."

" Supercargo ? " repeated Trimble, with a laugh. " Super-

bushranger and beach-comber is more your graft. What're

you doin' on this ship ? You ain't goin' all the way to Sydney,

I'll take my davy on that. Sydney's too hot a shop for you."
" P'r'aps it is," admitted Lavington. " Anyway, I'm

bound for somewhere else."

There was a pause, during which the Professor heard the

gurgle of oil being poured into the well of a lamp.
" Wot's your little game, Ned—I mean Jacob ? " Trimble

presently inquired. " Are you agoin' to let me 'ave a look

in ? I'm fly, yer know. An', bein' as I've lost every blessed

thing as belonged to me, 'cept the ragged togs I'm a standin*

in at this orspicious moment "

" Ah," returned Lavington, " you wouldn't have lost

anything if your skipper'd had any sense. You were too

close inshore, and had to ride short. You'd ought to have

warped out to the middle of the lagoon. We'd have been

lost, too, if we hadn't had a naval officer on board that knew
how to handle this ship, and had the sense to pay out more
cable. And she was well worth saving. Not half a bad craft,

she isn't."

" No," agreed Trimble, " and kep' as clean as a man-o'-

war she is, or a milli'nair's pleasure yacht. Who do she

belong to—er—Jacob ?
"

" At the present," answered Lavington, after a pause,
" she belongs to a firm in Liverpool. Young Chipperfield,

the kid that's acting as second mate, is a son of the owner.

But—well " He lowered his voice, but the Professor

had sharp hearing. " It's on the cards that she'll change
owners before she drops her anchors again."

" Jee-rooslem 1 " exclaimed Trimble. " I never thought of

that, and 'er sailin' under the command of a brass-buttoned

naval orfficer I
" He whistled. " But yer can lay odds on
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me, Ned—I mean Jacob—on me an* my three Solomon
Islanders—an' Barney Stretch, too, for the matter o' that."

" Right you are, George," said Lavington, amid a clatter

of lamps. " But keep that tongue of yours under hatches

till we come in sight of the Solomons, and slip along with your

graft. Then you shall know what I've got up my sleeve.

Yet keep your weather eye open. That bloke Joyce has been

nosing round my heels more than I like, and the old grub

hunter can see double through those tricky specs of his."

At breakfast that morning Professor Hercules J. Hudson
betrayed unusual absence of mind, and a yet more unusual

silence. He dabbed a spoonful of marmalade on the edge

of his plate instead of mustard ; he ate only one of his custom-

ary three bananas, and merely toyed with his turtle-egg

omelette. More than once he seemed to be counting the

rifles in the gun-rack facing him, and, when Norman Kepple

made a remark about the wind having fallen he answered

with a grunt.
" You aren't enjoying your breakfast this morning,"

Kepple observed cheerily. "I'm afraid getting up early

doesn't agree with you."
" You've struck the mark, young man—it don't," said

the Professor. " Matter of fact, I'm considerably perturbed.

For one thing, those films of mine that I thought such a lot

of have gone wrong. After all the trouble I took on Ocean
Island, selectin' typical groups, trampoosin' over the mountains
for views, and makin* exposures 'cordin' to the most minute
calculation, there ain't one result in the whole heap that can

offer an excuse to be called a photograph. I'm Just wild

about it, Mr. Kepple, and it ain't anyways consolin' t' know
that I shan't be able to strike a Kodak agent 'fore we get

alongside the Fiji Islands."
" The Fiji Islands ? " exclaimed Kep. " But we're not

going anywhere within leagues of the Fijis. Our course is

due south-west. We shall go through into the Coral Sea,

between the Santa Cruz and Solomon Groups."
" I've gathered that that's your intention," nodded the
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Professor. "But I reckon you've got liberty to alter your

course 'cordin' to circumstances, and, if you'll take my advice,

you'll alter it right now, an' make a bee line for the Fijis.

Those Solomon Islands you've Just referred to are 'bout the

wickedest blots created for the disfigurement of this planet,

and "

He stopped abruptly as a patter of feet was heard on the

deck above his head, and his right hand went slowly round

to his hip pocket, where he kept his revolver.

" Say, thar's suthin' excitin' goin' along up there," he

said. " Guess I'U slip up an' see."

At the head of the companion stairs he was greeted with

the cry of, " Sail ho-o-o 1

"

Kep followed at his heels, and reached the deck in time

to see Jacob Lavington standing at the rail peering across a

placid sea through the mate's binoculars.

" Sink me !
" cried Lavington hoarsely.

He staggered back, as if from a physical blow. Tlie binocu-

lars dropped from his trembling hand. His eyes blinked

wildly ; his red-bearded face had grown suddenly white,

and he clutched at the rail for support.
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CHAPTER VIII

THB aREEN-PAINTED SHIP

Why Jacob Lavington should betray such consternation

at sight of a strange ship was not evident.

It is true that the Nanumanga had been sailing for many
uneventful days without once coming within view of a

solitary sail, or even the merest outcrop of surf-washed coral

to break the monotonous blue of the desert sea ; true that

the sudden looming of a vessel's shape on the far horizon

was an event calculated to inspire every member of tlie crew

with feelings of excited interest. But Lavington's excitement

was far greater than the circumstance seemed to warrant,

and his half-suppressed exclamation, " Sink me !
" accom-

panied as it was by an obvious trepidation, suggested that

the sight of the stranger affected him personally with a

sense of dread or alarm.

Norman Kepple had observed no more than what appeared

to be the accident of Lavington's dropping of the binoculars,

and he had not heard the exclamation.

As Lavington bent down to pick the glasses from the deck,

his agitated face was hidden. It had, however, turned from
livid white to its natural ruddy tan when he stood erect and
muttered an excuse for using an instrument which he was
not supposed to remove from its accustomed place within

the doorway of the companion.

Kepple took the glasses that were handed to him, and went
to the rail, altering their focus as he stood spying through

them towards the quarter in which Lavington had been
looking.

He searched for some moments along the shimmering,
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unbroken line of the horizon without discovering anything.

Lavington came behind him, pointing forward over the

midshipman's shoulder.
" You'll find her Just abaft the fore shrouds, sir," he

directed. " I think you're looking too far away for her."

Then he strode aft to the wheel, which he had temporarily

deserted.
" Ah, I've got her now I

" cried Kep, as the stranger lifted

lazily from the trough of the long, smooth rollers at a point

some five miles away on the port bow. " I was looking for

white sails, but she's awreck—a dismantled,abandonedAvreck."

The Professor got another pair of marine glasses, and he

and Kepple stood at the forward rail of the poop intently

surveying the hulk floating like a helpless log on the shining

mirror of the unruffled ocean.

Her green-painted starboard side was towards them, half

hidden under a tangle of bedraggled rigging and festoons of

weeds. Her boats, they noticed, were gone, and through

the gaps in her gaunt, splintered bulwarks they could see her

decks, tenanted by hundreds of white-plumaged sea birds.

A rag of dirty canvas hung motionless from her slanting

fore-topsail yard, along which sat a row of black frigate

birds. The fore-topmast and the whole of the mainmast had
fallen, and were still held alongside by the twisted shrouds

and rigging.

" I'm searchin* for her name," said the Professor.

"Been brig - rigged," said Kep. "I can sec one of her

main yards lying athwart her broken deck-house. What do
you make of her, Joyce ? " he questioned. " Have you been

aloft to look at her ?
"

" Yes, sir," Joyce answered. " I've just come down from

the foretop. I'd say she was a brig by the build of 'er. Must
'a' been caught in that 'urricane that struck us at Ocean
Island. Nobody aboard of 'er, sir. Dessay 'er 'ands all

put off in 'er boats ; but there's 'caps of sharks waiting around

for *er to break up, so I make out there's something left for

'em to wait for. Shall you send a boat out to 'er, sir ?
"

" We might when we drift a bit nearer," nodded Kepple.
" You're sure there's no one aboard ?

"
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Joyce shrugged his broad shoulders.
" It don't look like it, sir," he responded, stroking his

clean-shaven chin. " If there was, they'd 'ave seen us at

sunrise, and flown some manner of signal, which I don't see

none of any sort or kind."
" They're not bound to have sighted us if they're not on

the look-out," demurred Kep. " Just fire a blank charge

from one of our six-pounders, and see what happens. Where's

Mr. Chipperfield ?
"

For answer Joyce glanced aloft to the fore-topgallant yard,

where Chipperfield was perched astride with an arm around

the mast. WHiile Joyce was putting a charge into the gun,

Cliip descended, and made his way aft.

" Good morning, sir," he said, saluting Norman Kepple.
" A good Job we didn't come a cropper against that drifting

derelict during the night, before the wind fell. Are you going

to put a shot into her, sir ?
"

" Not before someone has been aboard, and had a look

round," returned Kep. " We're only going to kick up a row
to see if anyone answers, though I don't expect anyone will.

She looks to me as if she's been abandoned for months, for

all that seaweed to grow about her."
" Th' weeds wouldn't have a great chance of growin' in

rough weather," remarked the Professor. " I calculate that

ship's been lyin' about in this calm patch the whole time,

while we were enjoyin' a fair breeze all the way from Ocean

Island. We've been bearin* southward, and I guess we've

left the region of fav'rable winds astern of us, and plunged

into a field of perpetual calm."

Lavington, who had again deserted the now unavailing

steering wheel, strolled forward to watch the proceedings.

All the ship's company were now on the quarter-

deck, excepting a group of the Kanakas, who leaned on
folded arms over the forecastle rail, and the Chinese

cook, who had climbed upon the roof of the deck-house

amidships.

Lavington looked around inquringly, and, assuring himself

that all his white shipmates, including Mr. Wragg, were

present in the group about the gun, he glided silently across
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the deck to the starboard side, and stole into the companion
leading down to the cabin.

With the corner of his eye the Professor caught sight of

the tail of the man's Jumper, and the wide rim of his hat,

as he turned into the doorway. But Lavington went noiselessly

down the stairs, and, passing the pantry, entered the saloon.

He hesitated a moment as he saw a shadow moving across

the open skylight and the white cloth of the breakfast

table, and he listened to the murmur of voices that came
down to him from the deck.

He had never before been in this cabin, and he glanced

searchingly around its unfamiliar furniture. Through an
open door he saw into one of the state-rooms.

There was a row of silver-framed photographs along a ledge.

An open dressing-case, with silver fittings, lay on the floor

beside a suit of blue-striped silk pyjamas. On the bed
there was a midshipman's cap and belt. All the other doors

except one were closed, and it was towards this one that he
bent his stealthy steps.

Within a doorway he had seen a rack of guns—Winchester

rifles—and against the bulkhead there was a row of revolvers.

His eyes glistened as he advanced. He stretched forth his

hand, and caught at one of the revolvers.

With the quick action of an expert in fire-arms, he examined
the weapon, and saw that it was not loaded.

He looked around, opened a drawer, and closed it, opened

a locker, and thrust in his hand, clutching at a box of cart-

ridges. Very nimbly he picked out six, and filled the empty
magazine.

Gripping the now loaded revolver, he was about to drop

it into the pocket of his Jumper when his wrist was seized

by a thin, sinewy hand. Its grip was like that of a vice.

" Say, d'you mind Jest puttin' that there shootin'-iron

back where you found it ? " came the firm, persuasive voice

of the Professor. " I don't figger there'll be any need for an
instrument of that sort 'board this yer ship. As for the other

—the helpless, water-logged hulk that we've Just sighted

—

well, I guess she ain't Just a pirate. She ain't figurin' to

attack us."
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Lavington had started guiltily. As he turned, his right

cheek came in contact with a cold circle of steel, and he saw

the Professor's spectacles glistening behind the shining drum
of a weapon as formidable as the one now held insecurely

in his own imprisoned hand. The fingers wrapped about his

wrist tightened. With a dexterous movement the Professor

gave his hand a sudden twist, and there was a dull thud on

the floor as the revolver dropped.
" I'm not aware that fo'c'sle hands are permitted this

part of the ship," continued the Professor. " I guess you're

trespassin', anyway, and I recommend you t' quit right now,

see ? D'you mind ? Quit 1

"

Without a word, but with the muscles of his cheeks and
forehead twitching, his nostrils dilating, and his eyes flashing

ominously, Lavington went out of the cabin.
" Meddlesome little Yankee cur !

" he then muttered.

He had hardly disappeared when the firing of the six-pounder

shook the schooner from stem to stern.

Norman Kepple and Martin Chipperfield were half-way up
the mizzen shrouds when the fuse was applied and the gun
shot forth its harmless flash and gush of white smoke.

A feeble echo of the report came back to them from the

derelict, mingled with the wild unearthly screams of thousands

of startled sea birds that rose into the sultry air, wheeling

upward at first in a compact cloud, but presently dispersing

in all directions, until the blue of the sky was speckled with

white wings as far as the eye could reach.

Kepple's glasses were concentrated upon the green hulk,

as were Chipperfield's unaided eyes ; but, apart from the

fact that the birds had deserted her, there was no change
in her aspect that either of the boys could detect.

" Slip down below to my room, and fetch my binoculars.

Chip," ordered Kepple. " They're stronger than these.

You'll find them on the shelf at the head of my bunk."
Chip made his way to the cabin, where he came upon the

Professor in the act of turning the key in the lock of the gun
closet.

" Say, Chip, is Mr. Kepple figurin' to send a boat aboard
that waif out there, d'you know ? " questioned the little man
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of science, as he pocketed the key and turned to take a

cheroot from the box on the sideboard.
" I've no idea, Professor," answered Chip, finding the

marine glasses and beginning to open the case. " If there

were anyone on board, of course he would, although it's

a Jolly long pull on a frizzling hot day like this. We ought

to have one of those steam launches, oughtn't we, Professor ?

Even if there's nobody to give help to, I'd say there was
something worth fetching away in the shape of salvage."

" Why, yes," agreed the Professor, following him up the

companion stairs, " that's so, I guess. But I'm hopin' Mr.

Kepple won't run the risk, case a breeze springs up, an*

that boat never comes back."

Chip did not wait for an explanation of this curious caution

on the part of the Professor. He ran up the rattlins like an
agile monkey to deliver the binoculars to Norman Kepple,

while the Professor quietly lighted his after-breakfast cheroot,

and glanced round the schooner in furtive search of Jacob

Lavington.

He had not far to seek. Lavington was on the poop deck,

where Joyce and Trimble were manipulating the signal

halyards. Joyce was preparing the B combination in the

distant signal code. He asked Trimble to hand him the

pennant and square from the flap of the skylight, and both

men leapt to obey him.

For a moment longer than was necessary their heads were

together, and the Professor, observing them, fancied that

Lavington whispered into Trimble's ear, and that Trimble

said something like, " Right oh."

The hoist was run up to the gafif peak. Norman Kepple,

turning to descend to the deck, saw it, and knew its meaning.
" There's no use your signalling, Joyce," he called down.

" There's nobody to see it if you signal till all's blue. Besides

I've found out her name now that those birds have flown away
from the bight of the cable where they were in front of it."

" Oh, have you, sir ? " said Joyce.
" Yes," nodded Kepple, climbing down with his glasses

under his arm. " She's named the Coo-ee—so, I suppose,

she's an Australian."



CHAPTER IX

A CABIN CONFEBENCB

As Kepple spoke, he glanced good-humouredly at Lavington,

recollecting the incident of their first meeting on the beach

of the desert island.

Lavington seemed to flinch. He caught his breath, and

his hand went up to his pale, perspiring forehead, as if he

were about to faint.

" The Coo-ee ? " repeated Mr. Wragg. " Why, she must

be the same brig that lay alongside of us in Sydney Harbour

a couple of years ago. She'd been a pearl fisher, but was for

sale, and hardly worth buying for firewood, I should say.

Fearfully unlucky craft she was said to be."

Norman Kepple turned to Chipperfield.
" Report to me if you notice any change in her," he ordered—" if you see anything like a signal, or if there's any sign of

a breeze. And send Nonouti Tommy and the Maori below

to turn out the cabin. This is the day for it, I think, and
it's badly in need of a spring cleaning. I shall be in the chart

house if you want me."
Jacob Lavington was in the watch below after eight o'clock,

but during the greater part of the morning he hung about

on the main deck, or lay smoking on the forecastle head,

furtively watching the Professor and Norman Kepple when
either of them could be seen. He was anxious to discover

whether or not the compromising incident of the revolver

had been reported.

But, whenever he looked aft he saw the Professor sitting

unperturbed in his deck chair under the poop awning, where
he was industriously reading a very learned treatise on the
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lepidoptera of the Tropics, making notes therefrom in his

memorandum book ; while Norman Kepple, who was in

the chart room working out problems in composite and great

cjircle sailing, gave no sign of having heard anything unusual.

As for Joyce, with whom the Professor was on pecuUarly

friendly terms, he paced out a good many miles of the quarter-

deck that morning with Mr. Wragg, what time Chipperfield,

who was in charge of the watch, superintended the men in

their never-ceasing task of cleaning up.

Already the schooner had assumed the precise orderliness

of a sloop of war, and it was said of Joyce, who had initiated

this naval particularity, that, if ever an inch of brass was left

unpolished, a rope out of place, a knot ill-tied, or, if a man
himself should appear on deck unwashed or untidy, his

searching scrutiny was certain to detect it, and there was no
peace on board until the neglect was rectified.

All through that morning the hands on deck interrupted

their work occasionally to give an eye to the derelict in the

hope of seeing some change in her appearance.

It seemed as though they would not be surprised if her

wrecked masts sliould suddenly leap up full-clothed, with

spars, and rigging, and bellying canvas, and if she should

begin to sail towards them like some ghostly Flying Dutch-

man across the intervening space.

But the sea was dead calm. No faintest breath of air came
to fan its burnished plain into a ripple. A long, sluggish

swell heaved, as though the clearer depths below struggled

painfully to break through the thick layer of greasy, stagnant

scum that sweltered under the sun's fierce heat, sending

forth a miasmic mist that had in it the taint of decay. As
the sun climbed to its meridian it seemed to draw to the

surface a slimy cream of rank impurity, in which a dense

growth of weeds lazily swayed their green and umber fronds.

Round about the Nanumanga countless Jellyfish of gruesome

shape and opalescent colouring floated indolently, and

marvellous crawling monsters, with hideous heads and writhing

limbs, rose from the deep to blink pale eyes at the naked

sunlight.

On board, the languid men moved sullenly, panting for
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breath, wearing list slippers to protect their feet from the

scorching planks and melting pitch that bubbled in the

seams. They lurked lazily in the shadows of the motionless

pails, from which they only emerged to creep slowly to the

water-butt, or to seek cooler shelter and relief from the

blinding glare in the semi-darkness of the cuddy.

A brooding, awesome silence hung over the ship, broken

at times by the starting of a shrinking plank, the faint squeak

of a rat among the cargo, or perhaps the movements of the

Chinese cook, with his pots and pans in the galley. Chin-chin,

indeed, was the sole member of the crew whose work was
actually necessary, and who might not be excused for deserting

his post.

In such stifling heat it was idle to think of sending out a
boat to examine the wreck. The stillness of the air made
sailing impossible, and the occasion did not seem to Justify

the task of pulling a cumbrous whale-boat with heavy oars

across five miles of sea and back.

Even the Kanakas, accustomed to expose their copper

skins to the burning rays of the tropic sun, could hardly be

ordered to undertake so laborious and seemingly fruitless

a journey. Furthermore, it seemed as though the two vessels

were gradually drifting nearer to each other.

At midday, when eight bells were struck, Norman Kepple
was again on deck, and, glancing across at the derelict, he
felt sure that the space between was sensibly lessening.

" We might get a boat out to that hulk after sundown,"
he said to Mr. Wragg. '* It will be cool enough, then, and
there will be a good moon. I only wish the Penguin were here.

We could have had a lovely spcU of gun practice."

At luncheon in the cabin that day ]VIr. Wragg and Chipper-

field were present. Nonouti Tommy was acting as steward.

Kep was a trifle irritable. Accustomed to the conveniences

of steam, he fretted over the absolute helplessness of a vessel

dependent upon ineffectual sails when there was not a breath

of wind to fill them.
" Beastly nuisance, our falling into this dead calm," he

complained, " and it looks as if it meant to last."

" I was once held up in the doldrums for three weeks,"
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remarked Mr. Wragg. " There was so little air you could

hardly get breath enough to blow out a candle. But, of

course, a breeze crawled along at last. It always does."
" If we'd held on due south after leavin' Ocean Island,

we might have escaped this calm field," put in the Professor.
" And given you a chance of studying the anthropology

of the Fiji Islands, I suppose ? " added Norman Kepple.
" And avoided the close proximity of the Solomons,"

corrected the Professor. " Pardon me, Mr. Kepple, but I

ain't hankerin' any for the Fijis. I'm Just shapin' to get soon

as possible to Sydney, where I've left part of my collection ;

an' 'tain't in my programme to be delayed either by calms

or cannibals."
" But we shall not be putting in at any of the Solomons,"

Kcp assured him, " so you needn't be afraid of being eaten."

The Professor poured out a glassful of cocoanut milk.
" Skin an' bone is about all the nourishment they'd find

on H.J.H.," he nodded, " an' not a whole lot of that. No,

I ain't 'fraid of bein' served up as an entree at any cannibal

banquet, Mr. Kepple. But I'm scheduled to read a paper

'fore the Anthropological S'ciety of Chicago in the fall of the

year, and I'm countin* on bein' right there on time."

He directed his little eyes at Kcp through the upper sections

of his spectacles, the while he peeled a banana.
" Reason why I presoomed to recommend you to alter

your course, Mr. Kepple, is this," he continued, leaning his

elbows on the table and speaking in a low tone, but with

studied deliberation. " It's my profession t' be an

observer of men an' things. An' doorin' this here voyage

from Ocean Island I've been quietly exercisin' the faculties

which benevolent natur' bestowed upon me as a kind of

offset to the handicappin' name of Hercules. I've been

observin', Mr. Kepple—observin'."

He glanced upward as a shadow crossed the skylight, and

waited until Joyce's blue collar and white jacket came into

view through the open window. He further prolonged the

pause when Nonouti Tommy entered with coffee. Then,

when the coffee was served, he continued :

" There's somethin' goin' along on this schooner that I
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think you ought to know, Mr. Kepple," he said. " To put

it in nautical form, we're driftin' inter shoal water."
" Indeed ? " said Kep, somewhat amazed. " But we

heaved the lead this morning, and didn't find bottom at fifty

fathoms."

The Professor helped himself to a cheroot, and smiled.
" I'm speaking metaphorically," he said. " But, if you

want me to speak right out, I'll do so. Fact is, there's at

least one of your ship's company has a notion it's 'bout time

this schooner changed owners, and, havin' made an examina-

tion of your sailin* chart, he's kind of matoorin' a plan to

dispense with her officers an' take possession, soon as we come
in view of the Solomon Islands. Those islands are his objec-

tive. Whether he figures to make a present to the cannibals

of the company here assembled, or to adopt some even more
tragic means of gettin' rid of us, I don't Just know. What I

do know is that he's shapin' to make himself owner and
captain of the Nanumanga. D'you take me ?

"

Norman Kepple looked across the table as if he thought

it possible the Professor might be suffering from sunstroke.
" The Nanumanga is perfectly safe in my hands," he

affirmed confidently, " and she is going to keep to her original

course whatever happens. I presume you are referring to

Jacob Lavington. But Lavington could do nothing, even if

he wanted."
" Glad you think so," returned the Professor, striking a

match. " It's some comfortin' to be under the protection

of a representative of the British Navy."
Mr. Wragg looked from the Professor to Norman Kepple,

and back at the Professor.
" I can't say I cotton to that chap Lavington, myself," he

observed, rising from the table and moving towards the gun
closet.

He put his hand on the door to push it open.
" That door is locked," said the Professor, blowing a long

let of smoke from his thin lips.

" Wlio locked it ? " questioned Kepple, in surprise.

" I did," answered the Professor, " Measure of precaution,

sir."
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" A measure of unnecessary interference," retorted Kepple.
" Wal, I allow that, sir," rejoined the Professor, meekly.

" Seein' I'm onl}' a passenger, I freely admit that it wasn't

Just my business. I guess I ought t' have allowed that man
to take the six-shooter away with him, an' said nothin'

'bout it."

Norman Kepple sat bolt upright in his chair.

" Do you mean to say that one of the crew has been in here

and touched one of the revolvers ? " he cried.

The Professor took three deliberate puffs at his cheroot.
" He loaded it with considerable neatness, Mr. Kepple,"

he replied, with equal deliberation. " I guess that wasn't by
any means the first time he'd handled a shootin'-iron. Still,

from the view-point of a passenger, I didn't Just see that

his action came in line with the rules of the ship. I hinted

as much to the man himself, and—well, he didn't take the

weapon along with him when he left the cabin. Guess you'd

better take charge of the key." He passed it across the table.

Norman Kepple's handsome young face had growTi a trifle

pale under its sunburn.
" Thank you, Professor," he said, pocketing the key.

" Thank you very much. I'll keep an eye on Mr. Lavington.

But I think it's as well that I shouldn't let him know that

I've heard this about him."
" Guess I'd tell Joyce, though," suggested the Professor.

" Strikes me Joyce is just 'bout as typical a specimen of the

genus British bluejacket as ever I've located doorin' my
travels. He's great. No harm in tellin' Joyce."

Joyce himself entered the cabin at that moment, after

having knocked. He stood in the doorway with his cap in

hand, turning it like a steering wheel.
" 'Sense me intruding 'ere, sir," he said, touching his

forelock, " but I reckoned you'd like to know. I've been a-

spying at that there derelic', sir. She've slewed round a

couple of points in the drift, and there's a sort of a signal

'anging from a port-hole on her starboard quarter."

Norman Kepple rose to his feet.

" A signal, Joyce ? " he exclaimed. " Tlien there's someone
aboard—and alive I

"
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" That's 'ow I take it, sir," said Joyce, again saluting.

" Bit of rag it is. Maybe it was there before ; but I never

seen it till now, when I took the liberty of using your glasses,

sir."

Martin Chipperfield seized his hat from under his chair.

" There was no such signal when I last looked at her," he

interposed. " What's the colour of it, Mr. Joyce 1
"

" Ah !
" returned Joyce. " That's wot's a-troubling of

me." He looked at the midshipman. " It's yaller, sir," he

announced—** yaller as the yolk of an egg."
" Meanin' quarantine, I guess," observed the Professor,

" an' therefore infection."

" H'm !
" meditated Kepple. " This puts us rather in a

difficulty. It's as queer a situation as I've ever been in. A
ship in distress in mid-ocean, dismantled, and without a

stitch of canvas to carry her along, even if there was wind.

Us here at hand to give help, but warned against giving it by

the very people who want it !

"

" That's the point that goes home, Mr. Kepple," said the

Professor. " As a citizen of the United States, I'm full of

admiration of the spirit of courage and self-sacrifice that

distinguishes your fellow-subjects. The people on that

devastated hooker yonder have likely hben lyin' helpless for

months back, fightin' some grim an' awful pestilence—yaller

fever, cholera, scurvy. They're needin' medical attention,

anyway, and perhaps they're short of food, as they're pretty

sure to want fresh water. Yet now, when they're in the last

throes of despair, they hang out that yaller rag as much as

to say, ' Keep your distance, stranger. We'd like to take your

help. We're Just wantin' it more than anythin' ; but, for

your sake, we'll do without it. Let us die right here. Don't

come alongside us, but quit. Quit !
' That's a very admirable

spirit, Mr. Kepple ; and it's British right down to the bed

rock."
" The smaller whale-boat forward will be the best, Joyce,"

said Kepple, not heeding the Professor's volubility. " A
beaker of water—the best you can get—some invalid food,

the small medicine chest, antiseptics, and disinfectants, and
the usual accessories. Don't forget lanterns and—pity
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we've no gun-cotton to blow her up when we've brought off

her people 1 But perhaps we can scuttle her somehow.
Let me have some carpenter's tools. Theirs are sure to be

rusty."

Joyce hesitated.

" You're not going on this trip yourself, sir ? " he demurred.
" Why not ? I can't command anyone else to go. The

rowers can lie off when they've put me aboard."
" Well," said Joyce, " you'll 'scuse me a-saying so, sir,

but 'taren't 'ardly usual for a commander to leave 'is ship on
a Job like this."

Martin Chipperfield, who had held back while Joyce stood

in the doorway, glanced aside at Norman Kepple.
" It's generally the second mate's job to go on boat duty,

isn't it, sir ? " said he. " I'm ready to put off as soon as the

whale-boat's launched."
" Guess I'll go along with you, Cliip," interposed the

Professor. " My medical trainin' ain't Just great, but I'm
not ign'rant of the diseases incidental to the tropics. I've

had 'most all of them, and I calculate this yer wizened carcass

of mine's kind of proof again' every microbe in the category."

He followed the others on deck, and, while Kep was verify-

ing the report concerning the signal, he went to his side.

" You heard that boy volunteer for the boat, Mr. Kepple,"

he said, resting his binoculars on the bulwark, and peering

through them with his spectacles shoved above his eyebrows.
" He meant it, sure. Better he should go than you.'

" I don't see why," returned Kep.
" Dare say not," resumed the Professor. " But young

Chip did. That boy's cute, sir ; cute as a needle. He knew
that for you to go would be playin' right into Lavington's

hand. Mr. Kepple, I can read that man like a book, and
I'm ready to affirm that, if you go off in that boat, leavin'

him behind, neither you nor any one of your boat's company
will ever put foot on this schooner again."

" Oh, but that's absurd," protested Kep—" perfectly

absurd."
" Don't you be too sure, sir," urged the Professor, with

suppressed vehemence. " That man's cunning. He means
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mischief. I said a while ago that we were driftin' into shoal

water ; but I tell you now that we're Just sailin' bang upon the

rocks, an' that everythin' depends upon you pers'nally, an*

what you do inside of the next five minutes. Say, here the

man comes," he added quietly. " He's been watchin' us

from behind the caboose."



CHAPTER X

THE VANISHED NAME

Jacob Lavington strode aft along the main deck with an
assumed air of indifference to the preparations for visiting

the derelict ; but his furtive eyes glanced frequently in the

direction of Norman Kepple and Professor Hudson, as though

he divined that he was himself the subject of their conversa-

tion, as they leaned elbow to elbow on the forward rail of the

poop.

He approached them, and paused within reach of their

voices. He listened intently, never supposing that they

were well aware of his presence.
" the workin's of the upper atmosphere are inscrutable,"

the Professor was sa3dng. " As I was remarkin' a while back,

the whole question of the relation of velocity to pressure

cannot yet be regarded as finally ascertained. But I'm afraid

I'm borin' you some. Guess you want to look after the

launchin' of that boat, eh ?
"

With a deep breath of relief, Lavington moved away,

successfully deceived into the belief that there was not the

faintest reason for him to fear anything from the little man
of science.

Confident that he was not even suspected, he strolled

towards the men who were stripping the canvas cover from

the whale-boat.

Joyce ordered him to lend a hand, and for the next few

minutes he was busy shipping the rowlocks and rudder,

and making ready to receive and stow the water, provisions,

and other necessaries that were already being brought up on
deck.

80
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N«rman Kepple, taking up his stand abaft the main
hatchway, watched him, but without betraying for an instant

the anxiety that was nervously disturbing hira. At one

moment, Lavington leaned over the boat's gunwale waiting

for Barney Stretch to pass up the lanterns that were to be

taken for possible exploration of the dark 'tween decks of the

Coo-ee.
" Might as well take a compass along with you, sir," he

quietly suggested.

Kepple glanced across at him wonderingly.
" Why 1 " he questioned. " A compass could hardly be

wanted."
" Oh, well, you never can tell," returned Lavington, with

a careless toss of the head. " A fog might come on, or a

typhoon
;
you might get separated from us in one of a score

of ways, and it's always well to be prepared for accidents.

A skipper I sailed with once would never launch a boat

without fitting her out as if she was never coming back ; even

took a chart with him. I don't doubt you could find your

way across the Pacific without either compass or chart, but

I was thinking of what a precious mess we'd be in if you were

to get lost."

There was an evil leer in his eye as he spoke.
" You need not be in the least anxious on that account,"

said Kep. " As a matter of fact, I am not going to leave the

ship."
" Eh 1 " Lavington gave a little start of surprise. The

surprise was mingled with ill-concealed disappointment.
*' Oh, I understood you were going yourself," he added.
** Someone—Mr. Joyce, I think—said so. That makes a

difference."

It made a greater difference than he permitted himself to

betray. Presently he took an opportunity to climb out of the

boat, and Martin Chipperfield saw him stroll casually up to

Trimble and overheard him say

:

" It's not coming off, George. He's not going, after

all."

" There 1
" exclaimed Trimble. " Didn't I teU you 'e'd

stick to the ship ?
"
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There was no undue haste in getting the boat ready fof

lowering from the davits.

T}ie hands moved listlessly, for the heavily-brooding air

and the piercing, resistless heat of the vertical sun oppressed

everyone with a languor that was positively painful ; and
Norman Kepple was well aware of the South Sea Islanders*

unconquerable objection to working in the blazing sunlight.

He was perplexed, too, on many points concerning the

situation in which he was placed, and was not even certain

that his present plan of action was the right one.

A serious difficulty confronted him in the very real danger

of visiting a vessel believed to be infected by some fearful

pestilence—a pestilence which might spread to his own
crew, if any of them should go on board the stricken brig.

He dreaded this awful possibility. And yet it was his im-

perative duty to send speedy succour to the miserable and
helpless sufferers. Not for an instant did he lose sight of the

urgent need to send out the boat.

But, apart from this consideration, was the necessity of

guarding the Nanumanga against the risks foreshadowed

in the Professor's words of warning.

Norman Kepple was not personally afraid of Jacob Laving-

ton. Even the incident of the attempted stealing of the

loaded revolver did not seriously alarm him. Nevertheless,

he recognised that Lavington was not a man to be trusted,

and that to expose the schooner to the possibility of his

carrying out such a mutinous scheme as the Professor had
indicated would be in the highest degree unwise. Above
all things the ship must not be left without protection.

" No, Joyce
;
you will remain on board. I cannot spare

you," said Kep, when Joyce came to him volunteering to

take charge of the whale-boat. *' Chipperfield will take

command and choose his own boat's crew. Professor Hudson
will accompany him."

" Ay, ay, sir," Joyce touched his cap and went away.

Wlien the whale-boat was ready to be lowered, and Martin

Chipperfield was looking round the men gathered in the

waist, Lavington approached Norman Kepple, and stood in

front of him.
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" I've just heard that the craft out there is plague-stricken,

sir," he began. " Rather risky, isn't it, sir, sending so many
men aboard to catch the infection ?

"

Now, up to this moment there had been no word said

outside the cabin as to the danger of infection, and it was

the merest conjecture that the yellow colour of her signal

meant that the brig was in quarantine. Kep wondered how
Lavington had got hold of this idea about a plague.

" That is my business," he responded curtly. " You may
be assured that I am guarding the crew against risks."

" Daresay, sir," rejoined Lavington. " But I was going

to propose—I was going to offer to go out alone in the jolly-

boat, and see what they want. I could pull her out and back by
myself, and disinfect myself before coming aboard again.

There'd be less risk in only one going."

Kep was taken aback by the man's strange and unexpected

courage. He wondered what was at the bottom of it. Had
Lavington some secret reason for wishing to go on board the

wreck alone ?

" Very kind of you, I'm sure," he nodded. " But you seem

to forget the chance of a fog coming on, or—or a typhoon.

You might get lost, you know."

Lavington's face grew a deeper red at this turning of his

own words against him.
" I expect you'd soon pick me up," he promptly responded.
" But the whale-boat is ready," pursued Kep, determined

to frustrate the man's project, whatever it might be. " Be-
sides, a responsible officer must go."

" You won't be able to get a full crew, though," returned

Lavington. " The Kanakas have got wind of the plague.

I believe they can smell it in the air. And you can see for

yourself that they're hanging o£E."

Kepple glanced over the rail and observed that this was
true. He frowned.

" If you don't mind, I will take an oar," suggested Laving-

ton.

It almost seemed as if, in spite of the danger, he had secretly

resolved to go on board the wrecked brig.

But Norman Kepple did not detect the hidden eagerness.
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" I have no objection to that," he promptly assented.

As a matter of fact, the proposal was entirely agreeable to him.

Martin Chipperficld had discovered by this time that

several of the natives had quietly disappeared. He tm-ned

to Tonga, who stood near, with his shadow.
" You take oar one time, Tonga ? " he asked. " Go longa

this fella, helpa them shippy fella ?
"

Tonga glanced aside at his shadow, and then shook his

head.
" Mo no wanta go," he answered sullenly. ** Dis fella

plenty 'fraid. Muchy sharka, muchy sick. Tink stop."

Chip turned to Nonouti Tommy.
" You go longa shippy, Tommy ? " he questioned.
" Oo," Tommy answered. *' Dis fella 'trong. Pull oar.

Kill sharka."
" Me too," volunteered Te Puna, the tall, tattooed Maori

" Me no 'fraid."

" Smilcr ? " said Chip, looking down at an exceedmgly

black man, who sat on his haunches in the shade of the

bulwark.

Smiler was a full-blooded African negro, a Kroo boy from

Old Calabar. The Professor had given him his name on seeing

him one day polishing the binnacle head, and smiling and
talking to his own reflection in the brightly-burnished brass.

The name was well merited, for he was always showing his

beautiful white teeth in a broad smile. He showed them
now as he rcse to his full height and exposed his shining

muscular arms and chest to the sunlight.

" Dis niggah plenty proud take stroke oar," he grinned

;

and he tumbled into the boat, followed by the two Kanakas
and Lavington.

The boat was lowered, and held alongside, while the

Professor and Martin Chipperfield descended into the stern

sheets.
** Keep your eye on that chap Lavington," whispered

Kep as Cliipperfield came out from the cabin, where he had
gone to fetch the Professor's white umbrella. " And, here

—

shove this in your pocket. You might need it, though I hope

not."
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He had already given Chip full instructions what to do,

and now at the last moment, ho handed him a small re-

volver. Chip covered it with his handkerchief, and climbed

down.

Lavington had taken the bow oar. Smiler was at stroke

with Te Puna and Tommy between them. It was two bells

in the second afternoon watch when they pushed olf

.

Openhig liis spacious umbrella, the Professor turned in his

seat to wave his hand to Norman Kepple and Joyce, who stood

at the gangway watching the rowers as they fell into a slow,

regular stroke.

He kept his eyes admiringly upon the schooner for some
moments, surveying her taut standing rigging, her white,

sagging sails, that were motionless in the still air, her limply-

hanging ensign, her glittering brass-work, and the graceful

lines of her white-painted hull, that cast its clear reflection

in the glassy surface of the stagnant sea.

" Beautiful as a yacht," he murmured. " You never realise

her beauty until you get away from her. Say, I wish I'd

brought my Kodak. Her portrait Just as she is now would
make a suitable frontispiece for my book. I always admire
the curve of her bow, and " He broke off abruptly.
" Snakes !

" he exclaimed. " That's curious !

"

" What's curious. Professor ? " questioned Chipperfield.

The Professor did not answer. He only moved round
in his seat, and glanced forward under the lowered rim of his

umbrella at the man pulling at the bow oar. Lavington's hat
was pulled down over his eyes, and all that the Professor

could see of him was the tip of his sunburnt nose and his red

beard.

For a long time the Professor was silent, but, after a while,

resting the stick of his umbrella over his shoulder, he took
out his fountain pen and wrote something on a slip of paper,

which he passed to Martin Chipperfield.

Chip read what was written, crumpled up the paper, and
dropped it overboard.

" There she blows 1
" cried the Professor excitedly, pointing

forward across the sea. " A whale, spoutin' !

"

The rowers stopped their work, and all four of them looked
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in the direction indicated. But Martin Chipperfield turned

and looked back at the schooner.
" You're right," he whispered.
" Thought 80," nodded the Professor, still bending forward

to watch the Jet of white spray that rose high from the whale's

black head.

What he had written were these words :

" Presently, when I cause a diversion, look round at the

schooner. My eyes deceive me if her name has not been

painted out from her bow, her quarter boat, and lifebuoys.

Lavington's work, I guess,"



CHAPTER XI

THE HAUNTED SHIP

" I'm not any surprised at that whale findin' his way along

here," remarked the Professor, in his most casual tone. " He
calculated there was food to be gotten in this calm area, and
he's not a whole lot wrong. Why, th' sea's just teemin' with

life, animal and vegetable !

"

" I've counted seventy-three sharks since we put oflE

from the ship," said Chip.
" Guess they find a heap of nourishment in these medusae,"

added the Professor. " They've only got to swim along with

their mouths open, and food goes in like a queue at a theatre."

With almost every dip of the oars a Jellyfish was turned

up. The blades were encumbered by long, slimy trails of

kelp. Often, from within a few yards of the boat, a school of

flying-fish would rise suddenly into the air, leaving behind

them a disappointed albacore that would pause for a while,

revealing its broad, blue back and silvery sides, and brilliant

golden fins, and then dart off like a gigantic mackerel, to

pursue a more easy prey.

Once, as the rowers shipped their dripping oars to take

needed rest from their exhausting labour, a monster octopus

glided past, showing a dim black eye, large as a dinner-plate,

in its livid, fleshy head, proj)elled by a bunch of long, writhing

tentacles that were fearful to look upon.

Every quarter of an hour or so Chipperfield called upon the

men to rest. He kept the boat's head constantly towards the

dismantled brig, but he had discovered that he was being

carried slightly out of the direct line by a lazy current, which

seemed to have no effect upon the heavier ships.

F 87
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He had been out nearly an hour before he had completed

half the journey ; but the air grew perceptibly cooler as the

sun declined towards the horizon, and he urged the rowers

to a fuller effort, hoping to finish his work before sundown.
" Wha' for you nif, nif. Tommy ? " questioned Smiler,

glancing over his shoulder at the Gilbert Islander as they

approached within hailing distance of the derelict. " You
nif all same you longa mangrove swamp."

" Oo," returned Tommy. " Shippy him 'meU alia same
dead whale ; 'mell plenty bad."

" Considerin' we're in the middle of the Pacific Ocean, I

allow th' air's not Just as sweet as you might expect," added
the Professor. " But I don't quite agree with you 'bout it

bein' dead whale. Tommy. I'm kind of familiar with the

odour of dead whale. It's strong, I've known it strong

'nough to break a window. This is diff'rent. This is just an
accumulation of rottermess due to the action of the sun on

the sea's surface, and the absence of the usual process of

aeration."
" Nevertheless, it's getting worse as we draw nearer the

hulk," declared Martin Chipperfield.
" Well," admitted the man of science, " I'm not denyin'

that the hulk may have a lot to do with it. She's some
musty. Seems to me, as I look at her from here, she's Just

one mass of putrefaction. Sooner she's scuttled an' sent to

the bottom of the Pacific Ocean, the better. As for any

human critter bein' aboard her, I guess that's beyond possi-

bility."

" Wait," said Chip, rising from his seat. " I'll give them a

call." And he put his open palms against his cheeks, drew

in his breath, and yelled aloud at the top of his voice :

" Coo-ee I

"

His companions waited and watched. But there was no

response ; not a movement could be seen, and all was op-

pressively silent.

" No," decided the Professor. " There's nobody aboard."
" If there's not," declared Chipperfield, " then that yellow

signal was shoved through the port-hole by a phantom
spirit. And, to be candid, I'm begiiming to feel a sort of
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creepy sensation coming over me already. We ought to have

started earher. I don't half like the prospect of being close

to her after sundown."

The rowers pulled nearer, and Chip began to make prepara-

tions for boarding.

He unfolded and put on over his thin Jacket an ample

garment of linen that enveloped him like a dressing-gown.

It had been saturated with antiseptics as a protection against

infection. When he had buttoned it, he again hailed the

wreck ; but again there was no response.
" Say, what's your plan 1 " questioned the Professor.

" D'you calculate on goin' aboard alone ?
"

" Certainly," Chipperfield nodded decisively. " I must
bring away her ship's papers, if there are any to be found.

I'd thought of swimming to her when we get near enough,

but there are too many sharks about for that. So we shall

pull in under her counter, and I'll jump aboard with a lantern,

and have a look round in her cabins while the boat stands ofi

at a safe distance, until I signal for you to come back for me."

Jacob Lavington, who had been earnestly listening, poised

his oar and leaned forward.
" You had better let me do all that, sir," he suggested,

speaking for the first time since leaving the Nanumanga.
Without heeding him, Chipperfield glanced round at the

quickly-sinking sun.
" Pull away !

" he commanded. " Lay into it ! Pull

—

puU!"
The four rowers bent to their work, but the growth of

seaweed was so dense that the oars were caught in the tangle

at every stroke, and progress was exceedingly slow.

With growing dread. Chip saw that the red sun's lower

rim already touched the horizon.
" Pull ! Pull harder !

" he urged desperately. " Another
spurt, and we're alongside I

"

His gaze was fixed upon the hulk, which was now close

athwart his bow. He could see the separate festoons of many-
coloured weeds that hung like vines from her splintered

bulwarks, and the limpets and barnacles that encrusted

her lower timbers. Strange marine monsters crawled and
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entwined themselves among the tangle of wreckage and
ropes that floated under her counter.

" Coo-ee !
" he repeated shrilly.

Suddenly the boat was lifted by the bow. Lavington

plunged forward upon the shoulders of the Maori, and a huge
shark turned up a glistening eye as it rolled away into the

darkening depths with Lavington's oar crunching between
its Jaws.

As the sun dropped like a fiery pebble below the line

of the encircling sea, the curtain of night crept slowly across

the sky. But round about the derelict there still remained a

curious fitful glow of greenish-yellow luminance.
" Listen !

" The Professor laid his bony hand on Chipper-

field's arm. " Listen !
" he repeated.

From the hollow fabric of the dismantled brig there came,

or seemed to come, a jangling, intermittent sound that was

like the slow dragging of a rusty chain along the planks of

one of the lower decks. Chip drew in his breath. A shudder

ran through him. Cold beads of sweat moistened his brow.
" There's someone aboard !

" he gasped out agitatedly.

Then he recovered himself with an effort. " Hook on to her

main chains !
" he called aloud. " Bring her alongside,

Tommy !

"

He listened again. There came a different sound that

startled him anew—the faint, far-away wail of a human
voice, raucous as the cry of a seabird.

" Go back—back ! Keep away !
" it cried, as if in impera-

tive warning.

Trembling in every limb, Martin Chipperfield bent down
in the stern sheets of the heaving whale-boat, and, striking

a match, lighted a bull's-eye lantern. He handed the box of

matches to Smiler, signing to the negro to light the other

lamps.

When he looked up again, his eyes were dazed with the

ghostly luminance that reared itself like a cloud of radiant

mist out of the silent sea.

It shed its weird green glare about the battered wreck,

as though the helpless craft were bathed in soft, quivering

moonlight. All was as green as grass. Tlie Professor and
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the four oarsmen sat staring about tbem like phantoms,

mutely glancing at one another with the emotions of men
who had been hurried into another world. Their faces, their

scant clothing, even their hair and wondering eyes, glowed

under the mysterious green.

Clutching at the gunwale, the Professor turned from side

to side to search for the origin of the strange radiance. But
there was no flame, no burning flare, to account for the

luminance, which cast no shadow, and seemed to be a mere

transparent shaft of air as unsubstantial as a rainbow.

Something clammy and cold touched Chipperfield's right

hand as he held the tiller. He drew away, in affright, and at

the same moment the negro seized him, and dragged him
over the thwart.

" Lef 'im ! Lef 'im 1
" the negro cried. " You no touch !

Him bite 1

»

Staring back into the boat's stem. Chip saw something

that might well fill him wdth dread.

A long, flesh-like arm, half pink, half green, was slowly

gliding over the gunwale, with the movements of a huge

caterpillar. Its farther end was not visible at first, but, staring

at it, he traced the thing aft in the water for many yards to

where the thickening limb was rooted in a great, green shining

body midway between him and the brig's broken rudder.

The ugly, flabby body was furnished with a pair of enormous

black eyes, and from behind the eyes some eight or nine other

arms or tentacles were stretched forth, each of them a full

dozen fathoms in length, some lying inactive on the water's

slimy surface, others poised in the green air, with rows of

gaping suckers showing like saucers on their under side, while

two of them had climbed up the brig's hull, and were entwined

about her quarter-rail like a pair of giant serpents.

Chip shuddered again as he looked upon the gruesome

monster, and saw the nearer arm lengthen and contract

in regular sinuous movement, as it sought for a firm hold

upon the boat.
" Biggest squid I've ever seen !

" muttered the Professor.

" Wish I could get his acc'rate dimensions !

"

He caught up a carpenter's axe, and began vigorously to
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hew at the fleshy limb, at the part where it crossed the gun-

wale. The axe was sharp and the flesh soft, and, with three

or four blows, he had severed the limb, which fell separated

with a splash on either side of the boat.

Te Puna and Smiler pulled at their oars, while Tommy stood

forward poising the boat-hook with which he presently caught

at the vessel's chains, drawing the whale-boat close along-

side.

Martin Chipperfield took up a small electric lamp, which

he suspended by its strap from his neck like a satchel. He
had already looped the bull's-eye lantern to the girdle of his

overall, and his hands were free.

" Push off. Tommy !
" he shouted, stepping on the gunwale.

And, firmly seizing the chain-plates, he swung himself forward,

and climbed up by the slippery, weed-covered battens to the

brig's deck.

Tlie mysterious green light was bright enough to make all

things clearly visible. He did not need the lantern to find

his way ; but he knew that Norman Kepple or Joyce would

be watching from the schooner, and he wished to let them
know that he was safely on board, and he rested the lantern

in a prominent place on the bulwark rail, with its light

shining outward across the intervening sea, in answer to the

similar signal which he could dimly discern four or five miles

away, indicating the position of the Nanumanga.
Hesitating for a moment which way to turn, he looked

forward to the forecastle, and then aft to the poop.

The deck planks were hidden under a thin layer of guano,

which was accounted for by the vast number of sea birds

that had roosted here. An albatross was still perched on the

roof of the galley, and other smaller birds strutted about.

As he moved, an army of rats scampered towards the hatch-

way, from which there came the dank, overpowering stench

of rotting merchandise and bilge water.

He turned aft to the poop, across which there lay a heap

of tattered sailcloth, weighed down under a spar or broken

mast. The splinters of the spar were fresh, and he Judged

that it was only in a very recent storm that the craft had come
to grief.
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Pushing open a door that creaked on its hinges, he switched

on his electric light, and entered an alley-way.
" Ahoy, there !

" he shouted. " Anybody aboard this

hooker ?

"

He waited, but there was no answer. He peered into th»

pantry.

There was a row of china dishes on the plate rack, tarnished

cruet-stands hung from the hooks, the cutlery in a mouldy
knife basket was rusty, the folded table linen was marked
by the dirty feet of rats, and gnawed by cockroaches, the

floor was strewn with broken glass and crockery that had
fallen from the shelves and sideboards.

He did not wait to open any of the drawers or cupboards

to see if there remained any food, but went on through the

alley-way into the main cabin.

The floor was littered with clothing, bedding, rusty rifle*

and pistols, knives, spoons, and broken furniture. On the

top of a chest he noticed some candle wicks, from which the

tallow had been removed—gnawed away either by rats or by
human teeth. Through the wide-open skylight there came
a shaft of the green luminance ; even the bright ray from his

electric lamp shone green.

The circumstance that the skylight was open assured him
that the ship's company had not deserted her during the

continuance of the storm, when every window, and port-hole,

and hatchway would be shut to keep out the deluge of sea

and rain.

In the middle of the mahogany table there stood a tin box
with the lid thrown back, and a bunch of keys hanging from

the lock. The keys were not rusty. Nearer to him there lay

an open book and an ink-pot, with a pen balanced across its

mouth.

Tlie ink, although muddy, was not yet dry, and he reflected

that the pen must have been used during the calm weather,

or otherwise it must have rolled to the floor.

He directed the ray of his lamp upon the open book, and
saw some meaningless scribbling in ink that seemed to re-

present the efforts of someone who knew not how to wi-ite.

Before closing the volume and dropping it into the tin box,
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he hastily turned a few pages, and satisfied himself that it was
the ship's log-book.

As he shut the box he observed the name " Coo-ee " painted

upon its lid. Obviously, it contained the brig's ofificial papers.

He hfted it under his arm, pocketing the keys.

For a while he stood listening, fancying he had heard a

footstep. His heart was beating furiously. He could almost

hear its beating in the eerie silence.

" Anybody aboard ? " he called aloud, with unsteady voice.

But still there was no response.

He glanced hastily towards the open door of a state-room

on the starboard side, then strode to it, and, looking within,

saw the corner of a yellow flag tied by a line of cinnet to a peg,

the main part of the bunting being thrust through the open

port-hole. Next he knelt on the edge of the empty bunk, and,

switching ofE his light, looked out upon the stagnant sea.

He saw the whale-boat lying off some distance away, with

a couple of lights showing fore and aft.

This sight of his comrades waiting for him gave him a new
courage. But almost instantly, as he drew back, a slow,

inexplicable, rasping sound caught his ear, and again he
shuddered.

What was it ?

He returned into the stifling atmosphere of the cabin. The
strange sound seemed to come from the skylight above his

head. He looked up nervously. Certainly there was some-

thing moving there—moving stealthily, heavily across the

creaking frame of dim glass, showing black against the green

radiance beyond. He flashed his light upon it. A cry escaped

him, and he almost dropped the tin box in his consternation

and horror at seeing that the moving thing was one of the

livid, fleshy tentacles of the monster octopus.

Seizing the box by its side handle, he caught at the edge

of the table to steady himself. He was trembling violently.

Yet he was not coward enough to beat a retreat, and he would

not leave before his duty was accomplished. With busy eyes

he glanced about the cabin, searching to see if there was any-

thing that he ought to rescue.

As he stood thus, there came to him again the sound of a
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clanking chain being drawn along a floor. It came from the

dark alley-way through which he had lately passed, between

the pantry and the cabin.

With trepidation, almost with fear, he turned his eyes in

tliat direction. His heart seemed to cease its beating as he
caught sight of the gaunt, shadowy, ghost-like figure of a man,
with his back towards him, outlined against a gleam of light

beyond it, walking with tottering, unsteady steps through the

narrow passage, with thin, bare arms outstretched against

the wooden walls, and dragging a loose chain from a bony
ankle.

With a catch in his breath, Martin Chipperfield bracecl

himself to call aloud, " Hallo, there !

"

But the figure went on unheeding. Was it a ghost ?

Chip flashed his light upon it, and strode forward quickly,

determined to discover whether it was a living human being

or an intangible phantom.
Suddenly the light beyond the slowly-moving form grew

brighter, and the gleaming, swinging beam of a bull's-eye

lantern revealed the gaunt figure in a deeper blackness.

In the crossing shaft of his own lamp. Chip saw a second

figure emerge from the pantry. The electric light shone for

an instant into its face.

It was the face of Jacob Lavington.

The dark figure between the two lights then came to an
abrupt halt, shrinking backward, clutching in terror at the

handrail. Chip heard a strange, hoarse, trembling voice

gasp out a name :

" Barrablc !

"

Then the gaunt figure in front of him flung up its arms,

and with a wild unearthly scream that echoed through the

ship, fell to the deck in an inert heap.



CHAPTER XII

A GLEAM OF LIGHT

That fearful scream, piercing the night silence, reached

the Professor, and thrilled him with alarm as he sat in the

whale-boat waiting and watching for Martin Chipperfield's

signal.

" My ! Wliat's that ? " he cried, in consternation. " Pull

back, boys ! Back alongside !

"

Nonouti Tom and Smiler dipped their ready oars.

" Dat fella he no oughta been letta go 'board shippy,"

said Tommy. " Him bad man. Him no good. Tink him
kill Mas' Chipplefiel'."

Smiler shook his woolly head. His perspiring black face

and arms shone weirdly in the green light.

" You no sabby for true, Tommy," he objected. " Dat
no same them bwoy voice. Dat 'trange voice."

" You're right, Smiler," agreed the Professor. " I guess

that wasn't Martin Cliipperfield, anyway ; and it wasn't

Jacob Lavington. But we've got to find out the meanin'

of that scream. Pull hard as you can. Pull us alongside,

an' put me aboard."

Martin Chipperfield strode forward, and flashed his electric

light into the upturned face of the strange man lying motion-

less in the alley-way. It was the face of a young man, hardly

more than twenty, thin and emaciated. The effects of long

days of pain and privation were grimly visible in his fixed

expressionless eyes, his hollow cheeks, and drawn mouth,

with its parched and bloodless lips. He wore very little

96
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clothing—probably because of the stifling, tropical heat

—

and his thin neck and bony arms and chest were bare. He
did not stir when Lavington touched him with hia naked
foot.

Chipperfield went down on his knees beside him.
" Are you ill, mate ? " he questioned. " Who are you ?

Tell us about this ship ! Where are all the other hands ?
"

" No use speaking to him, sir," interposed Lavington.
" He's deaf—deaf as a post. He can't hear a word you
say."

Chipperfield looked up sharply.
" How do you know ? " he inquired. " You have not

spoken to him. Do you know him ?
"

Lavington turned his lantern so that its bright ray shot

along the alley-way into the cabin.
" No," he answered confusedly. " How should I ? I

didn't even see him or know there was anybody left aboard

until you called out to him. But he didn't answer you. It

was when he saw me coming out of the pantry that he screamed

and fell flat with mortal fright. I expect he took me for a

ghost."
" He seemed to recognise you," pursued Chip, taking a

spirit flask from his pocket. " He called you Barrable.

I don't know if that's your true name," he added, uncorking

the flask and putting it to the man's lips.

Lavington muttered something below his breath.
" I expect he's crazy as well as deaf," he said aloud.

Chipperfield drew back with a start. The spirits with

which he was wetting the unconscious man's lips had no
effect in reviving him, and the hand that Chip held was
growing stiff and cold.

" Why, he's dead !
" Chip announced.

Lavington glanced downwards as he moved past to make
his way in the direction of the cabin.

" Yes," he paused to say, " dead of the plague, I reckon.

If I was you, sir, I shouldn't hang around him longer than

you can help. You're certain to catch the infection. And
you're only wasting that good brandy. Better by far let me
have a swig at it instead."
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Chipperfield quietly re-corked tlie flask and returned it

to his pocket, whereupon tavington strode abruptly away,

swinging his lantern in front of him. He went quickly, as

with a settled purpose, into the cabin.
" You needn't go mooching in there," shouted Chip. " Go

out to the gangway and signal for the boat."
" All right. Half a minute," returned Lavington.

Glancing after him. Chip saw him seize upon one of the

rusty revolvers, and then search about, apparently for

cartridges with which to load the empty weapon.

With a decision of movement which betrayed a suspicious

familiarity with the cabin, Lavington opened various drawers

and lockers, busily searching them.

One drawer in particular he examined with eager excite-

ment, turning out its contents upon the floor—mouldy
books and equally mouldy newspapers, loose cigars, marine

instruments, and a sprinlding of cheap curiosities. This

was evidently the captain's private drawer. But, whatever

it was that he sought, it was not there ; for he turned away
with a suppressed mutter of disappointment, picking up
from the confused litter only a small canvas bag, whose

contents gave forth a metallic jingle as of coins. Shoving

this into the pocket of his jumper, he stood for a while in

perplexity. Then he renewed his searching.

Chipperfield saw him go down on his hands and knees

beneath the table, tear aside a strip of linoleum, and open a

trap-door, which he appeared to know was there, for his

hand went instinctively to the ring-bolt almost before it

was disclosed.

He lay down flat on the floor, looking curiously within

the opening by the light of his bull's-eye, while he thrust in

his hand.
" What are you up to there, Lavington 1 " Chip impatiently

demanded to know. " Lay along for'ard, and see if there's

anyone alive aboard. Come on ! You're only wasting time

searching in there."

Expecting Lavington to follow, he himself went forward

into the ship's waist, leaving the tin box beside the coaming

of the open hatchway as he passed. He went down into the
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lower forecastle, but his way was barred by the fcEtid atmo-

sphere, and an army of huge squeakmg rats that scampered

across the floor.

From the entrance he surveyed the decay and desertion

of this-once habitable cabin. What seemed to be the remains

of a dead seaman lay in one of the bunks. It was httle

more than a skeleton. Another human shape sat on the

floor against a sea chest, his head resting on an outstretched

arm that was gnawed to the bone by the rats.

There were no signs of food or drinking water, either here

or in the cook's larder and galley, which Chip explored on

his return. Everything eatable had been taken from the

trade room.

In the lamp room he found that the wells of the lamps
and the cans had been emptied of every drop of oil. With
a shudder, he went out again into the mysterious light of the

green air.

Returning to the hatchway he picked up the tin box, and
was about to cross to the gangway and signal for the whale-

boat, when Lavington hastened out of the poop doorway
as if he were afraid of being left behind. He was carrying,

besides his lantern, a large parcel that looked like clothing,

and a cumbrous, round thing which Chip at once recognised

as a diver's helmet.
" What's that you've got there ? " Chip questioned

—
" a

diving suit 1
"

" Looks like it," returned Lavington, dropping his burden

on the deck. " I found it under the cabin floor. I reckon

this craft has been at the pearl fisheries. Daresay we should

find a whole cargo of pearls and pearl-shell if we were to get

below into her hold."
" I've looked down into her hold," said Chipperfield.

" There's nothing there but a lot of rotten cloth and bags

of copra. And that diving suit you've been looting has never

been used, or even unpacked. Can't you see the maker's

label on it ? The copra's dry enough to bum. I'm going to

set the ship on fire presently."

Lavuigton nodded with satisfaction. '

" Best make a clearance of her at once," he said. " But
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there's a better plan than burning her. There's a canister of

gun-cotton in the trade room, with a fuse and detonator

complete."
" Is there ? " Chip looked at the man suspiciously. " How

do you happen to know ? You haven't been in the trade

room. How do you know ?
"

" We should find out everything if we could only put our

hands on the log-book and her papers," said Lavington

evasively. " I've been searching for that log-book every-

where."
" Have you ? " said Chip. " You might as well have

saved yourself the trouble. Tlie log-book and all the papers

are in this tin box."

Lavington gazed intently at the box, which the boy held

loosely by its handle in his left hand.
" The log-book and her papers ? " he repeated eagerly,

going a couple of steps nearer. " Are you sure ?
"

His fingers twitched to get hold of the box.
" The very thing I've been searching for—what I came

aboard for !
" he muttered to himself. Tlien aloud he said,

half coaxingly, trying to hide his desperate eagerness

:

" Come, Mr. Chipperfield, let's have a look. Open the

box, and make sure."

Chipperfield drew back from him as he advanced yet

nearer.
" I have no need to open it," he said. " I put the log-

book in, and locked the box before I came out of the cabin.

It's all that I want, now that I know there's none of the

ship's company left alive. You can leave that diving suit

where it is. We don't want to take anything away that

will carry infection. You've got the infection on your own
clothes as it is, I expect. You'd no business coming on board

at all. Nobody gave you leave."
" Bah !

" exclaimed Lavington, stooping to rest his lan-

tern on one of the hatch covers. " Don't alarm yourself

about infection. That chap in the alley-way died of starva-

tion, like all his mates. And I'm not going to leave the

diving dress behind. I've taken a fancy to it, and have got

a good use for it."





He snatched at the box as he pressed Chipperjield back towards the

yawning hatchway.
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He started, drawing in hia breath and glancing quickly

round him as the sound of oars thumping against rowlocks

reached him. Suddenly he strode forward and caught at

Martin Chipperfield's arm, snatching at the box as he pressed

him back towards the yawning hatchway.
" Let go of that box you young cub !

" he cried viciously.

But Chipperfield had watched the man's every movement
and had been prepared for this attack. With a dexterous

twist of his arm, he wrenched himself free and drew back,

still holding the box.
" That's your game, is it ? " he cried. " Seems to me

you know more about this ship than you've let on. 'Tisn't

the first time you've been in that cabin. But I had orders

to brmg away these papers, and I'm jolly well sure that

you're not going to get hold of them."
" Don't you make any mistake about that, young 'un !

"

retorted Lavington.

Moving from side to side like a boxer sparring for an

opening, he made a leap forward \^dth one hand outstretched

to grip the boy by the throat, while in the other he held a

long sheath knife. But instantly he staggered back, finding

himself covered by a revolver, which Chip held steadily in

front of him.
" Hands up I

" commanded Chip.



CHAPTER XIII

THE derelict's FATE

Like a wild animal held at bay, Laxdngton stood still, with

his eyes fixed upon the gleaming barrel of the threatening

revolver. He had not lifted his hands, and the one that held

the knife took a firmer grip.

" You saved me from the shark that time," he muttered,

between his black teetli, " and I don't want to do you any
harm. All I want is that box, and I'm going to have it, too."

He made a slow step forward, but as slowly drew back as

he saw the boy's finger twitch at the trigger.

" Hands up !
" repeated Chip. " And, mind you, if you

move another step nearer, I'll fire ! Drop that knife !

"

" Not I," growled the man. " Not unless you give me
the box. That gun of yours isn't loaded."

" Isn't it ? " Chip raised the mouth of his weapon about

an inch, pulled the trigger, and Lavington's hat fell to the

deck. " Next time I shall aim just between your eyes,"

he said coolly.

Then Lavington stooped to pick up his hat. But, instead

of rising to his feet, he remained in a crouching position, and

began to creep nearer and nearer.

Suddenly, however, a strong, bony hand seized him from

behind, and he was flung over on his back, while the cold

steel business end of a second revolver was pressed against

his bare forehead.
" Guess you didn't Just manage it that time, Mr. Laving-

ton," came the voice of Professor Hercules J. Hudson.
" 'Cordin' to th' unwritten law of San Francisco, where

you're supposed ter hail from, it's etiquette for a man t'
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hold up his hands when another's got a bead on him, you
know. Oblige me by droppin' that knife you've gotten in

your right hand."

Lavington threw the knife from him, and it fell through

the open hatchway. He was allowed to sit up, and while

the Professor stood guard over him, Chipperfield carried

the tin box to the gangway, and handed it down to Nonouti

Tommy.
" You no lose them boxa," he ordered. " No let sharka

get. This fella set shippy all afire by and by."
" O-o !

" nodded Tommy. " Sharka him no lika fire.

Him 'fraid."

" Smiler," Chip called down, " fill that pail with fresh

water out of the breaker, and half empty one of those square

bottles into it. Savvy ?
"

" Me sabby berra well, sah," returned the negro. " Yo*

wan' 'feet yo'se'f. Ship nif berra bad ; all same Calabar

mangrove swamp. Make white man plenty sick."

"Say, have you had a good look around," questioned the

I'rofessor, as Chipperfield returned to him. " I guess

there's not a whole lot worth takin' away, and we'd

best quit soon as you're ready. Have you located the man
that made that unearthly scream a whUe back ?

"

" Yes," Chip answered solemnly. " He's lying dead in

the alley-way near the pantry door. There's no one else.

He's the last survivor. If you and Lavington will disinfect

yourselves with the stuff that Smiler will pass up to you
before you get into the boat, I'll slip below and set alight

to the copra."
" Aren't you goin' t' scuttle her, then ? " asked the Pro-

fessor.

" No." Chip strode to the hatchway with a coil of stout

rope, which he proceeded to secure to a ring-bolt. " She's

copper bottomed, and we couldn't bore a hole below her

water-line. It's easier to fire her, and that copra will bum
like old boots."

" Yes," agreed the Professor, " it's Just 'bout the best

fuel I know. I wonder your British Navy don't use it 'stead

of coal. More expensive, maybe, and perhaps more bulky

;

G
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but it puts the best steam coal at a considerable disadvantage

in many ways. Are you wantin' any help down below,

d'you think ?
"

Chip shook his head. " One's enough," he answered.

Before going down into the hold he climbed half-way

up the tattered shrouds of the mainmast, and, leaning back,

looked out across the sea towards the Nanumanga.
Bringing his electric lamp round so that it hung suspended

against his chest, he began to work at the switch. Norman
Kepple had taught him how to communicate by the Morse

code. Presently he saw an answering signal from the schooner,

and knew by the speed with which the words M'ere flashed

out that it was Kep rather than Joyce who was speaking to

him. The first message he read was a question.
" What is that green flare you are burning, and why ?

"

Cliip replied

:

" Natural phenomenon without obvious source. All right

so far. Going to set brig on fire. No survivors."

Returning to the deck, Chipperfield found the Professor

and Lavington in dispute about the diving dress, which

Lavington was bent upon saving.
" Let him warp the painter round them, and tow them

astern," Chip decided. " And if you two have disinfected

yourselves, you had better get dowTi into the boat."

The Professor watched him as he turned to lower himself

into the hold.
" There's an all-fired stench comin' from that cargo," he

remarked. " I'm hopin' you'll not be overpowered by it.

You sure you can climb out again ?
"

" There's a ladder just here," Chip told him.
" Ah, then, I needn't watch this rope," nodded the Professor.

" No," said Chip, adding in a whisper, " Keep your eye

on Jacob."

The odour from the cargo was almost too awful for him
to breathe. Hundreds of dead rats lay about among the

gnawed bags of copra. Some of their living companions

seemed aa big as terriers, and they had left hardly more
than a couple of tons of the copra. Much of it had been

nibbled to a fine powder.
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From the noisome mess Chip pulled out two or three of the

fibre bags, and made a hollow, which he filled up with the

torn husks and broken shells of cocoanuts. Before striking a

match he climbed up on deck, sickened by the foul air that

he had been breathing. The Professor was still at the open

gangway, while Lavington was hauling up a second pailful

of the disinfectant. Chip ran to them, took off his overall,

and sank it in the strong-smelling liquid, wringing it out over

his bare legs and feet before putting it on again.
" Into the boat, you two, and stand by to shove off," he

ordered, as he took up his lamp and flask. " I shall be back

in a couple of minutes."
" I guess you'd be kind of wise to disinfect your inside

with a mouthful of the brandy you've got in that flask,"

suggested the Professor.

Chip moistened his lips, and was handing the flask to the

Professor, when he became conscious that the strange green

luminance had faded, giving place to the sflvery light of the

tropic moon. All the timidity %vith which that mysterious

ghostly radiance had filled him vanished, and he went down
into the dark shadows of the brig's hold with a new con-

fidence, undaunted even by the giant rats that squirmed and
squeaked under his feet.

Returning to the place where he had built the little stack

of tinder, he stooped and struck a match and applied the flame

to a bunch of loose cocoanut fibre. He watched the flame

spreading, and waited until he had assured himself that it

had taken a firm hold. By the time that he had climbed

up to the deck the dry copra was beginning to kindle and
crackle in the growing fire.

He lowered himself into the whale-boat, and took his place

in the stern sheets. The Maori pushed off mth the boat-hook,

and the four rowers began to pull away, Lavington replacing

his lost oar with one of a spare pair that had been brought

out.

A dark column of quivering smoke was already rising into

the still air, and the glow frt»m the, as yet, unseen fire was
reflected upon the stump of the mainmast. The black, moving
shapes of many rats could be seen along the line of the broken
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bulwarks. Some of them jumped ofE info the smooth sea,

where the sharks rose to snatch them.
" That squid's still hangin' around," remarked the Professor,

as the boat was pulled astern. " My ! just look at that great

shark he's gotten a grip of ! Jack's gettin' the best of it, I

guess. That's real cute of him to eat himself free from the

arm that's holdin' him."

A long, writhing tongue of flame shot up from the brig's

waist, roaring fiercely. Threads of smoke were issuing from

her open port-holes. A flicker of light shone through her

poop skylight, from which one of the long tentacles of the

giant cephalopod now reared its gruesome shape, and fell back

with an audible splash Into the sea. There was no breath of

wind to drive the flames, and the main column of smoke
rose straight as the bole of a palm tree, expanding into

feathery mists high in the upper atmosphere.

The sun-dried planks burned with a deep roar, and the

heart of the ship soon glowed like a devouring furnace, the

fire gradually spreading forward to her forecastle, crackling

and moaning as it curled about the broken mast, and sent

up gusts of black smoke and burning shreds of rope and
sailcloth.

Some of the charred, smouldering fragments fell hissing

into the sea roundabout the whale-boat, and the Maori stopped

rowing for an instant to brush a sizzling spark from the

midst of his woolly hair.

" Pull, Tommy ! Pull, Smiler 1
" cried Chip. " Bend your

backs to it I

"

But all four of the rowers ceased work at sight of a

great volume of hissing steam that rose from the burning

fabric.

" She's shipping water," announced Lavington. And, as

Chip and the Professor turned in their seats to look back,

they saw the brig heave amidships ; they heard the splitting

of timber, and almost instantly the whole craft burst open

with a dull detonation, and the air was filled with a mass of

flying wreckage.
" That's the gun-cotton, sir," cried Lavington.
" Gun-cotton ? " echoed the Professor, in amazement.
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" Hi ! Mind yo' heads !
" shouted Smiler, shipping his oar

and flinging himself under a thwart.

Fragments of red-hot timber fell like rain about the whale-

boat, a heavy splinter dropped across the thwart which

Smiler had just vacated, a spar plunged into the water so

near to the rudder that Chip and the Professor were splashed

in a shower of spray.

Martin Chipperfield glanced up into the sky. The constella-

tion of the Southern Cross shone dimly through a mist of

smoke. The brighter moon rode near it, shedding a silvery

track across a placid sea, which now showed no visible sign

of where the derelict had been.



CHAPTER XIV

THE OPENING OF THE TIN BOX

It was in the midnight watch. All was exceedingly quiet

on board the schooner. Down in the main cabin there was

such silence that the ticking of a chronometer on the side-

board was almost a disturbance.

Now and again, however, the regular tread of Joyce's bare

feet on the planks above would be heard as he paced the

deck, whistling for a wind. Norman Kepple sat at the table

reading a book on the Solomon Islands, which the Professor

had recommended to him, and he was deeply absorbed in

the written account of the head-hunters and cannibals of that

notorious archipelago.

Presently he took a drink from his tumbler of cocoanut

milk, and, rising from his chair, closed the book, strolled to

one of the open stern windows, and looked out upon the calm

moonlit sea.

Fitful gleams of tropic lightning flashed in the clear, still

air. He watched an immense shark swimming slowly around

the white whale-boat that lay astern, moored by a sagging

painter. As the great fish moved, the disturbed water shone

with brilliant phosphorescent light, showing every line and

curve of the monster's black shape in its scintillations.

The boat had not yet been emptied of its stores, and in the

bow Kep could see the round headpiece and the ponderous

boots of the diving suit, which Jacob Lavington had been so

anxious to bring away from the Coo-ee.

" I wonder what that chap wanted them for ? " Kep said

to himself, as he turned back into the cabin. He caught

at the push of an electric bell that hung from the lamp below

no
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the skylight. The bell trilled in the pantrj', and the summons
was promptly answered by Nonouti Tommy, who appeared

in the doorway dressed in clean, white dungaree pyjamas.
" Come in, Tommy, and shut the door."

Kep sniffed as the Kanaka entered.
" You smell like a surgeon's operating room. Tommy," he

said. " There's no mistake about your having been thoroughly

disinfected."
*' 0-0 !

" returned Tommy, as if in acceptance of a compli-

ment. " Plenty nice. You no need be 'fraid dis fella maka
you sick."

Kep, who looked exceedingly handsome in his naval dinner

dress, seated himself on the edge of the table, swinging his

legs, and began to exercise his lately-acquired knowledge of

sandalwood English.
" You savee that fellow Lavington, don't you. Tommy ?

You savee him longa time, eh ?
"

" O-o !
" Tommy nodded. " Plenty longa time. Fiv'—ten

yam."
" Fifteen years, eh ? Well, Just tella me what you savee

about him, will you ?
"

Tommy then told the young officer the same story that he

had told to Joyce, but added fuller details, which went to

prove that Lavington's connection with the labour traffic,

or slave trade, among the South Sea Islands had been marked
by incidents of the most reprehensible cruelty. His kidnapping

of Tommy was but one example of his inhumanity.

Tommy had been with some friends in a canoe to a neigh-

bouring island to get married and bring home his bride. In

mid sea they were met by Lavington's recruiting ship, and
were induced to go on board of her, allured by offers of

presents, which were shown to them. No sooner were they

on deck when Lavington himself dropped a heavy stone into

their frail canoe, sinking it, and the whole of the wedding
party were carried off to slavery in Queensland. Tommy and
his wife never saw each other again.

Kepple listened very attentively to the Kanaka's sad story.
" You are sure he's the same fellow, are you, Tommy ?

"

he questioned.
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" 0-0 !
" Tommy answered positively. " Him name Ned

—no Jacoba. Dis fella savee him for true. Him tattoo all

same Maleita Kanaka on him chest. You looka one time

when him washa, you see. Them Kanaka tattoo hida shippy

name."
" Oh, I see !

" mused Kep. " To hide a ship's name on his

chest, he had himself tattooed native fashion."
" 0-0 !

" said Tommy. " 'Fraid man-a-war catch 'um."
" So I suppose," agreed Kep. " That's a trick that's often

played by deserters. All right, Tommy. Here's a stick of

tobacco for you. And now you may lay for'ard and have a

good sleep."

For a while Kep walked to and fro in the cabin, thinking.

Then he lighted a candle, and opened the door of one of the

state-rooms.

At the threshold he paused. Martin Cliipperfield lay sound

asleep in his bunk. As a son of the owner. Chip had always

been berthed aft, and this was his particular den. Kepplo

had never had the curiosity to enter it before, and now he

glanced around the tiny room inquiringly, admiring its tidiness

and its many evidences of the occupant's character.

On a shelf above the narrow dressing-table there was a row
of books that looked like school prizes, with a seaman's

manual and some works on navigation. On top of them was

a large photograph of the Nanumanga in a Liverpool dock.

Many curiosities typical of the Pacific decorated the bulk-

heads. On a stool beside the sleeping-bunk there was an open

Bible, on which lay a soiled Christmas card. Kep's eye caught

the written words, " To dearest Mart, with love and best

wishes from his loving mother."

The sight of this writing made Kep think of his own mother

in far-away England, and he remembered how she used to

come to his bedside at home with a lighted candle in a silver

candlestick, and how the light brought out all sorts of pretty

colours from the diamonds that sparkled on her neck and
hair.

However late she might be, he always awoke at the warm
touch of her lips on his forehead, and then, with her arm
around him, she would sit and talk with him like a chum.
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until she glided away with a rustle of silk, leaving the air

filled with a delicious perfume.
" And so you've got a mother who cares for you, too, have

you, Chip ? " he murmured softly. He did not know that

Chip's bright eyes were staring up at him, and he was startled

when a voice came from the pillow :

" Yes, sir. I was dreaming about her—dreaming that I

was at home, and that she had come in to say good night

to me."
" I'm sorry to have broken the lovely illusion," said Kep.

" I came in to ask you to come and overhaul those papers

with me. I say, you've got a ripping nice shop here, old

chap. Reminds me of my study at school. I always used

to rig up my den like a ship's cabin."

Chip sat up, clasping his brown hands about his knees,

that were clothed in pale blue pyjamas.
" What school did you go to, sir ? " he asked. " I've

often wondered. Eton or Harrow, I expect ?
"

" No," returned Kep. " My pater sent me to his own
school—Uppingham."

" Uppingham !
" exclaimed Chip, in astonishment. " Well

I never ! Why, that's the school I went to ! There's a photo-

graph of the chapel on the ledge under the port-hole. Look
at it I

"

Kep held his candle in front of the picture.
" So it is !

" he cried, with bojdsh enthusiasm. " And the

choir, too, with the very seat that I used to occupy 1 Queer !

—awfully queer—that we should never have found out until

now that we're both Uppinghamians. Of course, we can't

have been in the same form. I must have left before you were

allowed to wear low shoes. But, as I left before I'd got out of

Upper Fifth, you must have known many of my chums. Did
you know a chap named Avison ?

"

" Bertie Avison ? Rather I He was my house captain,

and was in the Fifteen."
" How funny ! I see we shall have heaps to talk about."
" Say, Mr. Kepple," came an interrupting voice from the

cabin, " are you figurin' t' open that box t'-night ? I'm some
eager t' see what's in it."
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" All right, Professor. I'm comiug now." He glanced to

the bunk. " Come along, Chip. Come in your 'jamas. And
fetch the keys."

" Occurs to me there must be somethin' more'n a mere
ship's log-book in the box for Jacob t' be so all-fired eager

t' get possession of it," remarked the Professor, as Kep entered

the cabin, presently followed by Chip. " His eye was on it

like th* eye of a lynx the whole time while we were pullin'

home. Even at the last minute I guess he notioned t' have

it. But Chip's hands never left it."

" Don't you think we'd better sprinkle some antiseptic

on the papers before we handle them, sir ? " suggested Chip.
" You appear to believe that the ship was infected ? " said

Kep.
" Well," said Chip, " that poor fellow in the alley-way had

some queer-looking spots about him. And as the keys are

not rusty, I make out that he's opened the box a good many
times. It may be filled with microbes from his breath, you
know."

" That's real cute," commented the Professor. " Chip,

there's some grit in you. We've got to kill those microbes

right now."

He went into his cabin, and quickly returned with a bottle

of pungent-smelling powder, which, when Chip turned the

key and opened back the lid, he half emptied into the box.

Shutting the lid again, they shook it violently to and fro to

disperse the powder, while all three of them rubbed the anti-

septic well over their hands.

It was the Professor who took out the log-book, affirming

that he was salted against all diseases.

" For once," he said, " here's a seaman sensible 'nough t*

keep his record well up to date. I see tiie last legible entry

was written only ten days ago. It bears the significant words,
* I have given up hope ! God help me 1

'

"

He turned back many pages.
" Say, Chip, what was the name the man called out when

he recognised Jacob Lavington ? " he questioned, looking

through the upper halves of his spectacles across the table.

" I believe it was Barrable," Chip answered.
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*' Thought so," nodded the Professor. " I see it's pretty

well scattered over these earlier pages. I gather that this

Barrable, whom I suspicion to be none other than Lavington

himself, was the cause of the whole mischief aboard that ship.

Wait. What's this ? " He paused. " Yes ; this sentence I've

gotten my finger on sizes him up.
" ' We are now about a hundred miles west of the Phoenix

Islands,' " he read, " * but we have no hope of reaching them.

Last night Barrable and his two confederates deserted us

in the whale-boat, taking with them, or destroying, all instru-

ments and charts, and sending our remaining boats adrift.

He has deceived us from first to last. Never, surely, was
there created another human being with a heart so black.

We are now abandoned on the wide, trackless ocean, helpless

as little children, stricken by this terrible smallpox, our only

capable seaman suffering from deafness and bound in chains

which we cannot unfasten. Heaven be thanked that there

is still food. But how long will it last ?
"

" Smallpox !
" cried Norman Kepple, in quick alarm. " Pro-

fessor, put away that book ! Put it back in the box, and
chuck the whole lot overboard 1

"



CHAPTER XV

GENTLEMEN ADVENTUREES

The Professor obediently dropped the book into the tin box,

and shut down the Ud.
** Certainly, Mr. Kepple." He caught up the box by its side

handles. " I'll sling it into the sea right now if you're anyway
afraid. But that yaller powder we've put in's iodoform

—

'bout the most effectual disinfectant an' antiseptic known

—

and I don't figure we've left many microbes inside capable

of doin' you harm."
" It's not of myself that I'm afraid, Professor," Kep assured

him. " I am thinking only of my ship's company. You
see. Commander Mayhew entrusted me with the schooner,

to see to the safety of her crew, and navigate her into Sydney
;

and I don't want to fail in my duty. I want to get into port

on time, as you would say, and with a clean bill of health.

We've already run into a lot of danger, boarding the beastly

derelict,"

" Of course," put in Martin Chipperfield, rising from the

table to let the Professor pass towards the stern windows

—

" of course, if that poor fellow in the alley-way hadn't died,

we should have had to fetch him away with us, infection

and all. We couldn't have deserted him. And, after all,

sir," he went on, resting his hand on the back of Kep's chair

as he stood beside him, " by the look of the craft, I should

say that the illness was over before she was caught in the

hurricane that disabled her."

The Professor looked round as he rested his foot on the

transom ready to launch the box through the open casement.
" Why, yes," said he, "a hurricane such as we met at

ii6
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Ocean Island wouldn't leave many germs hangin' around,

I guess. Come to think of it, there's a consid'rable percentage

of fresh air in a hurricane. Th' wind that hurls great trees

out of their foundations ain't likely t' find a microbe too

heavy t' lift."

" But I don't see how even a hunicane could be expected

to clear the germs out of a locked tin box," smiled Kep.
The Professor shrugged his shoulders.
" Say, you have me there, Mr. Kepple," he admitted.

" Still, I'm reminded of a man in Manilla, who affirmed that

a tornado once carried off a pile of greenbacks out of an iion

safe in his bureau, and I don't forgot the havoc that was
made among my mounted butterflies at Ocean Island."

He lifted the box, and bent forward preparatory to pushing

it out through the window.
" Wait a bit 1

" cried Kep, rising hurriedly and catching

at the Professor's arm. " Wait. I forgot. That log-book

will be an important piece of evidence in case of an insurance

claim."
" H'm. Guess that's so," muttered the Professor, leaving

the box lying in the window-frame. " Good thing you stopped

me in time."

He strode back to the cabin table, and picked up the

lighted cheroot that he had poised on its edge.
" Tliere's a jack shark prowlin' around out there ready to

carry it away. I wonder Just where he'd have taken it to,

and how he'd have liked the effect of iodoform on his in-

ternals !

"

He puffed at his cheroot.
" Did I ever tell you my story 'bout the shark that acted

as mail carrier ? A man in 'FriC'!!:^ was mailin a bank draft

to Sydney, but didn't post it in time. His letter had t' wait

a fortnight for the next steamer. When the tender was
alongside that second steamer, a man dropped a packet of

letters over the gangway into the sea, or, rather, into th'

jaws of a shark. Merest chance, I calculate, but that shark

quitted San Francisco, an* made a bee-line 'cross the Pacific.

Overtakin' the precedin' steamer alongside the Great Barrier

Eeef, he was caught, an' the letters found in his inside were
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dooly delivered in Sydney. My friend averred that he made
five thousand dollars by that deal."

Chipperfield laughed incredulously as he went out of the

cabin, and the Professor chuckled.
" The melody of that boy's laugh is a constant delight,

Mr. Kcpple," he remarked.
" He's a nice chap all round," added Kcp, " and he'd

make a ripping fine officer. It's sheer waste of good material

to put him into his father's office, to potter with charter

parties and bills of lading, as I hear they intend doing. He
ought to be in the Navy."

" Guess he'll make his pile in Water Street, anyhow," was

the Professor's conclusion.

Chip returned into the cabin, carrying a spirit lamp and a

small kettle with a spout like that of a garden watering-can.
" WTiat's your notion ? " the Professor questioned.

Chip planted the spirit stove on an upturned plate on the

table, and lighted it.

" I thought I'd make assurance doubly sure by using this

condenser," he explained. " There's a solution of creasote

in the kettle. When steam's up, we can pass the papers

through the fumes, one by one."
" Not half a bad idea," agreed Kep. " I'm anxious to find

out all we can about that chap La-sangton."
" 'Bout time, too, I should say," urged the Professor.

" I'm inclined t' believe we shall strike somethin' in one of

the documents I caught a glimpse of."

" You don't either of you happen to know whether he's

got any tattooing on him, do you ? " inquired Kep.

Chip carefully fixed the kettle on the stove before answering.

Yes, lie has su'me ijii u^ cfA6Si/. I saw it tiiat t'lmo when
he had the scrap with Tommy, and nearly fell foul of the

shark. It's a barbaric sort of design, the same as the Solomon
Islanders carve on their clubs and paddles. You can only

see it when his shirt's unbuttoned, and that's not often."
" Tommy tells me that it covers the name of a ship,"

rejoined Kep. " It was Lavington who kidnapped Tommy
from Nonouti fifteen years ago. His name is Ned, not Jacob."

" Yes," nodded the Professor. " and Barrable, not Laving-
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ton. Though I guess he's passed by a heap of diff'rent

names in the course of his career. What I'm hankerin*

to know is Just what his connection with the Goo-ee was.

Nat'rally, Mr. Kepple, you've already made out that he hadn't

long been stranded on the Phoenix Islands 'fore you picked

him up. His two confederates, referred to in the log-book,

landed along with him, I presume. It would be interestin'

t' know just what became of them."
" It's at least evident that he himself is the only survivor

of the brig," reflected Kep, " and he was so bent upon going

aboard her again that I can only believe that he'd left some-
thing behind that he very much wanted that time when he
went off with the two other chaps in the whale-boat."

The Professor took off his spectacles, and began very

deliberately to clean their lenses with a comer of the table-

cloth.

" Either that," he agreed, " or else he'd the idea of destroyin'

some piece of incriminatin' evidence 'fore you should get

hold of it."

" Steam's up !
" cried Chip.

He had already turned the long spout of the kettle down-
wards, and now, cautiously reopening the box, the Professor

placed it so that the vapour should play within it, and each

separate paper as it was removed receive its due share of

disinfectant.

He turned the pages of the log-book within the steam until

every leaf was impregnated with the condensed creasote.
" There, sir," he said, passing the volume to Norman

Kepple, " that's as safe as any book on your own shelf. You
can handle it with confidence."

In the log-book Kep discovered little beyond the ordinary

records of the ship's daily course, with remarks concerning

the weather ; but occasionally the writer, or writers, had
departed from these bare, nautical statements, to set down
an account of some important occurrence in fuller detail.

Sailing out of Sydney with a crew partly made up of

Kanakas, and partly of the loafers of the quays, and with six

passengers, including Edward Barrable, who were referred

to as " gentlemen adventurers," the Coo-ee had made an
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uneventful voyage as far as the Fiji Islands, where she did

some small amount of trade.

At Suva the adventurers were Joined by two " gentlemen
"

named Prew and Keeling, who were the particular friends

and confederates of Ned Barrable. Kep gathered, indeed,

that it was for the ostensible purpose of picking up these two
men that the brig had gone so far east as Fiji, for her avowed
destination was Rubiana Lagoon, in the Solomon Islands.

It was after leaving the Fijis that the trouble began.

Quarrels between the officers and the adventurers became
frequent, and blood was shed. There were disagreements

in the forecastle.

One dark night, the captain mysteriously disappeared.

Gradually, Barrable and his two confederates assumed
command of the ship, and the mate became a nonentity.

In an entry in the log-book, he recorded an encounter with

Barrable, who had struck him on the side of the head with

a belaying-pin, causing deafness.
" Ah," exclaimed Chip, when this record was read out,

" then the poor fellow in the alley-way, with the chain on his

ankle, was the mate !

"

After leaving the Fijis the brig had been taken northward
to the EUice Islands. At Funafuti the second mate went
ashore to do some trade, and bring o£E fresh water and fruit.

The boat returned without him. He was said to have been

attacked and killed by the natives. It was also from Funafuti

that the boat's crew had contracted the infection of the

dreadful disease which had played such havoc with the ship's

company. Four of the adventurers died of it, and many of

the crew, while everyone on board had been attacked with it

excepting only Barrable, Prew, and Keeling.
" I guess Barrable had had it already," observed the Pro-

fessor. " He's got an old spot or two 'bout his nose, I've

noticed. And I calculate that's one reason why he didn't

show any fear of goin' aboard that derelict."

With a reduced crew, and the remainder almost helpless, the

Coo-ee had encountered contrary winds, and been driven

north by east.

By this time th© whole working of the ship had become
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disorganised, the navigation became erratic, the records in

the log-book, still kept by the mate, were neglected. After

an unrecorded interval another hand had taken up the duty

of keeping the official log.

Kepple judged that this was one of the adventurers, berthed

aft ; for the longitude and latitude were not stated, and the

entries took on the form of a personal Journal, culminating in

the entry recording the fact that Barrable and his two con-

federates had deserted the ship, having sent the remaining

boats adrift.

Norman Kebble examined the subsequent pages. They
were written by another hand, and one of the entries recorded

the fact that " Mr. Jocelyn died this morning, and I am now
alone. The very sea is beginning to rot."

" I don't see much more that's of any importance," he
said, " and there's not a word about why the mate was put

in chains."
" He must have had a rare Job to get loose from them,"

interposed Chip. " His ankle was raw to the bone. I found

a broken link and a rusty file in the trade room. I expect

that was where he was kept."
" Well," ruminated Kep, closing the book. " There's a

lot of mystery about the whole affair. What do you think of

it. Professor 1
"

The Professor leaned back in his chair with his hands in

his side pockets and his heels propped on the edge of the table.

He blew a Jet of tobacco smoke towards a large spider con-

cealed in its web in a corner of the skylight.
" I'm tryin' t' exercise my scoutcraft on the whole business,"

he declared, working his cheroot to the corner of his mouth.
" There's a clue somewhere that we've not gotten hold of

yet. What I'm hankerin' to know is, why was that ship

chartered to sail out of Sydney, anyhow, and why were

Barrable and all those gentlemen adventurers aboard of her ?

She wasn't Just an ordinary tradin' craft ; she didn't go out

catchin' whales ; she wasn't in the pearl-fishin' industry

;

nor was she fitted out for the labour traffic. I don't gather

that she was a pirate—she carried no guns ; and I'd stake

my last dollar she didn't set out on a pleasure cruise. As you
H
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remarked a minute ago, Mr. Kepple, there's a mystery lyin*

back of it all."

" Why shouldn't we ask Lavington straight out ?
" sug-

gested Kep. " He could tell us."

The Professor removed his feet from the table, and sat up-

right in his chair.

" I wouldn't trust that skunk t' tell me what o'clock it is,"

he declared emphatically. " Don't you forget what I told you
'bout the six-shooter he was shapin' to purloin, sir, or about

his paintin' out our name. Don't you forget that he was

ready to take possession of this schooner if you'd gone oflE in

the whale-boat to-day. He's playin' a rogue's game ; he's

meanin* business ; an', so far's I can fathom him, he ain't

Just the sort to reveal his hand. No, Mr. Kepple, I shouldn't

ask him. I shouldn't even allow him to guess that we've

figured out his villainy. Just keep an eye on him, sir, and
don't give him too much rope."

" Perhaps you are right. Professor," said Kep, leaning his

elbow on the table and shoving his fingers through the waves

of his dark brown hair. " I shall certainly not allow him
too much liberty. Indeed, I'm not sure that on the strength

of the evidence I already have against him, I ought not

to arrest him in the King's name, and keep him a

prisoner."

The Professor's thin fingers were drumming the tune of the
" Star Spangled Banner " on the top of the tin box. He
paused abruptly, and shook his head.

" Kind of dangerous, doin' that," he advised. " Quite

enough if you keep him under observation, so to speak."

As he spoke he lifted the lid of the box, and turned over

two or three of the neatly-tied-in bundles of documents, again

allowing the fumes of the kettle to play about them.

One of these bundles he casually examined, becoming more
and more absorbed in what he read.

Presently he glanced apprehensively towards the cabin

door, then aloft at the skylight, and, in turn, aft to the stern

windows.

Satisfying himself that there could be no eavesdropper

within hearing, he looked across the table at Norman Kepple
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and Martin Chipperfield, his eyes showing curiously bright

behind the rims of the spectacles.

" Eureka !
" he ejaculated, vigorously tapping the papers

that lay in front of him. " Boys, I reckon we've struck the

trail this time. Draw in your chairs, an' listen with all your

ears. Or, perhaps, Mr. Kepple, you'd better read it, an* I'll

help with th' listenin'."



CHAPTER XVI

THE STATEMENT OF RALPH JOCELYN

Grouped close together at the end of the table, the three

of them looked like a little band of secret conspirators.

Norman Kepple drew the documents towards him. He began
to read the first that came to him :

"
' Now, it is a matter of history that in the year

1741 *" he began, but at once put the paper aside and
took up another.

" This looks more to the point," he decided, running his

eye searchingly down the written page.
" Yes," agreed the Professor, " I'd take that one first. It's

written by Mr. Jocelyn—a man of considerable intelligenca

Seems t' have been the dupe of our friend Jacob, somehow.
I haven't got the hang of it quite."

Norman Kepple then read aloud :

" ' In the hope that this and the vouchers which accompany
it may fall into the hands of some honest person or persons, I,

Ralph Jocelyn, solicitor, of Melville Chambers, Collins Street,

Sydney, N,S.W., make the following statement

:

" ' At this present time of writing I am on board the brig

Coo-ee, of Sydney, becalmed and dismantled, as nearly as

I can estimate, in Lat. 3° S., Long, 170° E. David Guppy,
chief officer, totally deaf and somewhat demented, and myself,

both slowly dying of privation, are alone, and there is no
remotest hope of our being rescued alive. We have tried in

vain to scuttle the ship, but can do nothing but wait and
wait until death relieves us from our miseries.

" ' Look at the matter how I may, I cannot hide from my-
self the guilty consciousness that I, with my greed of gold,

am the primary cause of the disasters which have overtaken

124
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us. It was I, and I alone, who discovered and held the secret

of the sunken galleon. It was I who drew up the prospectus,

who formed the syndicate, and chartered and fitted out this

ship. But, in doing all this, I acted in good faith. Only

my errors are to blame, and, chief of all, my unspeakable

error in placing the practical conduct of the expedition in the

hands of so unscrupulous a rascal as Edward Barrable.'

"

Kep looked up at his two companions and whistled.
" Yes," nodded the Professor. " He's lettin' in some day-

light here."
" I wonder what he means by the secret of the sunken

galleon ? " meditated Chip.
" ' so unscrupulous a rascal as Edward Barrable,' " re-

sumed Kep. " ' I was told that he was a man of honour, worthy

of implicit trust ; that he was a practical seaman, and, more-

over, that he knew the Solomon Islands like a book, and
could speak their dialects. He appeared to be exactly the

man we wanted. How was I to foresee that he would engage

his private confederates to undermine our plans, to take

us out of our intended course with the evil purpose of taking

forcible possession of the ship, and of snatching the coveted

gold?
" ' He brought about the earliest of our distresses. But

disasters and catastrophes, which even he in his darkest

moments of villainy could never have arranged or anticipated,

pursued us with fiendish constancy. First, the mysterious

and unaccountable disappearance of our captain, then the

mutiny, followed by the death of the second mate, and then

the fell disease that carried off so many of our company.
And now our abandonment in mid ocean !

" ' Even in my uttermost despair and desolation, I hear

ringing in my ears the man's cruel parting words as he and his

creatures abandoned us to our awful fate. " Drift with the

rats to your doom !
" he hissed. " Drift till you all rot together,

or sink to the bottom in your useless, worthless tub." Alas

!

how completely his curse is being fulfilled !

" ' Fair sailing weather favoured them in their flight, and
doubtless, if they safely accomplished their voyage in the

amply-provisioned whale-boat, they have contrived a means
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of working their way westward to the Solomon Islands.

They were bent upon lifting the gold. But to me, as I con-

front this lonely death, it is some satisfaction to know that

they will not find it. They have taken a chart of the lagoon,

believing that it will guide them to the wreck ; but the posi-

tions indicated upon it were purposely misleading. It would
not have been expedient that the exact bearings of the sunken

galleon should be published, and the only true chart is the

one which accompanies this statement.
" ' If this statement and the documents that are with it

should fall into the hands of an honest man, and enable him
to recover the Spaniard's wealth, I beg him to remember my
widow and children, and the widows and children of those

who invested their savings and sacrificed their lives in this

ill-fated expedition.'

"

The Professor leaned back in his chair with his hands
clasped behind his head.

" There you are. Chip," said Norman Kepple, passing the

paper. " There's a Jolly good chance for you to make a for-

tune if you like to take advantage of it."

Chip glanced at it, and returned it.

" I don't see that it's any more mine than yours, sir," he
objected.

Kep's eyebrows contracted.
" I say. Chip, I wish you'd drop the * sir * when we're to-

gether in private. It's all right when we're on duty, you
know ; but we're pals now—at least, I hope so. As for the

fortune which you so magnanimously reject "—^he shrugged

his shoulders
—

" well, much as I should appreciate the ad-

venture, I can't, of course, allow the Nanumanga to be delayed

by cruising among a lot of cannibal islands in search of a

lost Eldorado."

He turned to the Professor.

" You haven't come upon the chart, have you, Professor ?
"

he inquired.

The Professor threw back the lid of the box, and began

to search.

" Guess it's likely to be somewhere in here," he conjectured.
" I was thinkin' Just then of Jacob Lavington, or Ned Barrable,
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as, I suppose, we ought now t' call him. It's clear why he

hankered after that divin' suit. I calculate he's fixed his mind
on liftin' the boodle from that galleon."

Martin Chipperfield looked puzzled.
" It's a bit of a mystery to me how a Spanish galleon should

ever have been anywhere near the Solomon Islands," he said.

The Professor drew back from the box, and glanced across

the table.

" I've an idea there's somethin' 'bout it in the paper you
put aside a while back, Mr. Kepple," said he

—
" the paper re-

ferrin' to the year seventeen hundred an' forty-one. And I'm
inclined to think you've got th' chart there, too."

Kep turned over the papers in front of him, and drew out

one of them.
" Yes, this looks like a chart," he announced, examining

it. " It's a chart of Rubiana Lagoon. I was reading about

that spot only this evening."
" 'Bout the hottest comer in all the Solomons," observed

the Professor. " Just in the very centre of cannibalism. Th'

natives there c'llect men's heads the same's one of you boys

might c'llect postage stamps, or as I c'llect butterflies. They
don't think a whole lot of killin' their bosom friends for the sake

of securin' another head or two. Scalp huntin' 'mong the

North American Injuns is a kind of child's play alongside of

it. Say, Mr. Kepple, I'm hopin' we'll give that aU-fired place

a wide berth. I've got further use for my head, and I guess

you and Chip ain't shapin' to get rid of yours this trip.

What does Mr. Jocelyn explain 'bout that galleon, sir 1 I

see Chip, here, is gettin' some sleepy."

Kep took up the other document, and read as follows :

" * Now, it is a matter of history that in the year 1741 Com-
modore George Anson (afterwards Admiral Lord Anson) was
despatched on an exploring voyage to the Pacific. This was
at the time of our war with Spain, and, although it was
ostensibly a voyage of discovery, it yet had belligerent pur-

poses. Many valuable prizes were taken. Nevertheless, the

voyage was a disastrous one. Several of the ships were lost,

several were attacked by scurvy, some went astray from the

main fleet.
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" * Of these latter was the Wager, captain Dandy Kidd.

Sailing westward into the Coral Sea, the Wager encountered

a large Spanish galleon, the S. Christoval, and, after a tough

battle lasting an hour and a half, took her as a prize. The
galleon was loaded with bar gold, specie, and plate, to the

estimated value of over a million pounds. But hardly was the

battle at an end when both ships were driven northward by a

storm, and were separated. The Wager returned safely home
to England, and of the 8. Christoval no tidings were ever again

heard.
" ' At that period, the Solomon islands were unknown to

navigators. They had been discovered by the Spaniards in

the sixteenth century, but their geographical position was not

certified, and it was not until 1767 that they were rediscovered

and identified by Captain Carteret, of the British Navy.
" ' This, I say, is historical. I will now add a record of my

discovery of the wreck of the S. Christoval.

" * Four years ago, while acting as Government agent on

board a labour-recruiting schooner, I went ashore at the small

island of Nusa Sanga, lying at the entrance of Rubiana Lagoon,

where I was civilly treated by the natives. During my stay

on the island, I made the acquaintance of a young native,

who wore more than the usual amount of barbaric ornaments

about his neck. Among these decorations there were several

golden discs, which I recognised as coins. He willingly gave

them to me in exchange for a few sticks of tobacco, and in-

timated that he could get many more where these came from.

He could get them by the handful, he explained, by diving for

them at a place which he pointed out to me. He took me
to the place in his canoe, and even while I watched he dived

and brought up about thirty of the gold coins. He bade me
dip my face in the clear water and look down among the

coral, and, following his instructions, I made out the timbers

of a submerged ship of strangely antique build.

" ' I have marked the exact spot on the chart, and given

the bearings and sights, with measurements, by which the

wreck may easily be found.'
"

Norman Kepple came abruptly to this end.
" Say, now, all this is kind of promisin', I'm bound t' allow,"
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observed the Professor. " 'Bout as easy a method of makin'

a pile as I've ever struck. I don't calculate it would cause

you a great amount of delay, Mr. Kepple, if you were to

navigate us round by that lagoon."

Kep smiled.
" Wouldn't you prefer making a bee-line home by way

of the Fijis, Professor ? " he questioned.

The Professor did not answer. A very curious expression

had come upon his thin face. For a moment he stroked his

straggly, goatee beard. Then very slowly his hand moved
downward and round to his hip pocket.

He raised his eyes as though to look at the spider that had
made its den in the far corner of the skylight.

" Yes," he said absently. " Not a bad idea that of yours,

Mr. Kepple."

Suddenly he drew forth his hand, and leapt to his feet. A
shot rang out, and some powdered glass fell upon the cabin

table, as a patter of naked feet sounded on the deck above.
" Did you see that, boys ? " he asked coolly. " Where was

Mr. Joyce, I wonder, t' allow that skunk Lavington to spy

around that away ?
"

" Lavington ? " exclaimed Kepple.
" I thought I detected a sort of creaking sound up there,"

added Chip.
" Why, yes," returned the Professor. " His head was half-

ways through the skylight, his eyes bent down on the chart

—

those papers—this here box. I calculate he's seen a good deal.

And I wonder how much he heard 1

"



CHAPTER XVII

WHAT WAS FOUND IN THE GRATING

Smileb looked up from his work of polishing the binnacle.
" Yoh no feel sick dis morning, Tommy ? " he asked of the

Gilbert Islander, who was oiling the steering wheel. " Yoh
no feel 'fection for dem ship we set fire ?

"

Tommy shook his head.
" Dis fella him plenty well," he answered. " 'Fection him

alia gone, all same shippy."

Smiler drew back a step, contemplating his contorted reflec-

tion in the polished brass. He chuckled.
" Yoh heah dem gun go pop las' night, Tommy ? " he

inquired.

Tommy sucked at the spout of his oil-can, which was

clogged with black grease.

" 0-0 !

" he answered below his breath, and pointed

downwards, indicating the cabin.

Then he beckoned to Smiler to accompany him to the

skylight, where the Maori stood leaning forward on the stick

of a squeegee, the while he regarded a very round hole in

the glass.

" You fella no touch," cautioned Te Puna. " Me tink."

He looked along the brass frame of the skylight, and came

upon the marks of four fingers. About a dozen inches further

along he perceived another similar smear on the shining

metal. The hole in the glass came between. He examined

the frame above the opening, gently put in his hand, and

drew something forth between his finger and thumb, holding

it up to the morning sunlight. " Dis no Kanaka fella hair,"

he decided.
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Tommy and Smiler also examined the hair, and saw that

it was ruddy.
" You savvy ? " questioned Te Puna.
" O-o, me savvy plenty 1

" nodded Tommy. And he went

down on his knees at the skylight, and imitated exactly the

way in which Edward Barrable had knelt and peered down
into the cabin.

" Him bad man. Him no good," he muttered, turning

to resume his work.

The Maori shouldered his squeegee and strode forward.

As he reached the head of the stairs at the break of the poop,

his sharp eyes detected something glistening in one of the

square interstices of the grating. He probed the thing out,

and turned it over in the palm of his hand. It was a gold

coin.

" Wot you calla dis, Smi ? " he inquired, holding it forth

to the negro's inspection.

Smiler grinned as he took it, and bit at it with his strong

teeth to see if it was good.
" You no seen gol' sover'ign 'fore 1 " he asked in surprise.

" Where you gone find him 1
"

At this moment Norman Kepple appeared on deck in his

pyjamas and bare feet, and with a bath towel slung round

his shoulders. Smiler handed the coin to him.
" Me find," explained Te Puna. *' Me no savvy who them

belonga."

The coin was larger than an English sovereign, and the

gold was very much worn, but Kep could distinguish some
of the letters of the inscription, with the head of PhiUp V
of Spain.

" I wonder how a curiosity like this came to be aboard

the Nanumanga ? " he meditated.

On the main deck, where he went to take his morning
tub of salt water, he found Martin Chipperfield looking very

workmanlike in a dirty suit of drill, busily painting the

schooner's name on one of the lifebuoys.
" I'm glad to see you doing that. Chip," Kep smiled, when

they had exchanged their morning greetings. " Lavington

ought to have been made to do it, though, and on the bows
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and boats as well. I can't imagine what possessed the fellow

to obliterate her name that way."
" Can't you, sir ? " Chip glanced at him curiously. " I

can. He didn't want any passing craft to recognise us and
report us. I daresay he'd have altered her name to the

Nancy Jane, or something like that, if he'd had the time

and skill. My father's firm had a barque stolen that way,

years ago. She went about the world under an alias like a

fugitive criminal."
" Or like Edward Barrable," smiled Kep. He held out

the gold coin. " Can you bring your scoutcraft to bear upon
this bit of gold 1 " he questioned. " I make it out to be a

Spanish coin of the eighteenth century. How do you explain

its being picked up on the quarter-deck ? One of the Kanakas
found it lying there a few minutes ago."

Martin Chipperfield instantly thought of the story of the

sunken galleon in Rubiana Lagoon.
" I suppose it's one of the handful that the native dived for,

and gave to Mr. Jocelyn," he conjectured. " It's a sort of

proof that Mr. Jocelyn's story is genuine, isn't it ? For,

of course, it has been brought away from the Coo-ee by Ned
Barrable. Now that I think of it, he pocketed something

that he found in one of the drawers in the cabin. A bag of

money, it looked like. No doubt, he accidentally dropped

this one when he was running away after spying on us through

the skylight."

During that day and the next, the calm continued. The
sails hung limp and motionless in the stagnant air, and there

was very little work to be done. Martin Chipperfield occupied

himself in painting the schooner's name, the whale-boat and
its contents were disinfected and brought inboard. Kepple

continued his naval studies, and the Professor covered many
pages of manuscript.

In spite of the sharks, many of the Kanakas took swimming
exercise, and this led to competitions in diving and racing,

Norman Kepple presenting a stick of tobacco to each of the

winners.

Kepple found that the tropic heat was making his ship's

company lazy, and he was beginning to fear that, notwith-
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standing the precautions he had taken, there was a possibility

that infection had been brought from the ill-fated Coo-ee.

He encouraged the hands to activity, sent them aloft to

scrape the masts and yards, and overhaul the rigging and
sails. He practised them in signalling, taught the Kanakas
the points of the compass, the names and uses of the ropes.

He inspected their quarters, and drilled them to tidiness, and,

while never relaxing his dignity as a naval officer, he gradually

won their loyalty and their confidence.

Chip had a pair of foils and a set of boxing-gloves, and he

and Kep had many a vigorous bout on the main deck, viewed

by the crew from the forecastle rail and the bulwarks. From
fencing and boxing they turned to pistol practice.

A target was raised on the taffraU, and the Professor, Kep,
Chip, the mate, and Joyce took turns with their revolvers,

under varying conditions. In these tests of marksmanship
Martin Chipperfield was easily first. He scored a bull's-eye

three times in successicai from the mizzen cross-trees. Kep
and the Professor were about equal, the former excelling in

accuracy, and the latter in quickness of aim.

This shooting match was intently watched by Ned Barrable

(to give Lavington his proper name) and George Trimble

from seats in the quarter boat.
*' Should you care to have a shot or two, Lavington ?

"

Norman Kepple invited, approaching the boat. " I suspect

you had heaps of practice in San Francisco."

Barrable demurred.
* * Do you mean it, sir ? " he asked meekly.
" Of course I do," returned Kep. " You can use my gun

if you like. I've Just loaded it."

The Professor stared at the young officer positively aghast

at his lack of caution in placing a weapon in the hand of such

a man while leaving himself unarmed.
" My hat !

" he exclaimed, and he glanced at his own
revolver to assure himself that it was fully loaded.

Barrable took the gun and stood at the mark. He aimed
with evident care, but whether from nervousness, or incom-

petence, or with the deliberate purpose of making the on-

lookers believe that he had no especial skill, he only hit the
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target twice out of six tries, and neither shot was within an
inch of the bull's-eye.

" I'm afraid I've only wasted good ammunition, sir," he

remarked, as he returned the gun to its owner.
" Say, Mr. Kepple," declared the Professor afterwards,

" you amazed me some when you handed that revolver t*

Barrable. 'Twasn't Just safe. Suppose he'd taken advantage

of that oppertoonity, I guess there'd have been a consid'rable

muss up."

Kep smiled.
" I had thought of all that. Professor," he nodded. " I

knew that you and Chip were ready if he'd shown fight, and

I thought I'd let him see that we weren't afraid of him."
" I calculate he knows that pretty well already," observed

the Professor, " an' I can't help thinkin' it was a dangerous

experiment. I once saw a man in a saloon in 'Frisco comer
five desperadoes, all armed with loaded six-shooters. If

any one of those five had moved a finger, he'd have been dead

sure."
" Yes, but Barrable wasn't brought up in 'Frisco," returned

Kep, " and he knew jolly well that he hadn't a chance."
" I'm kind of convinced of one thing," concluded the

Professor, " and that is, that if there's any sort of danger t'

be feared from that individual, it won't be in the shape of

open mutiny. Where he scents resistance, he's a coward.

But he's cunnin', Mr. Kepple, cunnin' as a fox ; an' I antici-

pate it'll be by subtle cunnin' that he'll gain his ends."



CHAPTER XVIII

THE HUMILIATION OF JACOB LAVINGTON

It is perhaps only fair to explain that on the morning of

that same day, unknown to his cabin companions, Norman
Kepple had had a serious conversation with Ned Barrable,

and that his apparent careless confidence in the man was

a direct result of their mutual understanding.

On Norman Kepple's part the conversation had been

anticipated ; so much so that in preparing for it he had gone

so far as to dress himself in fuU quarter-deck uniform in

order that nothing should be lacking in the respect and
deference that were due to him as a naval officer.

Joyce was in the watch below ; Chipperfield was forward

on a staging over the starboard bow, where he was artistically

painting in the schooner's name in large letters of golden

brown ; the Professor was in his cabin investigating the

anatomy of phosphorescent animalculse under the microscope ;

Mr. Wragg was in the trade room balancing his accounts.

The opportunity was promising.

Laying aside the novel he was reading, Kep strode to the

rail.

" Lay for'ard, and tell Lavington that I wish to see him,"

he called down to Barney Stretch, who sat on the hatch cover

mending a mop. Barrable duly appeared on the quarter-deck,

bareheaded.
" You wish to speak to me, sir ? " he faltered nervously,

respectfully saluting as the young officer glanced round from

the crimson cushions of his deck-chair.
" Yes. Lay aft, here," returned Kep, looking him up and

down as he approached. Casually he noticed that the three
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buttons on the man's Jumper were odd, and that one of his

toes was short of a nail.

Barrable came to a halt in front of him. Kep put his

fingers into a waistcoat pocket, and produced the Spanish

coin. He playfuUy spun it in the air, and caught it.

" This is your property, I believe," he began, balancing

the bit of gold on the tip of a finger. " You brought it on
board, no doubt with others, from the dereUct. I think you
dropped it when you were eavesdropping at the skylight

here. Of course, Lavington, you must be aware that you
were disobeying my express orders when you took anything

away from that pestilential hulk, as you disobeyed them
when you came trespassing on this deck, having no duty
here."

Barrable looked extremely uncomfortable. He shifted his

weight from foot to foot, and seemed not to know what to

do with his hands. But he said nothing.
" I can well understand your being tempted with that gold,"

Kep went on quietly. " But I shall require you presently

to explain about that diving suit, which you brought away
against Mr. Chipperfield's orders. In the meantime, what
did you mean by coming aft here and spying upon the cabin,

eh ? What did you want ? What did you expect ? Do
you imagine, for example, that I was doing any more than

my professional and responsible duty in examining the log-

book and the papers of a vessel concerning which I must give

an official report ?
"

StUl Barrable was stubbornly silent.

" If there is any information in that log-book which par-

ticularly concerns you," Kep pursued slowly, in a tone of

conciliation, " I think I might stretch a point and let you

have it at second-hand. You have shown uncommon interest

in that imfortunate ship, I've noticed. You recognised her

as soon as she hove in sight. Did you—er—did you know
anyone aboard of her when she sailed out of Sydney ?

"

Barrable shook his head.
" No, sir," he answered awkwardly, his face turning a

dark red. " I'd never seen her before. I knew none of her

crew. I was only interested in her, seeing she was in distress."
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Kepple looked up at him sharply.

" Remember that I have examined her log-book," he

resumed, with stern emphasis, " her log-book and her ship's

papers."

Barrable drew himself together with an effort.

" The log-book doesn't concern me, sir," he declared

boldly, " nor her papers neither. How should they ?
"

" Indeed ? " Kep began to grow warm. Such persistent

lying was new to his experience. " Then why did you sneak

aft here to the open skylight, prying into things which, as you
say, were no concern of yours ? " he cried. " Tell me that,

wUl you ? Just tell me that. Explain yourself !

"

Barrable then took refuge in a lame endeavour to prove

an alibi.

" Excuse me, sir," he said, " but did you see me here,

prying and eavesdropping, as you call it ? Have you any
proof that I was here ? I don't understand how you could

fancy such a thing, seeing that I was forward on the forecastle

head when the shot was fired."

For response to this audacious falsehood, Norman Kepple

simply stared at the man in front of him, the while he idly

turned the Spanish coin between his fingers.

" Have you said all you want to say, sir 1 " questioned

Barrable, moving restlessly.

Kep sat forward in his chair, folding his arms on his knees.
" By no means," he answered. " Indeed, I have hardly

begun. I have so much to say, so many charges of deceit and
cunning to make against you, that, really, I hardly know where

to make a start. Of course, Lavington, if I were to credit

your own story—if I were to believe all that you have re-

ported of yourself since that day when I picked you up like

a bit of driftwood on the beach of Enderbury Lagoon—there'd

be nothing further to say. But I may tell you frankly, that

I don't believe you. As a matter of fact, you are simply

the most out-and-out liar I have ever encountered in all my
life. That is my opinion of you. I've not been able to form
any other."

He paused, observing the man's twitching face and ner-

vously-clenching fingers.
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" I'm astonished that you should have the brazen audacity

to stand there and tell such downright outrageous lies," he

went on relentlessly. " But I suspect you are so used to

deception that you don't know what it means to tell the

truth or to play a straight game. Should you like me to tell

you how much I know about you ?
"

Barrable moved then as if he were contemplating a pre-

cipitate retreat to the seamen's quarters. But Norman
Kepple instantly sprang to his feet and confronted him,

looking him full in the face.

" Wait a bit," he commanded. " There isn't the slightest

use your taking refuge in denials, or in trying to hide your

head like a silly ostrich. You might be able to cover your

identity in a crowded city ; but on the Pacific Ocean you
can't escape so easUy, however much you disguise yourself.

You supposed that you could put me off the scent by saying

that your name was Jacob Lavington, and that your ship

was the Cornucopia, of San Francisco. You forgot that ships

are registered, and watched, and reported, and that no such

craft as the Gornuco'pia, of San Francisco, ever existed. You
forgot that I had means of finding out that your name isn't

Lavington. I'm not sure that your true one is Edward
Barrable, although I have proof that it's the name you bore

aboard the Coo-ee"

Barrable had started back as if he had received a violent

physical blow. His face had turned livid now, and his forehead

was wet with perspiration.

Kepple almost pitied him.
" I don't want to torture you," he said quietly, but firmly.

" I only want you clearly to understand that you needn't carry

on any hanky-panky aboard this ship while I am in command
of her. Remember that I am a naval officer, and that, as a

naval officer, I could at this moment arrest you and keep

you a prisoner in irons until we reach Sydney. Eh ? What's

that you say ?
*'

Barrable had mumbled something under his breath. It

sounded suspiciously like a threat. He glanced furtively

to the quarter rail, and then back at the midshipman, who
so resolutely confronted him. He seemed to be considering
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that it would not cost him a great effort to pitch his accuser

into the sea, and so put an end to the uncomfortable situation.

If this thought was in his brain, however, it was speedily

subdued under the spell of Norman Kepple's clear, deter-

mined eyes.

For a moment Kep hesitated. Then he went closer, and,

raising his right hand, tapped the man lightly on the chest

with the points of his fingers.

" Edward Barrable," he said firmly, " in the King's name,

[ arrest you. I arrest you as a deserter from His Majesty's

service. You are my prisoner. Do you understand ? No,

you needn't shrink back. Your punishment will come later

on. For the present you may continue your duties as a

member of this ship's crew. But, mind you this, my man

—

if I hear one breath of complaint against you, if I discover

you in any more of your underhand tricks, you shall be

clapped in irons immediately and handed over to the

commander of the first ship of war that we meet. And
I may inform you that I am expecting to meet one very

soon."

He drew back, sank into his chair, crossed his legs, and
took up his novel from the little table at his side.

Barrable saluted him, and went away.

Very shortly afterwards, however, he again appeared at

the top of the companion ladder. Kep caught his moving

shadow, and, looking towards him, saw that his left hand was
hidden under the breast of his Jumper.

" WeU, Lavington ? " he called. " What do you want 1
"

Barrable again saluted, and stepped forward.
" I beg your pardon, sir," he said, withdrawing his hand,

" but I took this bag of money out of a drawer aboard the

brig. It belonged to a Mr. Ralph Jocelyn."
" Yes," nodded Kepple, " I know all about Mr. Jocelyn.

Just leave it there on the corner of the table. It shall go in

the tin box along with the log-book and Mr. Jocelyn's papers.

And, by the way, I may as well tell you that the chart of

Rubiana Lagoon, which you and your confederates carried

off from the Coo-ee, isn't the least bit of use. The bearings

and landmarks are all wrong, and you'd only be endangering
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your life to no profitable purpose if you were to go in search

of that submarine gold mine."

Barrable's jaw dropped, and he seemed to become suddenly

limp.
" Do you know that for a fact, sir ? " he ventured to ask.

" I have Mr. Jocelyn's written statement to that effect,"

returned Kep.
" In that case," deplored Barrable, " I may as well give it

up."

And from somewhere at the back of his belt he produced a

small packet wrapped about in palm leaf, which he laid at

the side of the bag of gold.



CHAPTER XIX

INSTRUCTIONS BY 8EMAPH0RB

Impelled to a discreet silence, which was prompted on either

side by very opposite motives, neither Norman Kepple nor

Edward Barrable said a word to his messmates about that

significant conversation on the quarter-deck ; but it could

not fail to be noticed by so acute an observer as Professor

Hercules J. Hudson that some sort of tacit understanding

existed between them.

The change in Barrable was indeed so marked that everyone

on board became conscious of it. He had suddenly acquired

a new sense of duty, a more ready obedience, a greater will-

ingness to work, and an almost obsequious desire to please.

He no longer skulked about the ship like a guilty man, no
longer held secret confabulations in the lamp room with

Trimble and Barney Stretch, and he tstudiously avoided

the three Solomon Islanders. As for his attitude towards his

oflBlcers, it had become so respectful, so deferential, that the

Professor saw cause for actual alarm.
" Don't know what you think of him. Chip," he remarked

on one occasion, when Chipperfield was helping him to print

a set of photographs under the poop aAvning, " but it occurs t'

me that our friend there has fathomed consid'rably more'n
we suspected 'bout that sunken galleon. There's a lightness

in his step that indicates satisfaction. Seems t' be shakin'

hands with himself all the time. I guess he's made up his

mind t' await eventualities, an' he's figured out pretty well

what those eventualities 're likely to be. Meanwhile, he's

makin' himself as sweet as candy all round, especially to Mr.

Kepple."

>45
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Chip opened a new envelope of solio paper, carefully

guarding it from the fierce tropic light.

" He's certainly a good bit changed," he admitted.
" I'm not a whole lot fond of sudden changes," mused the

Professor, wiping a drop of perspiration from the tip of his

nose. " For example, if a strong breeze sh'd come tearin'

along right now on top of this long spell of monotonous tran-

quillity, it wouldn't please me any. I'd rather it came kind

of gradual. An' it's th' same with humans. That skunk's

gotten somethin' up his sleeve, you Just bet, an' I allow he's

shapin' t' keep it there, well outer sight, till we locate that

lagoon."
" Which we're not in the least likely to do," decided Chip,

" seeing that Rubiana's quite four hundred miles out of our

course."

A shrill whistle sounded from amidships. Chip started to

his feet, and ran forward to see Joyce climbing up the main
shrouds, and several of the Kanakas staring across the sea

at a dark blue patch on the wide, glassy surface.

" Dem winda him come longa," announced Nonouti Tommy,
digging a thumb into Smiler's bare ribs. " Dis fella him tole

you 's mornin' him come longa bimeby."
" Yo nif him for true," assented Smiler. " Yo nose all

same them dog nose."

The dark patch expanded, and the whole of the ship's

company stood with open mouths ready to catch the first

welcome breath of cooler, fresher air.

It came very slowly, and even at length when it reached the

schooner it was barely enough to stir the languid sails. But
in another hour the light cloth swayed and swelled ; she began

to move sluggishly. Soon the water rippled off from her bows

;

she answered her helm and bore away, and by eight bells in

the afternoon watch she was sailing with a full spread of

canvas before a good six-knot breeze. At sunset she was
bearing over to leeward in a bubbling belt of foam.

Early on the following morning a double column of coal

smoke was seen on the far horizon to westward, and after

breakfast Norman Kepple and Joyce were busy with the signal

halyards exchanging messages with a British third-class cruiser.
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Having signalled the schooner's name and destination,

Kepple ran up the H hoist—a square white and red flag, which

signified, " You may communicate by the semaphore, if you
please," followed by the blue and white J, intimating that

he had " something important to communicate."

Thereupon the cruiser altered her course, and steamed

nearer, imtil the white-clothed men upon her deck could be

distinctly seen.

By means of the semaphore, then, the two vessels entered

into intimate conversation. Kep reported himself as a junior

ofl&cer of H.M.S. Penguin, placed in command. He told of

the wreck of the Diana at Ocean Island, giving the date,

and in turn of his finding the derelict Coo-ee, stating the

longitude and latitude, adding that he had destroyed her.

Finally, in response to a question concerning the survivors

of the Diana, he reported that he had three Solomon Islanders

on board, explaining that they were time-expired labourers

from Fiji. He expected that he would be told that he was
quite right to take them on to Sydney, but, much to his con-

sternation, he received the message :

" You must put them ashore on their own island. We will

cable your communications from Auckland. Good-bye."

Kep dipped his ensign, and went down into the cabin to

enter the record and consider the necessary alteration in his

course. Hitherto, he had felt no anxiety as to his task of

navigating the Nanumanga into port. His course on the

sailing chart had been drawn with a ruler in one undeviating

line from Ocean Island to Sydney, and, had his ship been a

steamer instead of a sailing vessel, he might have pointed

her bow south-west by south, and forged ahead across three

thousand miles of open sea, with his helm amidships, fearless of

rock or reef. But now he must steer his way through the hidden

perils of an archipelago dreaded by all voyagers alike for the

intricacies of its uncharted tideways, and for the treacherous

savagery of its natives, and the new responsibility disturbed

him.

He was perplexed by a further difficulty. He had been

officially ordered to put the three natives ashore on their

own island ; but already he had tried and failed to discover
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from any one of the three even the name or position of the

island to which he belonged.

This was a difficulty with which the shipmasters of the South

Seas were frequently confronted on returning the labourers

to their homes on the expiration of their three years of

" voluntary " service in Queensland or Fiji, and it was a

common occurrence that the Kanakas were cast ashore in

unfamiliar places among strangers, who immediately attacked

and killed them and took possession of their earnings.

The native names of the Pacific Islands are seldom the

same as those set down on the Admiralty charts, and the

description of one would apply to many. For the purposes

of getting rid of the human cargo, it was usually near enough

if a man were landed at random anywhere within two or

three hundred miles of his native atoll. If he could not tell

where he belonged to, it was his own look-out.

Norman Kepple had only been able to gather that the three

Kanakas rescued from the Diana were from different villages

in the Solomon Islands, speaking different dialects, and all

the sandalwood English which they conjointly possessed was

not sufficient to make clear to him more than the fact that

each was native of an island with a coral beach washed by
the sea and overgrown with cocoanut trees and yams.

In his perplexity, he did not forget Mr. Ralph Jocelyn's

recommendation of Edward Barrable on the score of his

knowledge of the Solomon Islands dialects. As a last resource,

he could engage Ned Barrable as interpreter. But there re-

mained the danger that in requesting Barrable to probe the

annoying mystery, he could not easily avoid revealing

his intention of diverting his course to the Solomon
Islands.

Apart from Joyce, who had worked the semaphore, no one

on board the schooner had followed the interchange of messages

between the Nanumanga and the cruiser, and no one but

Joyce could as yet be aware of the commander's instructions.

Whether wisely or otherwise, Kepple resolved for the present

to keep his information to himself, and delay the alteration

in his course until he should reach a more westerly degree of

longitude.
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But an opportunity which he could not resist occurred to

him sooner than he anticipated.

Three mornings after speaking the cruiser, he was going

forward to have his tub, when he heard Barrable calling up

aloft to one of the Solomon Islanders, who was at work in

the main cross-trees.

" What was it you were saying to that chap ? " Kep casually

inquired. " You were Jawing him in his own language, weren't

you ?
"

" Yes, sir," Barrable answered, " I was telling him to

haul on the tops'l halyard. He's one of the Solomon

Islanders."

Kep began to unbutton the Jacket of his pyjamas.
" Rather a queer lot, those three," he remarked. " Do

they all come from the same island ?
"

" Oh, no, sir," returned Barrable ;
" they can't even

understand each other. The chap up aloft comes from

Guadalcanar ; this one behind me belongs to Ronongo, and

the third
"

He hesitated, and the old look of cunning came into his

eyes.

" Where did you say the third one came from 1 " pursued

Kep, opening his Jacket.
" The third one," said Barrable, " is a native of an island

named Rendova, on Rubiana Lagoon. It seems he's anxious

to get back there, and doesn't half like the idea of being taken

to Australia. I should be careful about him, sir, if I were in

your place. I believe he means mischief. In fact—^in fact

—

I'm sure of it."

Kep took a step towards his bath.
" They're all three of them cannibals," Barrable went on,

" and I wouldn't like to answer for what will happen when
they come in sight of their native mouiitains and find that

you're taking them past."

Kep turned round.
" Do you mean that they will expect me to land them on the

Solomon Islands ?
" he questioned.

" Well, sir," Barrable faltered, glancing foxily at the officer

from under the rim of his wide sun hat. " It isn't for me to
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advise. But, at least, I'd take them near enough for them to

swim ashore ?
"

" Oh ? " said Kep. " After all, I may do that much."
But instantly he regretted what he had said, for the look

that he surprised in Ned Barrable's face was such as he had

never before seen in any human face.



CHAPTER XX

KEP'S LANDFALL.

*' Luff, Tommy—lufE !

"

The Nanumanga was sailing close-hauled on the starboard

tack. She had been sailing so for many uneventful days—

•

days that were varied only by the alternations of deluging

rain and blazing sunlight ; of wild, battling winds that made
the rigging sing, and balmy, genial airs that came like a sigh

out of the golden west, laden with the breath of tropical

flowers.

At times she would be slowly climbing on an even keel up
the long-stretching slopes of the great ocean rollers, and slip-

ping down with trembling canvas into their sheltered hollows

;

and at other times she would be heeling to the pressure of a

spanking breeze, with the snowy spindrift blowing oflE from

her forefoot, a rush of foam galloping along her streaks, and
spreading like a fan in her wake.

Few were the incidents that occurred to break the monotony
of the watches. No sail was sighted on the vast wilderness

of water. No steamer's smoke rose from the rigid line of the

far horizon. There might be a sohtary albatross sweeping

on outstretched wing athwart the azure, a school of flying

fishes might leap like silver arrows from the deep, or a pod
of whales show their shining black forms on the sea's surface,

spouting tall Jets of spray into the sunlit air ; or a rainbow

spanning the sky would draw marvelling eyes to its glorious

arch of colour.

At evening there was always the fiery splendour of the set-

ting sun, at night the glittering millions of the starry vault,

the flickering radiance of phosphorescent light.

151
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The weather's changes in the Western Pacific were quick

as those of an English April. At one hour you might be lying

on the parched planks of the deck gazing upward into the

limitless distances of speckless blue, and in the next watching

the dark clouds dragging their shapes together to flood the

decks with a torrent of tropic rain.

Early one morning, as the schooner's bellying sails were

struck by the light of the rising sun, the Kanakas went about

their work sniffing the scented air, and even the Professor,

while shaving in his cabin, pushed his soapy face through a

port-hole to inhale a delicious perfume that came to him as

from a garden of roses.

At midday, a tiny island, green as an emerald, lay abeam,

waving its feathery palms against a belt of snowy surf. A
butterfly, large as a swallow, with wings sparkling like rubies,

alighted on the Professor's knee as he sat staring at the lonely

isle. With his glasses, as he stood at the quarter rail, Kep
could distinguish the slanting bole of each separate palm tree,

growing, as it were, out of a bed of briUiant flowers.

A group of bronze-skinned natives had gathered on the

coral beach that encircled a blue lagoon. But even while he

gazed a dark cloud drifted across the sky, and the beautiful

island faded from sight behind a curtain of pelting rain.

" Luff, Tommy—luff."

It was night, and Nonouti Tommy was at the wheel, the

light from the bumacle shining upward into his wet face,

and glistening through the cascade of rain that streamed

from his sou'-wester. Every now and again, Joyce, pacing

the deck in his oilskins, would pause beside the Kanaka and

glance down at the compass or upward at the straining, close-

reefed sails.

" Dat fella mark him no in same place," said Tommy, with

his eye on the needle, which was now quivering at a point

further to the westward than the one at which he had been

accustomed to seeing it.

" Yes, I know that," returned Joyce. " You no savvy

Mr. Kepple him alter them course 1 Keep her at west by south

point south, all same now."
" 0-0 1

" assented Tommy. " Alia same now.'*
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He coughed, not because of any disturbance in his throat

or lungs, but because he wanted to make a remark. Like

most Gilbert Islanders, Tommy was an inveterate talker.

" You gone see dem 'trange light, Joyce ? " he now in-

quired, glancing outward across the sea in a direction west

by north.

Holding on by the mizzen sheet tackle, Joyce turned his

back to the driving rain, and shielding his eyes from the

binnacle lamp, looked to leeward under the creaking boom.

Far away above the horizon he observed a faint, trembling

glow. If he had been in more frequented seas, he might have

taken it for the reflected flash of a distant lighthouse. He
returned to the binnacle, and looked from the compass back

to the rosy glow, and back again at the compass.
" Me tink one shippy fella him gone fire alia same Coo-ee"

suggested Tommy.
" Do you ? " nodded Joyce. " A rain like this'U soon put

it out, I reckon."

He strode down the sloping deck into the lee channel, wading
ankle deep into a great pool of rain water that washed and
gurgled to escape over the coaming and through the scuppers.

Then he made his dilficult way to the forward end of the cabin

skylight, and pulled a whistle out of the neck of a speaking-

tube, to which he put his lips.

" Are you there, sir ? " he called down. And when an

answer came in Norman Kepple's voice, he continued, " I can

make out the light you told me to look for, sir. It's nor'-west

by nor'-three-quarters-nor'."

Replacing the whistle, he went to the forward rail and
looked down towards the lee of the caboose. In a wedge of

light that came from within the galley, and was crossed by

the shafts of the driving rain, he saw the figures of two
men. One was protected from the deluge by a full suit of

yellow varnished oilskins. The other wore only an oilskin

coat, from which protruded a woolly black head and a pair

of brown spindle legs. The one was Ned Barrable, the other

was one of the three Solomon Islanders, and they were both

peering intently through the rain at the glow of light in the

sky.
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Joyce turned away as the sliding door of the companion
was opened, and Norman Kepple came out in his sea boots

and oilskins.

" Not a bad landfall, eh, Joyce ?
" said Kep, striding aft.

" Well, sir," returned Joyce, " being as you said, the light

would lift nor'-west by nor' or thereabouts, I don't see as

you could 'a* made a closer reckoning, not if we'd been under

steam aboard the Penguin ; an' 'ow you done it, sir, I can't

make out."
" I'm afraid it was a bit of a fluke, Joyce," acknowledged

Kep, as he stood abaft the binnacle and confirmed Joyce's

report. " You see, I wasn't at all sure that the light would

show up. There's no depending on the whims of a volcano."
" Volcano ? " echoed Joyce, in surprise. " What, a burn-

ing mounting, same as the one in the Bay of Naples ?
"

Kep nodded.
" Yes. Let her bear away a couple of points, and keep

her at that until daylight."

When he returned to the cabin, it was to find his com-

panions engaged in warm dispute concerning the ship's

course.

" No, Mr. Wragg," the Professor was saying, the while he

turned the contents of a soda-water bottle into his tumbler.
" I'm not pretendin' t' any knowledge of Melanesia. I know
the Fijis, I know the Gilberts, an' every group t' th' eastward

of them. I count myself a kind of authority on Polynesia,

as you know. But you've been along here before, an' I

haven't, an', when you tell me that th' island we sighted

this morning was Motuiti, an' not Pattison—why, I just

yield t' your better knowledge an' take a back seat."

" I shouldn't be a bit surprised if it wasn't either of them,"

interposed Martin Chipperfield, looking up at the tell-tale

compass above his head. " You're not taking account of the

leeway we've been making, and even at the present moment
we're going a good deal west of sou'-west."

It was at this Juncture that Norman Kepple entered, drying

his cheeks and neck with a napkin he had picked up in the

pantry after divesting himself of his sea boots and oilskins.

" Say, Mr. Kepple, d'you mind tellin' us th' name of th'
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island we passed to-day ? " requested the Professor. " I

guess it's marked on th' charts, eh ?
"

Kep seated himself, and crossed one leg over the other,

gripping the knee in his clasped hands. He had duly recorded

the ship's alteration of course in the log-book, but had not

yet spoken of it in the cabin.

" It was the island of Sikiana," he now announced, as if the

fact was of no special importance
—

" a lovely pla<}e to live

in if you wanted to pass the rest of your days in an everlasting

dream, like that old Greek Johnnie, Rhadamanthus."
The Professor was staring at him in astonishment.
" My hat 1

" he exclaimed. " Is that so ? Why, that's one

of the Solomons ! We're leagues and leagues out of our

course !

"

Kep smiled at the little man's perturbation.
" On the contrary," he said. " We are hardly more than

a mile away from the position I reckoned on being in."

The Professor drew a map towards him across the table.

' * 'Cording to how I figure it, then," said he, in a tone of

gentle protestation, " we're shapin' to go bang into th' island

of Malaita, 'bout the most all-fired man-eatin' place on the

face of this earth !
" And he looked at Mr. Wragg as if mutely

imploring him to take the navigation of the schooner out of

Norman Kepple's hands.
" Well, no," resumed Kep. " We shall slip through between

Malaita and Ulana, and make a bee-line for Guadalcanar."
" Great Scott !

" cried the Professor. " Worse an' worse !

"

He was genuinely alarmed. He rose from his chair, and
began to walk about the cabin excitedly, Presently he stood

still with his thumbs thrust into the sleeves of his waistcoat

the while he chewed vigorously at the end of his cheroot.
" 'Pears t' me, Mr. Kepple, that you ain't such a boss

navigator 's I took you for. I'd an idea you'd a head on your

shoulders. If you ever had, I guess you've dropped it over-

board as a useless commodity. When you were put in com-
mand of this yer hooker at Tamana, you were told t' steer

us right away t' Sydney. Those were your sailin' orders. It

wasn't in the bill that you sh'd take us trampoosin' around th*

Solomon Islands, an' I'd be consid'rably obliged, sir, if you'd
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just explain what you mean by leavin' the direct trail set

for you on your chart."

Kep drew a deep breath. He had foreseen some such objec-

tion on the part of the Nanumanga's passenger.
" What with calms an' cannibals, seems to me the chances

of keeping my appointment in Chicago 're lookin' some sick,"

added the Professor. " This delay'll make a whole heap of

difference in my future programme."
" Still, it was inevitable," said Kep, meditatively bringing

the points of his fingers together as he leaned back in his

chair.

" Inevitable 1 " repeated the Professor in amazement.
Kep inclined his head slowly.
" Yes," he returned. " I have no more msh to go among

the Solomons than you have, Professor, but I'm bound to.

Perhaps I ought to have told you sooner, but the fact is, when
we spoke the cruiser that day, I received orders to put

those three Solomon Islanders ashore."

Mr. Wragg and Martin Chipperfield both leaned forward

to listen to this unexpected explanation.
" I thought there was something of that sort," nodded the

mate. " I even had it in my mind to caution you against

telling them that we'd those natives aboard, sir. We were

certain to be told to take 'em home."
" I could hardly avoid telling when I was asked," pursued

Kep, in self-defence.

The Professor thoughtfully stroked his goatee beard, con-

templating Kep through the upper halves of his glasses.

" I'm beginnin' t' see some daylight," he drawled. " You've

gotten orders, Mr. Kepple, an' I allow there was no sort of

need for you to make them public. Same time, I guess you
ain't just compelled t' obey them. Why should you ?

"

Kep looked across at him sharply.
" Excuse me. Professor," he said proudly, " but I think

I know my duty better than to disobey the instructions of my
superior officers."

" Git !
" retorted the little man in front of him. " An*

because of that word * dooty,' you're shapin' t' run us full

tilt 'mong cannibals ! Why sh'd you obey ? If my readin' of
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naval hist'ry's not at fault, even your great national hero

was less scrupulous. In your place, Mr. Kepple, I'd do th'

same as Lord Nelson did at Copenhagen, an' turn a blind

eye t' so inconvenient a signal. Th' idea of riskin' your ship

an' th' lives of her comp'ny for the sake of those three worth-

less low-down savages is frankly preposterous, sir. I hope I

don't set too hght a value on human life, but I've a prejudice

in favour of a white skin an' a thinkin' brain. Red Injuns

I c'n stand ; I c'n manage t' endure an intelligent nigger ; but

your South Sea native's 'bout th' lowest down critter that

walks on two legs, an' I wouldn't risk a red cent for a whole

shipload of Solomon Islanders."

Mr. Wragg and Chipperfield were tracing the schooner's

course on a spare chart of the Western Pacific.

" I see there's a trading station at Lungu, on Guadalcanar,"

remarked Chip. " There can't be any risk in calling at a place

like that."

This discovery seemed to pacify the Professor, particularly

when he saw that the trading station was easy of access.

" Unfortunately," interposed Kep, taking up the book
that he had been reading before going on deck, " none of the

three belongs to that particular place, and we can't dump
them all down and cut away. Each has to be taken to his

own island—his own village. Those are my orders."
" Bunkum !

" ejaculated the Professor, vigorously striking

a match and holding the light in mid air before applying it

to his cheroot. " Chuck 'em all ashore on the nearest reef,

an' quit."

Kep opened his book.
" Let me read you a line or two from this," he said, calmly

turning over the pages. And he read aloud some paragraphs

that he had marked. " * The natives of Malaita and Guadal-

canar bear an evil reputation for their frequent attacks upon
ships. Villages will club together, and make a pool of native

money, shell-beads, armlets, necklaces of porpoise teeth, and
other ornaments, which goes to the village that distinguishes

itself most in the attack upon the first vessel that comes
along. In returning boys to their homes the greatest care

has to be taken that they are landed at the villages whence
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they were recruited, as, in the event of their being put ashore

at a place only a few miles distant from where they belong,

they would run a serious risk of being instantly killed and
eaten.'

"

" H'm." The Professor pufiEed at his cheroot for some
moments. " Then you calculate on cruisin' in, an' out, an'

around about these here cannibal islands like a wand'rin'

Jew, wastin' your precious time—an' mine—until, by some
accidental chance, each of these three benighted barbarians

in turn locates his own door-yard in among the trees, or the

spit of coral beach where he gnawed bones in th' days of his

infancy ? You' prepared to run the risk of our bein'

attacked an' mad. into long-pig at every village we sight.

Same time, Mr. ^^.epple, I presoom you recollect we've got

that skunk, Ned Barrable, aboard of us."

He paused to grip the edge of the table as the schooner

swayed over, under the stress of the wind.
" Barrable ? " echoed Kep inquiringly.

" Why, yes," the Professor resumed. " D'you suppose

that man's goin' t' hang back any when he gets on the track

of th' boodle that's l3dn' waitin' way back in Rubiana Lagoon ?

D'you calculate he means t' quit the Solomon Islands an'

leave that pile for a man more cute than himself to happen
along ? No, siree. He ain't made that way, you bet. An',

if you take my advice, you'll alter your course right now,

an' steer slick for Sydney."
" There to be hauled up before the admiral for disobedience,"

rejoined Kep, with an unhappy smile. " No, Professor. I

can see your point of view. But a British naval officer must
obey orders without question, and I am going to obey mine."

Finding him obdurate, the Professor took refuge in an

appeal to Mr. Wragg and Martin Chipperfield.

" Guess it's in line with ship law t' put the matter to the

vote," he decided. " What do you say, Wragg ? What's

your feelin'. Chip ?
"

Mr. Wragg knocked the ash out of his pipe on the palm
of his hand.

" I'm for sticking to the ship, whatever happens," he

declared.
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" And I am for following Mr. Kepple, wherever he leads,"

resolved Chip.

The Professor gathered his beard into his fingers, and
looked at the rain streaming across the skylight.

" The Solomon Islands offer many allurements t' the

stoodent of nat'ral hist'ry," he observed. " Their birds are

gorgeous, their butterflies are unique, their flowers make a
botanist's paradise. I'm hopin' to add consid'rably to my
collection of bugs. An', trustin' to the benign protection

of the British Navy, Mr. Kepple, I shall not be any surprised

though, even yet I reach Chicago inside schedule time."



CHAPTER XXI

COURTING DISASTER

On the following morning, the heavy clouds and drenching

rain having given place to a clear, azure sky and a light,

westerly breeze, the fumes from the volcano were seen rising

like a giant palm tree from the midst of what appeared to be

a group of small islets or atolls.

But, as the schooner ploughed her way into the west,

these islets lifted and resolved themselves into a compact
range of alpine peaks, with others rising beyond in the blue

distance ; and in the evening the vast mountainous island

of Malaita stretched its wooded heights from west to north,

densely clothed with tropical verdure from the shining white

strand to the topmost ridges. Athwart the Nanumanga's
course there was a wide channel of open sea, and far on the

windward bow the smaller island of Ulaua broke the sharp

line of the horizon.

Norman Kepple did not consciously pride himself upon the

skill in navigation which had enabled him thus precisely to

gauge his ship's direction to a desired position. He only

marvelled at the accuracy of the Admiralty charts, and the

exactness of the marine instruments, upon which he had
depended to find his way across the trackless ocean. With
himself he was merely satisfied, as every seaman must be

when he makes a good landfall.

Already the three Solomon Islanders had betrayed some
vague sort of recognition of the mountainous land which they

were approaching. Over their work on deck or in rigging,

they paused to sniff at the scented air, or to stare in silence at

thewoollycloud of smoke that hung above the crater that fed it.

1 60
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The volcano itself was hidden by the intervening mountains,

but the natives seemed to discern familiar features in the

formation of the land, so different from the low-lying coral

atolls of Polynesia. It was not until nightfall, however,

when the cloud was illumined, as by an aurora, that they

seemed to be really assured that they were nearing their

native shores. The more intelligent white seamen had fewer

doubts.
" If them's not the Solomon Islands that are abeam of us,

I'll eat my 'ead," declared Barney Stretch, when he and

Trimble were aloft, taking out a reef in the fore-topsail.

"If so be they are the Solomons," said Trimble, " I'd

say somebody else'll do the eating."
" Not if we give *em a good offing," returned Barney.

" We aren't putting in at any of 'em."
" Yes, we are," Trimble assured him confidentially. " The

old man's going to shove our three Kanakas ashore. Ned
got wind of it. Ned and me 'ad a long yarn about it las' night

in the galley. Ned's a wonder. 'E finds out everything.

Oughter 'a bin a detective."
" Ned ? I'm fairly sick of Ned," grumbled Barney. " 'E's

a rotter. 'E 'asn't got the pluck of a mouse. That there

little Yankee's got 'im in a clove hitch, and the old

man can make 'im do whatever 'e likes. Even Mister Chipper-

field's got the upper 'and of 'im."

" Garn 1
" ejaculated Trimble, with a large contempt.

" You dunno Ned. You think, cos 'e didn't pull it off that

time when we was becalmed, and 'e went off to the derelic'

'stead of stoppin' aboard and doin' as 'e planned, that 'e'd

throwed up the sponge. Not a bit of it ! You wait and see,

Barney. You jus* wait and see."

He jockeyed his way along the yard until he came shoulder

to shoulder with Barney Stretch. The two bent over to their

work of unfurling the canvas.
" What's 'is liT game ? " questioned Barney.

"Listen 'ere," resumed Trimble. " Wot's 'is game? Ah!
That's wot I've been a askin' of 'im ever since we 'ad that

first jaw in the lamp room. Ned told me then ter wait until

we come abreast of the Solomons; and, sure enough, las'
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night, 'e showed me 'is 'and. Fairy tales isn't in it. Less'n

a week from now, Barney, all going well, you and me and
'im'll be a-lording of it i'l this 'ere schooner's cabin. No
more salt 'orse ; no more maggoty biscuits ; but cabin tack

all round, and a officer's state room for each of us, and the

ship's hold stuffed with the rhino to the level of the

coamings."

Barney Stretch turned his eyes in amazement upon his

shipmate.
" Rhino ? " he repeated wonderingly. " \^'hat d'you

mean ? Where's the rhino to come from ? It don't grow
on cocoanut trees. D'you mean pearls? "

" No ; gold. Real, solid, shining gold, from out of an old

Spanish ship 'at foundered in a lagoon Ned knows of abaft

them mountings yonder. Ned's got the lay of it, sure as a

die. Reg'lar Bank of England, it is. Gold sover'igns and
gold bricks lying about like so much dirt ready to be carted

away. The lagoon's paved with it, and it's all ours, Barney
—mine, and yours, and Ned's."

" Oh 1 " said Barney, finishing the tying of a knot. " And
what about the officers ? What about IVIr. Kepple, and the

mate, the kid, and Joyce, and the little Yankee ? Aren't

they going to 'ave a look in ?
"

Trimble shook his head.
" It's on the cards that they'll be going ashore," he answered,

with a look of cuiming that would have done Justice to Ned
Barrable himself. " And in course you knows wot accidents

'appens to white men on these 'ere cannibile islands. Ned
'ad a idea at first as we might need a gun or two ; but now

—

well, 'e's going to let the cannibiles do the job for 'im. So
it'll be all square and above board, so to speak. And, as soon

as the swag's stowed, away we sails in our own ship for

'Frisco, and then 'ome to ole England."
" Oh ? " repeated Barney. " And who's going to 'ave

the job of navigating us all the way east acrost the Pacific ?
"

'* Why, Ned 'imself, in course," returned Trimble, with

comfortable assurance. " Ned can read a chart and take a

observation as well as any of yer brass-buttoned, quarter-

deck to£Es. Ned can find 'is way acrost the ocean as easy
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as you can through the streets of Sydney. Ned's a wonder,

I tell you—a fair wonder."

The south-westerly wind fell to a light breeze as the schooner

sailed into the shelter of the mountain heights. But there

was still enough to carry her along under the mighty basaltic

cliffs, with their yawning caverns and stream-washed chasms.

The land, as she rounded the horn of the barrier reef, became
exceedingly beautiful. As far as the eye could follow, the

slopes of the mountains were clothed in the richest tropical

vegetation, streaked here and there by a swollen watercourse,

that showed like a white ribbon amid the green.

All around, rising from the coral beach, weje endless groves

of cocoanut palms that waved their feathery plumes in unison

with the scalloped leaves of the bread-fruit trees. Here
and there a hotoo tree displayed its deHcate blossoms among
the luxurious verdure of the bonanza and pandanus palms.

Gorgeously-plumaged birds could be seen swinging on the

twisted ropes of the lianas, and, from the darker shadows,

hibiscus bushes flashed their crimson flowers.

As the schooner gUded near shore, Norman Kepple and
Martin Chipperfield stood together at the quarter rail with

their glasses.

" Looks for all the world like a transformation scene at

Drury Lane," commented Kep, in admiration.
" Lovely," agreed Chip ;

" simply lovely."
" Yes," interposed the Professor from behind them. " I

allow that tops everythin' I've located yet in the shape of

scenery. Yellowstone Park couldn't touch it for nat'ral beauty

an' elegance. I'm puzzled to know how it c'd be improved

any. You'd never guess, t' look at it, that all that beauty

was squandered on a population the most di'bolical, an'

treacherous, an' criminal on th' fsice of this earth !

"

He took the binoculars which Chip had been using,

and altered their focus to a mark he had made on the

barrel.

" Guess I o'n make out one of them now, way back there

in that clearin*," he observed. " No. It's just a female

nussin' a papoose, brown as herself."

" There's a village beyond that creek," added Kep. " And
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a whole crowd of natives. Oh, I say ! They're hauling a canoe

out of that boathouse ! Do you see them, Professor ?
"

The Professor watched the natives in silence for some
moments.

" Guess they're inclined t' board us," he said presently.
" Say, Mr. Kepple, I 'dmire th' lines of that canoe. It's

real graceful, an' the ornamentation's cute. I'm hankerin' to

get a closer sight of her."
" I'm not," decided Kep. " I don't half like the look of

those savages. And they're in rather too much hurry to

suit me."

The canoe was a very large one, with a tall prow fore and
aft, curiously carved and decorated uith scrolls of inlaid

pearl shell.

About a score of naked natives climbed on board of her

with their club paddles, which they began to work with

amazing skill and regularity of stroke, sending her rushing

through the blue water. They made a slant to head the

schooner off, but she had a good wind, and rippled

along steadily, and the only thing that happened was
that the Professor was gratified by getting a somewhat
closer sight of this first example of Solomon Island

savagery.

With a yell of disappointment, the natives ceased paddling

and dropped behind, while the Nanumanga bore outward

across the gulf dividing Malaita from Guadalcanar.

The latter island was already clearly visible some thirty

miles to the due west. The Professor estimated that its

highest mountain peak could hardly be less than eight thou-

sand feet above the sea-level.

To the north of Guadalcanar lay the small island of Savo,

with its smoking volcano. This was the only active volcano

in the Solomon group, but the Professor informed Chip that

all the mountains were of volcanic formation, and that that

was why they were so fruitful.

At three bells in the afternoon watch Joyce was on deck,

when the look-out reported a sail on the starboard bow. It

turned out to be a small ketch of about eight tons. Joyt;e

flew his ensign, and, as the stranger drew nearer, he saw that
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there was a white man at her tiller. He veered, and bore down
upon the ketch, which presently came alongside.

Kepple was on deck by this time.
" Won't you come aboard of us ?

" he invited, leaning

over the rail and looking down at a full-bearded, middle-aged

man in dirty dungarees and a wide leaf hat.

" You need hardly ask me, sir," returned the stranger,

climbing up by the rope that was thrown to him.

He glanced quickly round the Nanumanga's decks, and
then at Norman Kepple, whom he saluted.

" Rather surprising to find a naval officer aboard a trading

schooner," he smiled, pleasantly, grasping the hand that Kep
held out to him. " I must introduce myself, sir. My name's

Forbes. I'm a trader on San Christoval. I'm bound there

now. I've been along to Guadalcanar to see a chum of mine.

At least "—he paused, and his bronzed face saddened—" that

was why I went there. But I didn't see him, poor chap. I

landed half a day too late. All that was left of him was his

head. One of the best pals in the world, he was. But he

never would listen to me when I told him not to trust the

treacherous beasts. That's the fifth white man they've made
a victim of since I've been here. I expect it'll be my own
turn next."

The Professor, who had stood by, made a step nearer to

him.
" Do you signify by that, sir, that the whole five have—er

—been eaten ?
"

Mr. Forbes nodded and answered :

" That ia why they were killed, sir."

Kep went to the rail to assure himself that the ketch was
properly secured.

Returning, he said

:

" We're just going to have lunch, Mr. Forbes. Will you
Join us ?

"

" Gladly," assented the trader. »
-

Over lunch, Kep spoke of the three Solomon Islanders.
" But, of course, you will have to land each one at his own

village," Mr, Forbes assured him. " I will see them presently,

if yott wish, and find out exactly where they belong to. If
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you put them ashore at the wrong place, they'll be devoured

for a certainty. And I should advise you to be careful of your
own people, too. A trading schooner—the Janet Stuart—
lost every man-jack of her crew that way only a couple of

months ago ; and it was the same with the Borealis and the

Young Dick. You're in about the hottest shop on the whole
Pacific when you come along here."

He duly examined the three natives, and discovered, to

Kep's surprise, that Ned Barrable's information concerning

them was hopelessly wrong. With the help of a chart and
a pencil, he indicated exactly the positions of the three

different destinations, and pointed out the ways by which

they might best be reached.

Kep was made to understand that, had he followed Bar-

rable's information, he could hardly have hoped to do more
than land the first of the three islanders, for the subsequent

safety of his ship and crew would have been extremely

problematical.
" Even as it is," said Mr. Forbes, " you will have good

reason to thank your stars if you come out of this business.

As for that sunken galleon that you were telling me about

—

well, I know Rubiana Lagoon pretty well, and I've never

heard the yam before. It's a dangerous corner, anyway,
and I'd give it a wide berth if I were you."

As he was about to descend into his boat by the main
gangway, he glanced around at the men who were standing

near, and his eyes rested for a moment upon Ned Barrable.
" Oh, by the way, sir," he said to Kep, " you haven't such

a thing as a spare watch-key aboard, have you ? I've lost

mine, and it's convenient sometimes to know what o'clock

it is."

" I believe I have one—^if it'll fit your watch," smiled Kep.
" Come below again and try it."

Mr. Forbes followed him back into the cabin, but at the

entrance he said hurriedly :

" Look here, sir. I don't want any watch-key. Mine's a

keyless watch. I want only to speak to you in private. Who's
that tall, fair chap that was standing next you a minute

ago ?
"
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" Oh," said Kep, " that was Barrable—the castaway we
picked up from Enderbury. Do you know him ? He gave

the name of Jacob Lavington."
" Know him ? Well, I recognise him, if that's what you

mean. And I know his record. He was quartermaster's

mate aboard H.M.S. Hector ^ and he deserted. His true name
is William Gudge. Every cruiser on the Pacific station has

been hunting for him for years back—not for deserting only,

but for being the ringleader in the cutting out of the Ellice

at Maramasiki—one of the most awful things that ever

happened, even among the South Sea Islands. And yet you
tell me you had him aboard the Penguin ! And yet you have
him here now aboard this schooner ! Why, sir, you'd be

in less danger if you were on the brink of that volcano yonder.

I wouldn't sail in a ship with that man even from London
Bridge to Margate. To sail with him among the Solomon
Islands is simply to court disaster."



CHAPTER XXII

THE LANDING OP JOHNNIB

" Hello, Professor ! I see you've made up your mind to

come along with us, then !

"

The Professor had appeared on deck in his shore-going

outfit, with his Japanned tin collecting-box strapped over his

shoulder, his butterfly net under one arm, and a sporting

rifle under the other. His pockets bulged, and from one of

them protruded a bottle of ammonia, for killing insects.

He contemplated Martin Chipperfield for a moment, as if

the boy's question surprised him.
" Why, certainly," he answered, " I'm not scared any by

th' idea of cannibals. Even if there are such int'restin'

examples of primitive humanity 'mong those palm trees, I

guess they'll see nothin' temptin' in a fleshless morsel like

me. Yes, Chip, I'm goin' right along with you. Th' ex-

pedition has consid'rable attractions, for many reasons. As
I've said before, many a time, th' fauna an' flora of the

Solomon Islands are unique, an' I'm countin' on comin' across

a heap of things hitherto unknown t' science."

" I saw the rummiest-looldng bird I ever set eyes on just

before you came up on deck," Chip informed him. " It was

about the size of a pheasant. It flew across towards that

grove of plantains. What was funny about it was its beak.

It was pretty well as big as the bird itself."

" So ? " The Professor was interested. " Tlie bird was

black, I figure, with a white tail, and the beak yaller, with a

hump on top ? Yes, I guess that fowl was a hornbill—one of

the most curious ornithological specimens in the whole world.

Wish I'd seen it. I'm real interested in what you've told me.

i68
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It kind of confirms my belief that this here island of Guadal-

canar's goin' t' pan out 'bout the richest bit of earth we've

yet struck on the whole of the Pacific. I could put in a month
here with advantage. Say, are we goin' t' anchor, d'you

know ?
"

About an hour earlier, Joyce had given the order to clew

up mainsail and mizzen, let go topsail and topgallant halliards,

and lay the foreyards aback ; and the Nanumanga was now
hove to, under the lee of the mountainous land. But Norman
Kepple had not yet decided to drop anchor. As a matter

of fact, he was in a difficulty.

Half a mUe or so away from him, he could distinguish the

saddle-back roofs of two or three huts among the palm trees

on the right bank of a small river. His Admiralty chart of

the Solomon archipelago indicated that this was the village

of Lungu, and Mr. Forbes had discovered that one of the

three natives who were to be returned to their homes belonged

to a place bearing such a name.

Since the previous day, however, when the trader had been

on board, Kep had again examined his chart, and compared
it with a map of the island, which he had found in a book on

the Solomon Islands, and he had discovered, to his dismay,

that there were no fewer than three villages on the east side

of Guadalcanar with names somewhat similar. They were

Lungu, Lunga, and Lango. He was puzzled to know which

might be the right one. It was so easy to go astray, and put

the inconvenient Kanaka ashore among enemies instead of

friends.

He determined to interrogate the man himself, and, before

doing so, he consulted a small vocabulary of the Solomon
Islands dialects, which he found in the book of travels that

had already been so useful to him. Unfortunately, there

were only two words in the vocabulary which seemed to suit

the occasion, and these were vai (house), and tike (mother)

;

but he thought they might serve in the emergency. So he

had the man brought before him.

He was not, in Kep's eyes, very different from any other

South Sea Islander that he had seen, excepting, perhaps,

that his nose was rather more prominent and his hair more
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woolly. He wore no clothing, but a sort of kilt of tappa cloth

about his waist, and a ring made of clam shell round his right

arm.

In this ring he kept his pipe, a stick of tobacco, and a knife.

There was a design like a frigate bird tattooed on each of his

breasts. He went by the name of Johnnie.

When he came aft to the main deck, Kep pointed shoreward,

and Johnnie nodded comprehendingly, but with a vacant

expression in his unblinking eyes.

" Tike ? " said Kep. " Vai ? You take them bockus, go

ashore in boat

—

tike—vai ?
"

Johnnie's eyes brightened at the mention of ** bockus."

He at least recognised this word as referring to the box of

trade goods which was the customary payment for the

recruits' three years of labour in Fiji.

" O-o !
" he nodded, glancing aside to a hamper into

which Kep had crammed a quantity of cloth, sticks of tobacco,

clay pipes, a concertina, an old hat, a pair of breeches, and

various other odd articles which he supposed the inhabitants

of Guadalcanar might appreciate.
** 0-0 !

" he repeated, looking from the hamper to the shore.
" Me no wan' go Sy'ney, go longa boat." And he pointed

towards the village, among the palm trees, seeming to indi-

cate that his own village lay beyond it up the creek.

" Right you are. You can take the box, and go home,"
decided Kep. And he instructed Joyce to get the small

whale-boat and the Jolly-boat lowered, knowing that it is

usual in the South Seas always to send two boats, one to

cover and protect the other in case of mischief.

He had taken soundings, and found the water too deep

for an anchorage, so he trimmed the sails to stand off and on.

In his anxiety for the safety of his ship and its company,
he took many precautions. He even loaded the two six-

pounders in case there should be need to fire them, and rigged

up a barrier of barbed wire along the channels to prevent

intruding natives from climbing on board. Already several

were swimming out. He had some trade goods lowered

into the whale-boat to offer as presents to the villagers.

Joyce was placed in command of the covering boat, with
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Smiler, Rotuma Charlie, Tonga, and Tonga's Shadow as his

crew, and each of them was armed with a loaded revolver.

Martin Chippcrfield took charge of the whale-boat, with

Ned Barrable, Barney Stretch, Nonouti Tommy, and Te
Puna at the oars, and the Professor as a passenger. Johnnie

got down into the bow with his box.

It seemed quite a formidable undertaking, this forming

of two boats' crews for the mere purpose of landing a South

Sea Islander on his native shore ; but, as Mr. Forbes had said,

you can't be too careful in your dealings with treacherous

savages.

Kep watched the two boats as they were pushed off and
pulled shoreward. For himself and the ship he felt safe.

There were no canoes visible, and, apart from the few natives

who were in the water, very few people could be seen.

The swimmers made for the boats, and many caught at the

gunwales and the trailing ensigns, and hung on to them,

allowing themselves to be towed along. About half a dozen

continued their way out to the schooner, and. as they came
nearer, Kep saw that they were women and boys. They
swam round her as she drifted, under shortened sails, in

the light air. He leaned over the rail, watching their antics,

and admiring their skill in swimming.

At last, the two boats entered ttie river, and Kep could

see nothing of them, except the moving red patch of the

whale-boat's ensign among the bushes and fern palms.

For a time they pulled in the mid-stream, but, as they

came opposite to the village, Martin Chippcrfield put over

his tiller, and steered for a bank of croton and hibiscus

flowers, and overhung with whispering palm trees and ropes

of lianas covered with brilliant orchids.
" My hat !

" cried the Professor excitedly, as a bird took

wing from amid the foliage. " There's that hornbill you told

me about 1

"

*' 1 was looking at the shed there, under the hotoo tree.

Do you see what's inside it ?
"

He pointed to a dilapidated thatched roof, overgrown with

vines and supported on six posts. Beneath the roof he saw
several large heaps of human skulls.
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" I just do," nodded the Professor. " I calculate those

are th' remains of victims of head-huntin' expeditions.

Extr'or'nary mania, that—collectin' men's heads ! Wonder
if I c'd get possession of one or two. They'd make interesting

anthropological specimens for th' museum of Chicago."

Chip glanced at him reprovingly.
" I shouldn't try it on, sir," he cautioned. " They might

want to add ours to the collection. Some of those on the top

look quite recent."
" Yes, an' smell so," added the Professor, as the boat came

to leeward of the gruesome pile.

" Ship your oars, Lavington," cried Chip, " and stand by

to sling Johnnie's box ashore. Tell Johnnie he's got to

follow it."

But already Johnnie, seeing the distance lessening' between

him and the bank, was beginning to gesticulate frantically.

" No wan' go shore !
" he protested. " Ki-ki—no doko—

mate !

"

" He says he doesn't want to go ashore here," Ned Barrable

interpreted. " He says the people are no good, and they'll

kill him and eat him."
** Perhaps we're on the wrong side of the river," con-

jectured Chip. " Ask him where he lives, Lavington."
" I notion he means to indicate his home's way back in

th' interior," surmised the Professor, observing that Johnnie

was eagerly pointing in that direction.

" What's all the row ? " interposed Joyce from the jolly-

boat, which had come astern.

Chip explained, and suggested that Johnnie should be put

ashore with his box and left to find his own way home.
" No, you can't do that," decided Joyce. " That's dead

against Mr. Kepple's orders. IVIr. Kepple said you were to

see 'im restored to 'is friends, and by the look of things, I'd

say these are 'is enemies."
" Can't say I see any signs of enmity," remarked the

Professor. " Those females over there seem t' me exceedin'ly

peaceable. I don't make out any men knockin' around."

Joyce surveyed the situation from his practical seaman's

point of view.
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" Pull up-stream a bit, Mr. Chipperfield," he proposed.
" There's clear water for a good 'alf mile yet, I'd say. And
two or three of you'd best go ashore along with 'im as escort.

Them's the chief's orders. Leave Stretch to lie off in the

boat."

Both Chipperfield and the Professor were perplexed in

noticing the absence of men in the village. There were

certainly two or three very ugly-looking elders hanging about

observing the boats, but otherwise the population seemed

to be composed of girls and boys and fat women carrying

infants. They all appeared to be very friendly, and, to ensure

the continuance of their friendship, Chip had the whale-boat

pulled in nearer to the flowery bank.

One of the youths waded into the stream, and caught at the

boat's gunwale. Chip handed him some sticks of tobacco

for distribution. It was useless for him to inquire what had

become of the men. The youth was not able to make him
understand that they had all gone off on a head-hunting

expedition into the bush.
" Push off !

" ordered Chip, and, followed by the Jolly-boat,

he pulled up-stream beyond the village, until he came to a

tributary creek, where the river narrowed abruptly. Here

Johnnie displayed all the excitement of certain recognition

of some familiar landmark, and clamoured to be put ashore.

Through a gap in the forest thickness, the peaks of a very

high mountain showed purple against the blue of the sky.

It was probably these that the man had recognised.

Joyce now put Smiler into the whale-boat, and, with his

remaining three Kanakas, rowed back to the mouth of the

stream to keep watch and ward, and to signal to the schooner.

He suspected the possibility that some of the native canoes

might enter the river, and so cut off the safe retreat of the

whale-boat, and he wanted to be ready, should it be necessary

to sound an alarm.

Smiler had scrambled to the bow of the whale-boat to be

ready to jump ashore. Suddenly, as he caught sight of

something that looked like the trunk of a tree floating on
the surface, he let forth a wild yell.

" Hi ! hi !
" he cried. " Yo' Dull back one time ! Dem
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fello him gobble yo' up for true I Woh ! woh ! Lef* *im !

Him all same sleep !

"

But the crocodile had already been disturbed, and had
opened its cavernous Jaws towards the boat. Te Puna gave

it a fierce prod with the point of his boat-hook, and the

evil-looking reptile turned lazily away, and disappeared

among the reeds on the farther bank.
" Ever seen one of those gentlemen before, Chip ? " ques-

tioned the Professor, as he climbed forward over the thwarts.
" Only at the Zoo," Chip answered, " and they weren't

half as big as that one."

Smiler drew the boat to the bank, and helped the Professor

ashore. Martin Chipperfield followed, and was conscious

of a feeling of exhilaration on once again planting his feet on
dry land.

" Take her out into mid-stream, Barney," he ordered,
" and keep a smart look-out on all sides. If anything happens,

give us a call. Sing out * Coo-ee.' D'you understand 1
"

" Ay, ay, sir."

Chip turned to Barrable. " You'd better come along with

us, Lavington," he ordered. " Put ashore some of that trade

for the Kanakas to carry, and bring along my Winchester

from the stern there. You'll find two revolvers in the locker.

Bring one of them in your pocket, and leave the other for

Barney."

Without seeming to intend it—perhaps without any
conscious intention—he thus adroitly and fortunately separ-

ated Ned Barrable and Barney Stretch, the two members
of the crew from whom there was most danger to fear.

Had those two been left behind in possession of the whale-

boat, which was the only means of retreat for Chip and the

Professor and their attendants, who knows what might have

happened ? Acting together, they might have dared to carry

out the evil design foreshadowed by George Trimble. Separ-

ated, they were both helpless to do serious harm without

harming each other.

Barrable gave a perceptible start on hearing the order, and,

when he went aft for the fire-arms, he whispered to Barney.
" Wait," he said. " Leave it to me."



CHAPTER XXIII

THE PEOFESSOE'S PAEADISE

Chip arranged his little company in Indian file, Johnnie,

and then Barrable, leading. Before starting, he took his

bearings with the help of a pocket compass. He did not know
how far or how near Johnnie's village might be.

" Now, then, Professor," he cried. '* Come along. What
are you up to there—botanising 1"

The Professor had been going to and fro between two
shrubs, one with white flowers, the other with bright yellow.

Bees were busily hovering about each.
" Most astonishin' example of mimicry I've ever come

across in all my experience," he said to Chip. He had taken

a pill-box from his pocket, and was emptying something into

it from a flower he had plucked. " Just cast your eye inside

this white flower. There's a spider in it. That spider's as

white as the flower itself. A bee wouldn't be a fool t' mis-

take it for one of th' petals."

He imprisoned the spider, and pocketed it.

" Now come along to this other bush," he continued,

searching for a particular flower. " These flowers 're the same
kind, see, only they're yaller 'stead of white. This one I've

gotten hold of has a spider in it, too, an' th' spider's as yaller

as the flower it's lurkin' in. Extr'ordin'ry !
" he ejaculated,

securing the second spider in another pill-box. " Worth
comin' all the way from Chicago t' discover a fact like this !

"

Something stirred in the tree above them. Chip looked

up ; so did the Professor. They saw what looked like a row
of great black bunches of fruit hanging from a branch.

" My hat 1
" exclaimed the little man. *' Flyin' foxes,

or I'm a Dutchman !
" And, lifting his butterfly net, he

dexterously covered one of the animals and whipped it ofif.

Chip would not willingly have touched the nasty, vampire-

175
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looking beast, but the Professor had no such scruples. With
a foAv drops of ammonia he quieted the bat's struggles, and
then ran ofiE with his prize to deposit it in the b(?»t, Just as

Smiler was pushing off.

He Joined Martin Chipperfield at the rear of the marching file.

" Tell you what it is, Chip," he declared, with almost

bo3rish enthusiasm, holding his butterfly net ready to capture

any insect that might flutter across their path ;
" this here

expedition's goin* ter be 'bout the best picnic I've ever had.

There's somethin' new an' allurin' at every step we take.

I want t' stay here all the time, an' begin right now t' classify

things—birds, beasts, bugs, vegetation. Never imagined

such profusion. It's great. Suits me right down t' th' ground.

If it wasn't for that appointment of mine in Chicago, I'd tell

you an' Mr. Kepple t' quit, an' call around for me 'n 'bout

twelve months' time, with an empty ship ready t' hold my
collection of specimens. My ! did you catch sight of that

lizard scootin' 'cross th' trail Just then 1 Specimen of the

Varanus indicus, I guess."

Chip was looking in advance of him among the palms and
creepers, through which Barrable's wide sun hat was only

occasionally visible.

" That chap Johnnie's putting on a spurt," he said. " It's

evident he knows his way."
" I don't see any occasion for hustlin'," remarked the Pro-

fessor. " We've half the mornin' an' all th* afternoon in front

of us, an' " He paused, staring up into the branches of

an artu tree. " Now, ain't that Just cute ? " he exclaimed.

Chip followed his glance, and saw a row of about a dozen

pigmy parrots, tiny as finches, perched side by side like a

string of threaded rubies. All were ruby red, except one in

the middle of the group, which was green as an emerald.
" You're lookin' at the smallest parrots known to science,"

the Professor informed him. " They're peculiar t' this island

—found nowhere else. What's puzzling me is t' know Just

why that green one's alongside them." He stood gazing at

the birds very intently.

" Come along. Professor," urged Chip, dragging at the

little man's sleeve. But the Professor was immovable. It
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was as though his feet had taken root. Chip then whisked

off his hat, and mischievously flung it up. The birds instantly

took flight, like so many brilliant gems sparkling in a shaft

of sunlight, and in a moment they had disappeared.

The Professor turned upon Chip with such anger in his eyes

as the boy had never before seen flashing behind his spectacles.

" You double-dyed villain !
" he cried fiercely. " D'you

know what you've done ? D'you figure I was lookin' at

those birds out of idle curiosity ?
"

Chip picked up his hat, and made the retort that he wasn't

here to rot about with birds, however rare they might be.

He had to attend to his duty.
" I allow all that," resumed the Professor. " Same time,

that wasn't Just kind of you. It'll take a long time for mo
t' forgive you. I daresay you'll fathom the depth of your

iniquity when I tell you that I've made an important scientific

discovery,"
" Really, Professor, I'm awfully sorry I did it," said Chip,

with genuine penitence. " I only wanted you not to lag

behind. What was your discovery ?
"

The Professor was silent for a while, but, when the men
in front were again well in sight, he explained.

" I've solved a problem. Chip ; that's what I've done,"

he said. " Up to now, those red parrots have been classified

as belongin' t' a different species from the green. Naturalists

have differentiated them by their colours. That's wrong.

I've discovered that the green ones are simply the males,

an' the red the females, of the one an' the same order. An'
if you were a naturalist, you'd see how th' same system of

classification appUes to other birds, an' to butterflies an'

beasts. That's my special line of investigation. I've gotten

on to Darwin's track, you see, an' the facts I've struck

this momin' 'bout those spiders an* these parrots would have
given Mr. Darwin a whole heap to think an' write about."

Chip strode on along the file, past Nonouti Tommy and
Te Puna, until he came to Barrable and Johnnie.

" Belay there a minute, Lavington," he called. " We
must all keep together, and I must make sure of our bearings.

How far is he going to take us ? Do you know ?
**
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" No, sir," Lavington answered, drawing to a halt. But
he seems to know his way all right, and he's heading on a

fairly straight course, so far as I can make out."
" Yes, I know," Chip nodded, taking a slip of paper and

a pencil from his pocket. " lie's been taking us west by
sou'-west."

" Ah !
" said the Professor, coming up and seeing that

the carriers had deposited their loads, and that Chip was
occupied in drawing a map of their route. " While you're

restin' I'll see what I can get."

And he went about with his butterfly net, while Barrable,

Te Puna, and Johnnie lighted their pipes ; Tommy climbed

a tree for a bunch of bananas, and Chip continued his drawing.

They had halted in a forest glade, shielded from the fierce

glare of the tropic sunlight by a dense canopy of interlacing

branches and umbrageous foliage that shut out the sky.

High above there were some reflected gleams of light shining

amid patches of gloriously-coloured flowers and tender,

green leaves ; but below it was twilight, and the air, quivering

with imprisoned heat, was charged with the mingled odours

of mimosa and the pungent exhalations of rotting leaves,

decayed wood, and fungus.

All about were the immense columns of palm trees, and
from their far-reaching plumes hung long ropes of lianas, some
fantastically coiled and twisted, stretching from bougli to

bough like interminable snakes, some straight as plumb-
lines, bare of leaves as a ship's rigging, but furred with thorns.

Among the giant patriarchs of the forest were many smaller

trees
;

plantain and borassus and raphia palms, with their

feathery fronds struggling upward to reach the light ; acacias

that drooped their clusters of creamy blossoms, bushes of

scarlet wild cocoanut, wildernesses of mammee apple and
guava and crimson hibiscus. In the darker places the climbing

nasturtium flashed its fiery cups, and gardenias with their

waxen, milk-white blooms sent forth their sickly-sweet

fragrance. Festoons of creepers were flung from tree to

tree, their foliage of delicate green and russet red, decorated

with large bell-shaped flowers and tender sprays of brilliant-

ooloured orchids. Amid this tropical luxuriance of tree and
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flower, birds of gorgeous plumage and unfamiliar form fed

on the plenteous fruit, or flew from perch to perch, and
butterflies, with sparkling, gem-like wings, hovered about the

honeyed blossoms, or rested on the lips of flowers hardly less

beautiful than themselves.

Well and truly had the Professor said that the Solomon
Islands were a botanist's paradise. He was perplexed and
amazed now in his utter inability to comprehend all that

he saw. The rich abundance of it staggered him, in-

toxicated him.
" It can't be done," he said, in despair, approaching Chip.

" A flyin' visit like this is calculated only t' make me feel

how miserably little we know of the works of natur', an' how
little we ever can know. A lifetime isn't long enough t' take

more'n a passin' glimpse of the wealth that's provided for

man's enjoyment of this earth. Here's the island of Guadal-

canar, hardly known even to navigators, an unexplored fairy-

land, with everythin' Just as natur' left it. You may gamble
your last cent that we're the first white men that have ever set

foot in this forest. We're the pioneers. Thank you—yes !

"

He took a ripe banana, which Chip silently offered him.
" I don't think you're quite correct about our being the

first white people to come here, though, Professor," said

Chip, aiming a banana peel at a lizard that was crawling

inquisitively near him. " I found a piece of a Tate's sugar-

box as we came along, and stuck it up as a landmark. It

might have been brought here by a native, of course. But
while you've been rotting around after specimens, I've been

prowling, and I came upon something that ought to interest

you. Come, and I'll show it you."

He led the Professor in among a group of pandanus palms.
" Look !

" he said, pointing downward to a flat slab of rock.

And on the level surface the Professor read the rudely-cut

words, from which Chip had cleared the moss :

*' ABEL CROFT, OF NEW BEDFORD,

MARINER, 1863.

MAROONED HERE BY HIS SHIPMATES.

GOD HELP HIM !

"
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" CJountryman of my own," mused the Professor. " A
New Bedford whaleman, no doubt of that. Wonder what
became of him !

"

" You need hardly wonder that," rejoined Chip. *' Come
along. I'm anxious to get home to the ship. There's no

knowing what may happen to Mr. Kepple. The natives know
that he's short-handed, and, if they attack him, he won't

have much chance."

The march was renewed. Chipperfield now took a place

at Barrable's heels, and in advance of the Maori. Te Puna
was very silent and very watchful. He listened to every

sound, caught every movement, and, as he went along, he

made a blazed trail by slashing with a long sharp knife at

each tree that came within his easy reach, always leaving a

mark on a level with his right elbow.

Chip also had been careful to pay regard to the trail by
frequently consulting his compass and by glancing behind

to take in the aspect as it would be presented to him on the

return journey.

Since quitting the boat they had been steadily ascending.

Often the ground was so steep that the march became a

positive climb. Once they came into an open space strcAvn

with fallen trees, the devastation of some past typhoon or

hurricane. Martin Chipperfield stopped, and, looking back

over the lower tree-tops, saw the blue Pacific stretching far

away to the dim island of Malaita, while nearer at hand the

Nanumanga lay close in to the land. She was Just going over

on a new tack, her snow-white sails were trembling ; but, as

she slewed round, they filled and drew, and he could see the

water rippling along her streaks.

Klnowing by these signs that all was well on board, he went
on more cheerfully.

Beyond the clearing, Johnnie made an abrupt turn

southward and quickened his pace, which he kept up for

about a quarter of a mile, when again he shaped to the west

and renewed the climbing. Suddenly he stopped, and,

lowering his box to the ground, signed to those behind him to

wait. Then he went down on his hands and knees, and crept

very cautiously upward through a maze of mammee apples.
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" What's the fellow up to ? " questioned Chip, and he

looked to Te Puna.

The Maori dropped his load, and crept after Johnnie. They
were on the topmost ridge of a hill, and Chip saw that the two
Kanakas—the Solomon Islander and the Maori—were look-

ing over into the farther valley.

" I believe his home's just over there, sir," said Ned Bar-

rable, with a seriousness that somewhat surprised his listener.

" Here, sir," he added, thrusting the Winchester into Chip's

arm, " you'd better take charge of this gun. I'm no hand at

a rifle, and I've got the revolver."
" What, you don't expect we shall need them, do you,

Lavington ? " laughed Chip.

Barrable regarded him curiously from under the wide rim

of his sun hat.
" I wouldn't be too sure, sir," he answered pointedly.

" They're all man-eaters over here. I wouldn't trust them.

And, what's more, sir, I don't trust Johnnie. Take my word
for it, as soon as he claps eyes on any of his own people, he'll

be as bad as the worst of them. That's always tlieir way."

Glancing up the incline. Chip saw Te Puna beckoning to

him. At the same moment Johnnie rose to his feet, and
disappeared over the ridge. Chip turned to assure himself

that his companions were all together.
" Hello 1

" he cried. " Where's the Professor ?
"

" Him gon' longa chase one big fella butt'fly," Tommy
told him, pointing backward over his shoulder.

Chip frowned impatiently. " You watch him no lost.

Tommy," he ordered, and strode through the tangle of bushes

to where Te Puna was crouching in a clump of ferns.

" Johnnie, him gon' longa him home," whispered the

Maori. " Him no' take him bockus. Me tink come back."

He pointed down into the valley, and Chip saw the thatched

roofs of several huts ranked side by side on the bank of a

narrow stream. Johnnie was bounding towards them through

a grove of yams, yelling a sort of war cry as he ran. A crowd

of savages came out to meet him—^men, women, and children.

They seemed to know him.
" That's good enough," decided Chip, and he turned back

to where Barrable and Tommy stood.
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" Come along," he ordered. " Johnnie's got home all right.

Leave his box and that other stufif where they are, and let's

make tracks back to the whale-boat. Where's the Professor ?

What on earth's he rotting after those butterflies now for 1

Give him a cry, Lavington, will you ?
"

Barrable made a speaking-trumpet with his hands, drew
in his breath, and called out, at the top of his voioe :

*' Coo-ee 1 Coo-ee ! Coo-ee 1

"

While Chip was listening for the response, Te Puna ran

up to him excitedly.

" Queek I Queek I
" he urged. " You no stoppa here.

Plenty fella them come longa Johnnie. Me 'fraid ! Them
fella plenty bad. Them come ki-ki—kill !

"

" K that's so, they've got us in a clove hitch," declared

Ned Barrable, and he ran up to the place where Chip and
Te Puna had been. He returned immediately, even more
excited than the Maori.

" Run, Bir ; run !
" he cried. " They're after us—a whole

gang of them, with spears and clubs and knives. Johnnie's

leading them I Quick !
"

" The Professor—the Professor I
" gasped Chip. " Where

is he 1 We can't go without him !

"

*' We must I " urged Barrable. " Listen 1 Don't you hear

them ?
"

From beyond the ridge there came a chorus of wild, ex-

ultant yells, savage and menacing.

Even as Martin Chipperfield hesitated, Johnnie appeared

in sight, his naked body shining with perspiration, in his

hand a fearful-looking spear. He was followed by a crowd
of fierce and forbidding natives, whose brutal faces and lifted

weapons were enough to send a chill into the stoutest heart.

"Keep together, boys!" cried Chip. "Oh I where's the

Professor ? Run ! Run !

"

Nonouti Tommy and Te Puna had started oflf. Barrable

followed. With a swift glance behind, Chip saw the savages

crowding in pursuit.

A spear flashed past him, and then he, too, set off at a run,

searching to right and left for the Professor, and shouting

at the top of his voice :

"Coo-eel Coo-eel"







CHAPTER XXIV

THE BLAZED TRAIL

Now, when Nonouti Tommy and Te Puna were ordered

to throw down their bundles beside Johnnie's box, Tommy
seemed to know that there would be a scramble for possession

of them as soon as the natives should catch sight of them, and
he had hastily unfastened the cords and scattered the goods

about in all directions.

Loosening a roll of red and white calico, he had taken the

free end of the cloth, and drawn it along, spreading it like

a carpet, upon which he flung out many sticks of trade tobacco,

clay pipes, straw hats, looking-glasses, and all manner of

cheap and tawdry wares intended to attract the savage eye.

Whatever his intention had been, it served an excellent

purpose, for, when the clamorous gang of fierce-looking

islanders came trooping in pursuit, they made a covetous rush

for the things, snarling like hungry wolves as they snatched

and fought for possession of them.

The delay thus caused gave Martin Chipperfield a good

start of the savages, and he was quickly beyond range of the

spears, which some of them hurled after him.

He paused and looked round to assure himself that the

Professor was not left behind, and, in the fleeting glance, he got

the mental impression of a wild mob of black figures, with

long spears, axes, and shields, mingled with a tangle of red

and white cloth.

Some of the savages' heads had strange mops of fuzzy hair

bleached with lime ; some wore weirdly barbarous ornaments

in their noses and ears, and rings of ivory or clam shell about

their arms and legs. All of them looked ferocious. Two
185
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were fighting for possession of a box of clay pipes. One had
picked up a concertina, and was seizing it under his arm as

he ran forward, when the instrument gave forth a discordant

drone, and he dropped it precipitately, running back with

a yell of affright.

There was no sign of the Professor.

The savages now distributed themselves among the timber

in what Chip afterwards described as skirmishing order,

although there was very little order or plan in their pursuit.

To his right, as he ran, he saw a rabble of them, with

square wicker shields held in front of them and evil-looking

hatchets over their shoulders, running among the palm trees,

in the direction in which he believed the Professor had taken
;

and impulsively he raised his Winchester and fired two or

three shots into their midst. Without pausing to see the

eflfect of his fire, he ran on.

Nonouti Tommy had waited for him, watching him
anxiously from behind a pandanus palm.

" Queek !
" he urged. " Man-a-bush no good. Him bad.

ffim kill. Dis fella plenty 'fraid."

Chip turned upon him impatiently.
" Why you no watch which way Professor him gone longa ?

"

he cried, again looking backward searchingly. " I'm not

going without him."

Tommy held a revolver in his hand, his finger on the trigger.

Suddenly he gave Chip a violent push, which sent him stagger-

ing into a clump of ferns.

At the same moment a spear flew between them, and
biu-ied its barbed point in the bank beside which Chip had
been running. There was a shot, and Tommy, with a smoking
revolver in his hand, helped Chip to his feet.

" Done finish that one," said the Kanaka, snatching at

the trembling spear to take it away as a trophy. As he seized

the wicked-looking weapon, he stepped aside to pick up
something else from the ground.

" See 1
" he cried. " You no savee them P'fessa, him

gone longa dis way ? " And he displayed a half-smoked
cheroot, which he thrust between his lips and puffed at to

show that it was still alight.
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The evidence was convincing, and Chip no longer hesitated,

but ran on. In spite of the f£W5t that he had not been on dry

land for so many weeks, he ran with surprising speed, guided

by an occasional boot-print on the soft ground, and by Te
Puna's more certain blazing of the trees.

From the direction of the clearing, which he was looking

out for, there sounded a shrill " Coo-ee !
"

; but whether

it was the Professor or Barrable or Te Puna who called, he

could not be sure. Neither could he be certain that the similar

cry, which presently followed it, was not an echo flung back

from the volcanic heights.

He slackened his pace, so as not to draw too far ahead

of Tommy. But Tommy, hearing the voices of the pursuing

savages, urged him to run on.

Before they entered the clearing, they had overtaken Ned
Barrable, and could see the Maori's head and shoulders

moving in advance of them. Te Puna came to a halt, waiting

for them to pick up with him. Then he struck across the

clearing in a direct line for a sago palm, that he had marked
with a blaze.

Running across a patch of bare, moist ground, he pointed

downward at a trail of footprints, some naked, some shod.

At the sago palm he stopped abruptly, and turned to Martin

Chipperfield, signing to him to take the lead, pointing to a

tree that was blazed about a dozen yards farther on.

" Me come follow by'mby," he said hurriedly. " Me
go find."

Chip had expected the Professor to be waiting for him
somewhere here, but there was no sign of him. Glancing

back, he saw the Maori searching the ground, and then strik-

ing ofiE in a new direction, like a pointer on a fresh scent.

It seemed as if he were making a short cut for the boat.
" Push on ! Push on !

" ordered Chip. And his two
followers kept well at his heels, until they came to the place

where they had rested.

Still, there was no sign of the Professor. Chip thought of

tiu"ning back to search for him. It was hardly possible that

the little man could be in front. If he had been so, he would

surely have left some sign. In spite of his knowledge of the
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Professor's cleverness in finding his way, Martin Chipperfield

was exceedingly perturbed.

Much to his disgust, Ned Barrable showed no concern

for their missing companion, but was for ever pressing for-

ward, desperately eager for his own safety. It seemed almost

as if he did not wish that the Professor should be found.

Sorely perplexed, and fearful lest at any moment the

savages should suddenly leap upon his little company from

ambush, Chip hastened on. He came to the fragment of

sugar-box which he had stuck up as a landmark, and had

Just passed it, when he was startled at hearing a rifle-shot,

in among the forest trees to the right of his line of march.

It was followed by five revolver shots, fired in quick succes-

sion, and then by a high-pitched cry of " Coo-ee I
" which

must have been heard for miles around, so clear was it, so

resonant, so penetrating. Chip knew that it could only

be the voice of the Maori.

Calling to Barrable and Tommy to follow him, he ran in

among the giant trees, forcing a passage through the luxuriant

undergrowth of mammee apple and fern and trailing vines,

keeping as well as he could to a direct line. But the trees

were so much alike that he was afraid of losing himself.

" Coo-ee !
" he called aloud.

Almost instantly his call was answered from beyond a

mass of mimosa scrub, and in less than a minute Te Puna
appeared staggering towards him, with the Professor perched

on his back.



CHAPTER XXV

barbablb's tbump card

In his abrupt relief at seeing the Professor alive, Chip almost

laughed aloud at the odd spectacle which the little man of

Bcience presented. His wide Panama hat was wreathed

about with tropical flowers of brilliant colouring, the lid of

his specimen box was gaping under the pressure of its full

contents, from his belt many birds of gorgeous plumage were

suspended, and he carried his butterfly net with its cane staff

between his teeth ; with one hand he held on to the Maori's

shoulder, and in the other gripped his gun and a bundle of

roots.

At sight of Chipperfield, Te Puna turned eastward in the

direction of the stream, where the whale-boat had been left.

He ran so quickly that Chip only overtook him at the side

of the creek.
" I owe you a lot forwhat you've just done for me, Te Puna,"

the Professor was saying as Chip ran up. " If you hadn't

happened along just then, science would have been the

poorer, I guess. I'm real obliged t' you."

The Maori was helping him into the boat.
" Are you hurt. Professor ? " questioned Chip.
" Some," nodded the Professor, with a twinge of pain.

" One of those natives way back there shied his war club

at my head, an' struck me on th' foot. Guess his aim was
deflected by somethin' else that happened. I'm glad t' say,

however, that I've gotten possession of that club. It's goin*

t' be labelled an' put in a glass case in Chicago Museum."
Chip tumbled into the whale-boat, and, all being on board,

Smiler shoved o2.

189
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" You gave me a rare fright, Professor, disappearing as

you did," complained Chip, sitting beside him in the stern

sheets. " I had no idea where you'd gone, and I made sure

you were either lost or killed. I don't know however I could

have faced Mr. Kepple if you had been."

The Professor was busily gathering his specimens about
him to protect them from being crushed or otherwise injured.

He was especially careful of the birds and butterflies.

He had caught one bird alive, and had tied it up in a
handkerchief. An imprisoned lizard peeped out from one

of his pockets ; an enormous green beetle was trying to escape

from his specimen box, and, while seizing the insect and
transferring it to the safer lodging of an empty tobacco tin,

he looked at Chip in surprise.

" No idea where I'd gone ? " he exclaimed. *' Didn't

Lavington deliver my message t' you, then ? Didn't he tell

you I notioned t' work my way back t' the boat on my own ?

My hat ! I don't wonder you were some anxious ! I'm
truly penitent. But I didn't find myself capable of resistin'

th' temptation of follerin' on the trail of a butterfly I sighted,

just as you were dismissin' that man Johnnie. You'll be

delighted with that butterfly when you see her. I'm just mad
t' get a leisurely examination of her myself—specimen of th'

Orniiho'ptera Victorice. A male of her kind was taken to

Europe the year 1854. I'm the first nat'ralist t' secure an
example of th' other sex." He tapped his collecting box.
" She's here, th' largest an' most beautiful insec' ever seen."

It was evident to Chip that the Professor thought far

more of having secured that butterfly than of having escaped

a most cruel and horrible fate at the hands of the Guadalcanar

cannibals. Nevertheless, it afterwards transpired that the

little man had been in much more immediate peril than Chip

and his followers had encountered. But for the timely help

of Te Puna, indeed, he must certainly have been killed,

for he had been surrounded by a full score of the ferocious

savages, and had only repelled them by the use of rifle and
revolver.

As the boat was pulled into the mid-stream, Martin Chipper-

field congratulated himself on having accomplished his mission,
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and got his company away with no more serious injury than

the Professor's bruised foot. He believed that the savages

had given up the chase. But he had not yet come within

sight of the lower village, when the boat was assailed by a

volley of spears and stones flung from the high banks on
either side of the creek, and he realised that the bushmen
had raced through the forest to head him off. The missiles

all fell short, but he held himself ready, for many of the

savages had taken to the water, and were swimming out to

cut ofiE his retreat.

" Ready, boys !
" he commanded. " Don't lose your oars.

Keep cool."

Each of the seven occupants of the whale-boat was armed
with a loaded revolver, but he cautioned his companions

not to use their weapons in offence.

" Pull away !
" he cried, his hand gripping the tiller, his

eyes taking in the bobbing heads and splashing arms of

the swimmers. " Pull away. Don't leave off—don't shoot

—till I give the word. Ah ! bully for you, Joyce !

"

This last exclamation was called forth by the sight of

the Jolly-boat darting out from the ambush of a bunch of

stunted trees hardly a score of yards beyond the swimming
natives. Joyce knelt at the bow, squinting along the barrel

of his Winchester, shifting his aim as the boat plunged

forward.

One of the savages seized the whale-boat's cut-water, and,

with the agility of a cat, flung an elbow and a leg over the

gunwale while he raised his free arm to plunge a fearful barbed

spear into the exposed back of Te Puna. Even as he climbed

over there was the crack of a rifle-shot, and he dropped with

a splash into the stream.
" Belay rowing, boys !

" commanded Chip. " Ship your
oars, Lavington and Stretch, and stand by to repel boarders.

Pull, Tommy
; pull, Smiler ! Now, Professor I

"

The Professor was crouching in the stern-sheets behind the

barrier of the gunwales, and now he moved from side to side,

and, with the quick and certain aim for which he was already

distinguished, fired shot after shot ; never at a head, but

always at a black uplifted arm or hand that was thrown
M
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back to fling a spear or strike a blow with a club or axe. Long

afterwards, when a venturesome white explorer found his

way to the village up the hill, he remarked, with curiosity,

upon the great number of the native men who were lame in

the right arm or hand.

So effectual was the Professor's marksmansliip, so alert

was he to arrest the despatch of every threatening spear,

and stay the blow of every brandished club, that all six of his

companions in the whale-boat escaped without bruise or

scratch. Taken between two fires, wholly defeated in the

object of their attack, the savages soon retired to the banks

and the shelter of the trees ; and the boats were pulled on

past the lower village of Lungu to the mouth of the creek,

and so out to the waiting Nanumanga.
Hardly had they reached the schooner's side when a fleet

of war canoes, each carrying a score of savages, was seen

rounding the southern point of the island.

They were the canoes of the Lungu head-hunters returning

to the village after a successful raid. Their paddles were

working with strong, quick strokes that sent the light vessels

along at racing speed.

Norman Kepple trimmed his sails and went over on the

starboard tack with a good breeze on his port quarter, and
soon the canoes were far behind, looking like mere black

specks upon the blue.

He set a course due north across Indispensable Strait,

with Mount Kulovrat, in Malaita, as a landmark. This would
give him an open sea for some forty miles, but at eight bells

in the first midnight watch the course was to be altered to

due east, and to remain so until sunrise, when he expected to

be abreast of an island which the Spaniards had called Florida.

During that evening of quiet sailing Norman Kepple and
Mr. Wragg were below listening to the story of Johrmie's

treachery told by Martin Chipperfield, with comments from

the Professor. When Chip came to tell of the Professor's

disappearance, Kep shook his head.
" You were wrong. Professor," he said. " You ought nob

to have gone off like that."
" What," objected the Professor, " not after an insec' like
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this ? " And he displayed the Omithoptera that he had
caught. Certainly, it was a surprisingly beautiful butterfly,

measuring nine inches across the open wings, of a rich purple

blue on the upper side, and emerald green beneath, and a

bright yellow body. It was more like a bird than an insect,

" I am not sajdng that it isn't a specimen to be proud of,

and I daresay it's as rare as it is beautiful," nodded Kep.
" But you oughtn't to have gone away from Chip. His

delay while searching for you might have had serious con-

sequences."

"That's so," admitted the Professor. "Though you'll

allow there'd have been no occasion to delay any if that

scalliwag Barrable 'd only delivered th' message I gave him.

Lookin' back, Mr. Kepple, I ain't sure that Barrable *d have
been a whole lot sorry if I hadn't turned up. I've a notion

he kind of wanted me t' be lost an' served up as an entree

at a cannibal banquet. I've yet to learn Just why you allowed

him t' Join that expedition, anyhow, Mr. Kepple. Seems t'

me you're givin' that man too much rope."

Kep slowly peeled one of the fresh ripe bananas that

Joyce had brought on board.
" I had thought it all well out," he responded. " Your

own idea regarding him is that he wants to take possession

of the ship. If that is so, there was surely danger in his

being left aboard with the opportunity of overpowering

the only two white men who stood in his way. When I sent

him ashore, I knew that Chip was safe from him, and that

you could take care of yourself. I did not suppose that you
would separate yourself from the company, or entrust any
sort of message to Barrable. However, Professor," he
concluded, " I'm too well satisfied to see you all safely bads

to find fault with any of you, and I congratulate you all on
your escape from a Jolly awkward situation."

" And where do we go next ? " questioned the Professor.
" Where next 1 " Kep pointed to the place on a chart,

which he had spread upon the cabin table. " The little

island of Gavutu. That's where Billy To-morrow lives, and
has to be landed. We shall have no trouble there. It's where

the Resident Commissioner hangs out, and I believe it's a
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missionary station, too; so we needn't be afraid of head-

hunters and cannibals. We shall just dump the chap ashore

and cut—unless there happens to be a cruiser there, as Forbes

said there might be."
" If there is, I sh'd put Barrable aboard of her, an' be

done with th' skunk," suggested the Professor. " He's a

source of anxiety t' all of us, an' the nearer we get towards

that sunken galleon th' greater's th' danger t' be feared

from him."
" The difficulty is that he's a good seaman," objected Kep.

" He's worth any three of the Kanakas. And, after all, he

hasn't done any serious harm yet."
" No, but he intends to, you bet," rejoined the Professor.

" An' I repeat, you're givin' him too much rope."

At that very moment, as a matter of fact, Ned Barrable

was plotting to do harm.

He was in the watch on deck. The schooner was sailing

easy in a fair seaway. Rain was falling heavily, and he had
taken shelter in the caboose. Trimble and Barney Stretch

were with him.
" You made a mess of the whole business," Stretch was

saying. " You've got no pluck. Your plan was right enough,

but you never carried it out. It didn't come off."

" No," returned Barrable, " I know it didn't, not as I in-

tended. But I carried it out, for all that, just as I'd planned.

Johnnie did his part right enough, too ; only he ought to

have taken us down into the village instead of making the

attack in the timber. Even as it was, I should have pulled

it off all right if it hadn't been for the Maori. It was him
that spoiled everything. It was him that blazed the trail.

It was him that gave the alarm when the natives were follow-

ing Johnnie to the attack. It was him that rescued the

little Yankee. I made sure that the Yankee, at least, was
done for when he went after that butterfly ; and you may
lay I tried my best to get back to the boat alone, so that

we could have come away without them. But the Maori

checkmated me."
" All very well," pursued Barney Stretch, " but we couldn't

have got away in the boat while Smiler was anywhere near,
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and you couldn't very well have done Smiler any harm
without being found out. He stuck to that boat like a leech."

" Look here, you two," interposed Trimble. " You're

both of you sailin' on a duffin' tack. Wot's the good of tryin'

to put the natives up to do the work ? They've no more
sense than these here pots and pans. You can't get 'em

to understand, try how you will. Wot I says is this. We're

makin' a fair course for that there lagoon where the rhino is,

it seems. Let's wait till we gets alongside it, and then do a

bunk in one of the boats—us three and Rotuma Charlie. We
shall want Charlie to dive into the wreck, and fetch up the

gold."

Barrable moved impatiently.
" Now, you're talking through your hat, George," he

grumbled. " What's the good of a boat ? We want a ship.

There's enough gold in that lagoon to load a P. and 0. liner,

I tell you. And, if we're going to get hold of it, we've got

to get possession of this schooner."
" And that means," added Barney Stretch, " that we've

got to ged rid of the cabin hands—Mr. Kepple, Joyce, Chipper-

field, the Yankee, and the mate. All five of 'em."
" Yes," nodded Barrable, " all five. And Tommy, Smiler,

and the Maori. That's eight, all told. We've got to get rid

of them all."

" Leaving only our three selves and a handful of useless

Kanakas to work the ship," sneered Trimble. " 'Ow d'you

perpose gettin' acrost to 'Frisco ? Let alone the Job of work-

in' her, you can't very well sail over all them miles of ocean

without being seen. If you ask me, you might as well try to

carry away the Bank of England as think of crossing the

Pacific with a hold stuffed full of sovereigns. What's goin*

to 'appen if a cruiser boards us and asks to see our ship's

papers and all that ?
"

" Time enough to think about that when we're sure of the

ship," was Barrable's reply.

" Yes, the ship—and likewise the gold," said Barney
Stretch. " Partic'larly the gold, which it don't seem to mo
we're anyways sure of, seeing you was such a out-and-out

mu£E as to give up the chart. That there lagoon's a good biV
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bigger than a dinner plate, mind you. I've been through

there, and I know. Sydney 'Arbour's a duck pond beside it."

Trimble peeped out at the door aft along the rainy deck.

He saw Joyce sheltering under the lee of the companion
house.

" What I don't understand," he said, taking out his pipe

and looking inquiringly at Ned Barrable. " What I fails

to understand is why you was such a silly swab as to part

with the map."
Barrable showed his black teeth in a nasty smile.

" I've got something better than any of your maps," he
averred. " When I gave up the chart, I knew it was no more
use than so much waste paper. The bearings were all wrong.

Look here, you two. Listen. I've got a trump card up my
sleeve that no one would guess. I'm not going to tell even

you what it is. But you help me to get hold of the ship, and
the gold will be ours."

" Sh !
" cautioned Stretch. " There's someone coming

aft."

A dark figure passed.
" Who was it ? " questioned Barrable.
" Only one of the Solomon Islanders," Stretch informed

him. " It was Jimmy Jam."
" Ah !

" muttered Barrable. " We've got to take good
care of Jimmy Jam. He's my trump card—the trump card

that I spoke about."



CHAPTER XXVI

barraele's chance

The sun had risen behind the blue mountains of Malaita,

and the Nanumanga was beating across the strait against

a stiff westerly wind, plunging her bows deep into the sweeping

waves, and shaking herself as she lifted to let the water rush

in white cascades from the scuppers.

On her port bow stretched the long island of Guadalcanar,

with its towering volcanic peaks half hidden in a curtain of

rain mist. Hundreds of sea-fowl followed in her wake

—

petrels, boobies, black-plumaged frigate birds, and wide-winged

albatrosses. Her deck and rails, everything about her was
clammy with moisture.

Ned Barrable was at the steering wheel. Joyce stood at

the forward rail of the quarter-deck, and Martin Chipperfield

sat on a corner of the skylight drinking a cup of hot coffee

after his morning tub.

From the forecastle head came the unusual cry :

" Sail ho I

"

Hurriedly finishing his coffee. Chip ran to Joyce's side.

Far away on the starboard bow they could see a small barque-

rigged ship that had just emerged from behind the rocky

headland of a green island.

" A trader, I expect," said Joyce, " putting out from

Gavutu. Pity we didn't come along a day sooner, or else

that she'd delayed another day."

He glanced back at the mizzen peak.
" I must get someone to Jockey the gaff, and reeve those

signal halUards. 'Um, Lavington's at the wheel. Where's

Trimble ?
"

" I'll do it," proposed Chip. " I've done it before. It'll

be good exercise for me
;
give me an appetite for breakfast."

197
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Joyce made no demur, although he well knew that the

Job was one of the most difficult and dangerous of a seaman's

duties. Chip, however, had many a time proved his agility

aloft. There was no one on board who could approach him
for sureness of foot.

" Well," nodded Joyce. " But be careful."

Chip took the end of the halliards, and began to climb

the mizzen rigging. He had undertaken the task of crawling

out some thirty feet to the end of a swaying spar that had
nothing to steady it but a few vangs and lifts.

From the trestle trees he stepped upon the jaws of the gafif,

and lowered himself bodily, until he got astride the spar.

With the thin rope carried between his teeth, he then crawled

up the slanting gafif, out to its peak, gripping it with his

knees as he lay reeving the halliards and overhauling them.

Below, on the deck, he could see Joyce handling the line

he had sent down to him, and bending the answering permant,

while Norman Kepple, still in his pyjamas, stood by turning

over the pages of the signal book. Kep looked aloft.

" Why was Mr. Chipperfield sent np there ? " he demanded
of Joyce. " Haven't we hands enough, without putting an

officer to do seaman's work ?
"

Joyce saluted as he answered :

" Mr. Chipperfield asked if e' might do it, sir."

" More than I'd like to do on a windy morning like this,"

Kep smiled, as he went forward to the lee rail with his bi-

noculars to have a look at the stranger.

At that moment, whether intentionally or by inadvertence,

Barrable put over the wheel, and let the schooner fall off

the wind a trifle, so that a big wave, instead of breaking under

her stern, struck her a violent smack on the quarter, breaking

into foam across her poop, and making her stagger. There

was a cry from aloft as the gaff gave a sudden Jerk, and
Norman Kepple saw something dark falling between him
and the sky.

Shaken from his precarious hold on the spar, Martin

Chipperfield had been flung like a stone from a sling. He
turned in his descent, and plunged head foremost into the

sea.
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Then through the ship rang Norman Kepple's cry

:

" Man overboard !

"

" Keep all fast !
" roared Joyce. " Up aloft, sir ; don't

let him out of sight I
" he said to Kep, giving him a push

towards the mizzen shrouds as he ran past.

Then from the forward rail he roared again, " Let go your

top's'l halliards forward ! Clew up foresail and mainsail I

Lively, my lads ! Let her come ! Man the Jolly-boat !

"

There was a loud clapping of loose canvas as Norman
Kepple ran aloft to the mizzen cross-trees.

Chip was already far astern, struggling helplessly as he

lashed out with his hands to stave off a hungry crowd of

screaming sea-birds that had swooped down upon him, pecking

at his eyes with cruel beaks.

He dived to escape the fearful mass of snapping Jaws
and scratching talons, and when he rose again for a moment,
it was to show a face streaming with blood.

" Man overboard !

"

The Professor was shaving in his cabin when the schooner

lurched, and he heard Norman Kepple's cry. He dropped

his safety razor and thrust his still soapy face to the opening

of the port-hole.

He saw nothing for a moment but the great green waves,

and a mass of lace-like foam seething on the top of the nearest

of them. One of these waves had Just pounded against

the windward quarter, flooding into his state-room, and he

was seaman enough to know that this was the result of bad
steering.

As the schooner came round with a noisy clatter of loose

sails, he saw something floating by with a crowd of black-

winged sea-birds quarrelling to seize it. He recognised

Martin Chipperfield's straw hat by its faded blue-and-white

ribbon, which one of the birds was tearing at, and, further,

by the long, crimson parrot's feather, which Chip had stuck in

the front of it on the previous day while they were ashore.

Then, as the ship bore over, he saw yet another school of

clamouring birds pecking at Chip himself. He could only

see the swimmer's uplifted hand as he rose on the crest of a

smooth roller, but he guessed it to be Chip, because of the hat.
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The Professor knew that Martin Chipperfield was an
excellent swimmer, and already he could hear Mr. Wragg's
voice calling to Tommy and Te Puna as he hauled at the

tackle of the quarter-boat just above him. But there were

other dangers than the improbable risk of drowning—sharks,

and those ravenous birds.

Even as he looked out by the port-hole he could see an
albatross swoop down through a mob of smaller sea-fowl,

and fling them aside with its widespread pinions as it snatched

at the helpless swimmer with a beak that fell like a sledge-

hammer. Then birds and swimmer were hidden by the

boat that was being lowered from the davits.

Without waiting another instant, the Professor ran out

with his rifle and a handful of cartridges. He flung into

Norman Kepple's cabin, climbed the bunk, and thrust the

muzzle of his gun through the port-hole, where he began to

fire shot after shot.

Tlie albatross had missed its first aim, for Chip had dived ;

but the great bird had quickly risen in its flight to repeat

the attempt, while a couple of frigate birds, with blood-red

beaks, were swirling in shorter circles, and a crowd of molly-

awks and petrels fought yet nearer to the struggling

swimmer.

At the Professor's first shot the albatross fell mth a splash

;

his second winged one of the frigate birds. Chip dived again,

and came up some yards away. But the birds were at him
once more, pecking and screaming. Even when he was
hidden between the waves, it was easy to know where he was
by the eager birds that hovered about him as he struggled

vainly to avoid their threatening beaks. Kep saw that he was
swimming away instead of coming nearer to the ship ; he

did not know that Chip had turned only to shelter his eyes

from the blinding glare of the sun.

The rifle-shots fired from the port-hole had but little effect

in ridding the swimmer of his enemies. One or more fell

each time, and, as each report rang out, the birds would rise

into the air, but only to return with renewed assault.

" Joyce ! Joyce !
" cried Kep. " Fire the starboard six-

pounder I

"
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Joyce had already thought of doing this. He knew that

the gun was loaded, knew where to find the priming ; and,

while he left the deck, Norman Kepple came down from

aloft, and threw off the gun's Jacket.

The boat was already under way. Te Puna and Tommy
were pulling their hardest, urged by the mate, who kept his

eye on the hovering birds ; but in the excitement and suspense

their progress seemed painfully slow.

Kep returned to the cross-trees as Joyce reappeared witlj

the priming and a lighted fuse. Martin Chipperfield seemed

now to be almost exhausted, for he was fighting no longer,

and only lay floating on his back, with his arms folded over

his face, while a black monster of a frigate bird, which had
alighted on his chest, was pecking at him greedily with its

formidable red bill.

All around him the sea and air were thronged with birds,

some hovering or swooping, others swimming, and all dis-

puting noisily, and trjring to dislodge their larger companion,

who held possession, and still the Professor's unerring aim
continued to reduce their number.

Then the six-pounder spat forth its aimless shot with a
loud boom that was echoed a score of times from the volcanic

cliffs of Guadalcanar,and re-echoed from the farther mountains

of Malaita. Instantly the birds took wing, and Martin

Chipperfield, released from their cruel attentions, turned

over and began to swim. As he turned, he saw the boat

now rapidly drawing nearer from the windward.

"Coo-ee!" he shouted. And Norman Kepple knew that

he was safe.

While the boat bore down upon the swimmer, and the

schooner lay in stays with lazily flapping sails, Barney Stretch

strode aft to the wheel, where Barrable stood at his post.

Barney had been ordered to stand by the mizzen sheet. He
stooped to pick up an end of the signal halliards that Joyce

had loosely warped round the binnacle.
" You've managed this a treat, so far, Ned," he murmured.

" We've got rid of four of 'em, eh ? Quick I Gimme the

word ! Are you ready ? Trimble's waitin' for a sign to let go
the Jib. Over with the helm, and let's do a bunk 1

"
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Barrable glanced forward at the various sails. He saw
that the schooner was well in the wind, and that, by the

simple process which Stretch had suggested, she would fill

and plunge away, leaving the boat and its occupants far

behind. He gripped the spokes of the wheel. Barney Stretch

stood ready to swing over the mizzen boom, and then run

forward to haul on the lee braces of the fore square-sails.

Joyce, who was alone in charge of the deck, was at the break

of the poop, watching Mr. Wragg as he leaned over the boat's

gunwale to help Martin Cliipperfield on board, as Norman
Kepple was watching him from the mizzen cross-trees

•' Now I
" urged Barney Stretch. " Quick !

"

But Barrable hesitated, and drew a deep breath.
" You blind swab," he murmured. " Don't you see that

barque bearing down on us 1 Don't you see her captain

half-way up her mizzen shrouds, watching us through his

glasses ?
"

" Stand by to go over on the port tack !
" cried Joyce.

*' Stretch, lay for'ard there to the lee braces. Now, Lavington,

over with your helm 1
" He seized the mizzen tackle, and

then shouted aloud, " Let go stay-sail and jib I

"

Norman Kepple had come down to the deck on seeing Chip

safe, and now he turned to resume his work of answering

to the stranger's signal, while he sailed down to pick up the

boat.
" Another lovely chance chucked away 1

" complained

Barney Stretch, as he Joined Trimble abaft the cuddy scuttle.

" Best chance we've ever 'ad yet ! Four of 'em, mind you ;

four of 'em, and the very four we wanted to get rid of I

Wot d'you think of 'im 1
"

" Think of 'im," repeated Trimble, glancing aft towards

the wheel as he spat a Jet of tobacco Juice on the deck and
stamped on it contemptuously, as if it were a cockroach.
" That's wot I thinks of 'im."

He said no more, for at that moment the woolly black head

of Smiler popped up like a Jack-in-the-box from the cuddy
hatch, and Smiler shouldered his way between the two men
carrying a mug of steaming hot cofiFee to oflFer to Martin

Chipperfield, who was then being helped up to the gangway.



CHAPTER XXVn

A MEMORABLE MEETINQ

It was at noon on the following day that the Nanumanga,
piloted by a friendly native in an outrigger canoe, glided

through a narrow strait bordered by palm trees, and entered

the beautiful, land-locked harbour of Gaviitu, dropping

anchor opposite the trading station.

" Ripping fine harbour, this !
" commented Norman Kepple,

looking round it in admiration. " Quite important, too.

Who would have expected to drop into such a comfortable

place in the Solomon Islands !

"

" Elnocks spots off Sydney Harbour, eh ? " agreed the

Professor.
" I've not seen Sydney yet," resumed Kep. " But I've

been in the Bay of Naples, and through the Dardanelles,

and I haven't seen anything to come up to this !

"

The water was like a mirror, reflecting every detail of

rounded hill and feathery palm trees. In front of the trading

station, with its wide balcony overgrown with tropical

flowers, there was a spacious wharf, against which lay two
white schooners taking in their cargoes of copra, ivory nuts,

pearl shell, and other island produce.

From the houses in among the cocoanut palms many
natives appeared, excited over the arrival of a new ship

which seemed to give promise of trade.

They launched their canoes from the coral beach, loading

them with fruit, and presently t'ley paddled out and came
alongside, offering bunches of golden bananas, drinking-

cocoanuts, yams, fl-^wers, and taro in exchange for " tambao "

203
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or anything else that the " Papalaga Peritana " might
choose to barter.

Some of them climbed on board, and pursued their bargain-

ing in quaint South Sea English. Kep did not prohibit them
the deck, for there was no reason to fear them. He had
hoisted his red ensign, and the same flag was to be seen

hanging from the staff in front of the trading station, as well

as from the peaks of the two schooners, and over the stern

of a cutter moored a ship's length away from him.

Boats came out from the wharf, from the two schooners,

and from the cutter, and very soon the decks of the Nanu-
nianga were occupied by bronzed traders in pyjamas, and
black natives less conventionally attired.

The strangers took note of the spotless planks, the neatly

clewed sails, the taut rigging, and the brightly polished

brass-work.

It was seldom that any but a warship entered Gavutu in

such orderly trim. Was it possible that she was a pleasure

yacht ? They were apparently as much mystified by her

crew as by herself. Some of them mistook Kep for a gentleman

passenger, and the Professor for her commanding officer.

" Pleasure cruise, captain ? " inquired one of them, ap-

proaching Hercules J. Hudson.
He was a tall man, with an ill-trimmed beard and a deeply

bronzed face. He wore an almost ragged suit of grey flannel

pyjamas and an old felt wideawake hat torn at the brim.
" Guess you've hit th' wrong mark this time, stranger,"

returned the Professor, his eyes twinlding behind his spec-

tacles. " I calc'late you know these benighted islands a heap

better'n I do, but I've seen 'nough of them t' assure me that

th' man who'd come trampoosin' here looldn' for pleasure's

'bout fit for a lunatic asylum. No, sir, we're not here for any
pleasure ; we're not lookin' for it, though I allow it affords

me some t' be planked down right here in your beautiful

harbour. 'Bout th' prettiest spot I've struck since I left

Chicago. What?"
" I'm glad to know you appreciate its beauty, captain,"

the stranger smiled. He had spoken in a voice unexpectedly

refined.
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" Say, but I'm not captain, you know," the Professor

corrected him. " I'm Just a passenger. If you're anxious t'

make th' acquaintance of our commander, introduce yourself

t' th' young man in uniform standin' 'longside th' gangway.

That's him. His name's Mr. Kepple, son of Sir Edmund
Kepple, representative of one of your aristocratic English

fam'lies."

The man in shabby grey pyjamas was moving away,

apparently with the purpose of transferring his attentions

to a more important member of the ship's company, when
the Professor detained him.

" One moment, sir, if you please," he said, taking hold

of the stranger's sleeve. " I'm int'rested in an insec' that's

Just alighted on your arm—a kind I'm not acquainted with."

Very dexterously he captured the insect, and ran below

with it buzzing between his finger and thumb, leaving the

stranger staring after him in amusement.

Martin Chipperfield, with liis forehead decorated with

strips of sticking-plaster, was passing along the deck at that

moment, and the man in grey pyjamas accosted him.
" I say, boy," he said, " who's the fimny Uttle chap in

spectacles that's Just gone below ?
"

Cliip looked up at him impatiently. He was accustomed

to the inquisitiveness of island traders.
" If you want to know," he answered, " that is Professor

Hudson, the celebrated naturalist, of Chicago University."
" Indeed ?

"

The stranger turned away abruptly, and climbed down
into his boat. Norman Kepple watched him pulling off to

the cutter that lay near. In about a quarter of an hour,

however, he came back. Instead of his grey pyjamas, he now
wore a very respectable serge Jacket and a pair of spotlessly

clean white trousers.

By this time the Professor had returned from his cabin

and gone forward to the main deck, where Chip and Joyce
were occupied in quelling the babble of a crowd of natives,

in whose midst stood Billy To-morrow, with his " bockus."

They had recognised him, and he them, and they were
about to escort him ashore in triumph to his home as a hero
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who had travelled as far as Fiji, and, therefore, seen the

world.
" Guess we'll be quittin' this place right now," observed

the Professor, " though it's some disappointin' not t' be able

t' go ashore, and it's Just likely I e'd get some Kodak films

at th' tradin' station over there. How's your head, Cliip ?

Not bad. I c'n see by th' look of you. You're lucky t' have
escaped with so little harm. That albatross displayed con-

sid'rable ingenuity of attack, eh ?
"

" He was the worst of the whole lot of them," said Chip.
" I'd have been done for if you hadn't been such a good shot."

" Beautiful specimen of his kind, though," reflected the

Professor. " I'm real glad Mr. Wragg secured him. I'm

hopin' t' see that bird some day mounted in a glass case in

the Chicago Museum. I've measured his wings. They're

sixteen feet four inches from tip t' tip."

" I never considered the length of his wings," smiled Chip.
" All I thought of was the length of his beak. It seemed

to me like the mouth of a crocodile."

They watched Billy To-morrow getting down into the

canoe that had come out for him. The Professor suggested

to Joyce that he ought to claim a written receipt for goods

delivered.

" I'm glad to get rid of him at any price," returned Joyce.
" I only wish the other bloke could be put ashore 'ere along

of 'im."
" Don't see why he shouldn't be," agreed the Professor.

" Peaceful place like this. Jimmy Jam c'd come t' no harm."

Ned Barrable, who heard the remark, strode forward to

the forecastle to assure himself that Jimmy Jam was safe

below decks. His one fear was that Jimmy might be pub

ashore at Gavutu. Such an occurrence would not suit his

purpose. He had a special use for Jimmy, who, as he had
said, was his trump card.

As the Professor went aft to his cabin, he was surprised

at recognising the man in the serge jacket and white trousers

as the same who, a little time before, had presented himself

in the shabby pyjamas, engaged in affable conversation with

Norman Kepple. They stood at the gangway.
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" Mind you bring the Professor with you," he heard the

stranger say.
" Certainly," replied Kep. " I'm sure he'll be deUghted."

Some minutes afterwards Kep and the Professor met.
" I have accepted an invitation to dinner for you this

evening, Professor." Kep smiled.
" Very kind of you, I'm sure," was the Professor's off-hand

response.

Kep laughed.
" You don't often make a bad shot," he said, " but you're

out of it this time. Do you know who he is ? Why, that's

the Resident Commissioner. He represents the King !

"

" So 1 " ejaculated the Professor, in surprise. " Say,

what's his name ?
"

" Woodford."
" My hat !

" cried the Professor, in yet greater surprise.

" You don't mean Woodford th' nat'ralist—the man that

wrote the book 'bout the Solomon Islands !

"

" The same," nodded Kep. " He wants to meet you
badly. He twigged you were a naturalist yourself, because

of your interest in a beetle you caught crawling up his sleeve.

Well? Wm you come?"
" Will I come ? You bet," agreed the Professor. " Charles

M. Woodford's great, sir ; he's just great. I'd rather meet
that man than the President of th' United States. I'm
real glad you accepted that invitation, Mr. Kepple. I'm
going right now t' look out a costume suitable to th'

occasion."

It was an enjoyable social interlude, that dinner on board

the Resident Commissioner's cutter, and it goes without

saying that the Professor and Mr. Woodford got along fam-

ously together in their comparison of notes on the fauna and
flora of the Solomon Islands. Kep told the story of his

voyage, and of what he had discovered in the log-book of

the Coo-ee, and his host was intensely interested in his narra-

tive concerning the Spanish galleon.
" Of course," said Mr. Woodford, " as you are to take

Jimmy Jam to a place so near to Rubiana Lagoon, you'll

have a try to recover some of that sunken specie, won't you 1

N
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With a diving suit on board and your chart indicating the

exact position of the wreck, the thing would be easy."

Kep shook his head.
" It's not in my instructions to delay the ship by going

aside on a treasure - hunting expedition," he explained.
" Indeed," he added, " I should be rather glad if I might

put the fellow ashore at Gavutu, and sail off at once to Sydney.

Is there no vessel in the harbour to which I could transfer

him ?
"

" I'm afraid not," returned Mr. Woodford decisively,

" and it might be months before he could be taken home.

You gathered a birch for your own back when you rescued

the three of them at Ocean Island. You couldn't have done

otherwise, I know. But we have to keep to the rule, and
there's no rule more strict than this one about taking the

Kanakas back to their own homes."

While Norman Kepple and the Professor were bsent, Mr.

Wragg went ashore to the trading station to arrange about

bringing off fresh provisions and water. At the same time,

a boat from one of the ships on the harbour came alongside

the Nanumanga with some white seamen, who foregathered

with Barrable, Trimble, and Stretch. They remained on

board until after sundown, and Joyce did not interfere with

their merriment. But when they had gone ashore, Martin

Chipperfield had occasion to enter the forecastle, and there,

to his surprise, he found Barrable lying in a state of helpless

intoxication. The cuddy was rank with the smell of spirits.

Chip flashed the light of an electric lantern upon him.

The man lay on his back, breathing heavily. His chest was
bare. The exposed white skin was scored with barbaric

tattooed lines and curves, such as he had seen on the bodies

and limbs of many a South Sea Islander. And in the midst

of these he discerned the almost obliterated design of an

ironclad, with the ship's name beneath it in blue indigo.



CHAPTER XXVIII

JIMMY JAM

It was the firm conviction of Professor Hercules J. Hudson
that the Solomon Islands occupied about the wettest corner

of all the habitable globe, and he expressed this conviction

in very decided terms when, on the morning following his

social interlude on the Commissioner's cutter, he looked

out from his cabin to see the rain falling in a persistent

downpour.

He had hoped to go ashore that morning, and, in spite

of his bruised foot, to join Mr. Woodford in an excursion

into the interior of the beautiful little island of Gavutu, to

visit the crater of an extinct volcano, and collect specimens

of the indigenous insects and birds. Norman Kepple had
promised to remain in the harbour until the afternoon ebb.

There were fresh vegetables and provisions to be brought

on board, and a supply of fresh water ; and the Commissioner

had told him of two white traders who might be willing to

work their passage to Sydney. But the rain prevented the

excursion ; the two traders were reluctant to leave at such

short notice, and all that was done was to take in the stores,

while Mr. Woodford visited the Nanumanga to look over the

Professor's collection.

At midday the schooner was warped out of the harbour

;

sail was set, and in the driving rain, on a lumpy sea, she bore

out into the open channel between Florida and the volcanic

island of Savo, heading for the wide strait dividing the large

islands of Ysabel and New Georgia.

She might have remained a day or two longer at Gavutu
without serious loss of time. Indeed, it would have been

209
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better for Norman Kepple had he delayed. The two traders,

who would have been a valuable addition to his ship's com-

pany, had asked him to wait forty-eight hours, but he had
refused, and, instead of spending the time in the security

of the sheltered harbour, he spent them in beating about the

strait, battling with contrary winds, and exposed to the

constant dangers of hidden reefs not marked on the charts and
perilous headlands that suddenly loomed through the rain

mists, threatening the destruction of his ship.

Even on the morning of the fourth day, when the clouds

parted, and the sun shone out across the blue sea, the wooded
slopes of Florida and the great Lion Mountain of Guadalcanar

were still within sight in his far wake, and, had not the clouds

again gathered and thrown down their curtain of rain to blot

out the land, he might have discovered the smoke from a

cruiser's funnels as H.M.S. Penguin steamed round the western

cape of Gavutu, and made for the harbour that he had so

lately left.

If Kep had so much as dreamed that Captahi Mayhew
was near, he might even then have turned back. But,

unhappily, no such dream came to him, and he battled on,

never anticipating the perils that yet awaited him.

His Admiralty chart showed the eastern coast of New-

Georgia to be unexplored, and to navigate a vessel abreast

of it in misty weather would have been no easy task, even

for a much more experienced seaman than Norman Kepple.

Often he was confronted by a long line of roaring surf that

indicated a submerged reef. The sounding lead was for ever

at work by night and day. He held to the deeper channels,

veering, and tacking, and slowly feeling his way along, hoping

for the rain to cease and the mist to disperse, that he might

see the land that he knew lay to the windward.

He wanted to sail beyond New Georgia, and then bear

westward through the channel separating it from the island

of Kulambangra ; but, as there was no sun by which to take

an observation, he could only trust to a dead reckoning, and
to the doubtful accuracy of his chart. Joyce and Mr. Wragg
were of great help to him ; but there came a time when he found
himself in the midst of many atolls and islands wholly ignored
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on the map, and for once he began to be extremely appre-

hensive for the safety of his ship. But he tried to hide his

nervousness from his shipmates.

Instead of hfting, the fog grew more dense, the wind
dropped to a mere breath, and the rain fell ceaselessly. He
admitted to himself at last that he had lost his way, and, in

despair, he dropped anchor, and for two long days and nights

the schooner lay idle, the rain weighting her sails, streaming

out at the scuppers, and soaking through her deserted decks

to drip into her cabins. Everything about her was sopping

wet.
" This kind of thing takes a consid'rable amount of gilt

off the gingerbread," observed the Professor. " I'm inclined

t' ^vithdraw a lot that I've said in praise of the Solomon
Islands. Seems t' me th' meteorological conditions of the

Pacific Ocean stand in pressin' need of readjustment. The
South Seas are not short of climate ; but it wants t' be more
evenly distributed."

One evening, while the schooner lay at anchor, there

was a disturbance in the forecastle. Martin Chipperfield

went forward to inquire into its meaning, and found Ned
Barrable, George Trimble, and Barney Stretch in a state of

quarrelsome intoxication.

It transpired that at Gavutu they had managed to smuggle

a case of trade gin on board. They had successfully hidden

the fact until now ; but Barrable had been indiscreet enough

to give the Solomon Islander a pannikin-full of the liquor,

and Jimmy Jam had not been able to resist the temptation

of making a private visit to the hidden store, and of sharing

his secret with Tonga's Shadow. These two were the chief

delinquents, and now they were even more hopelessly in-

toxicated and quarrelsome than their three white messmates.

When Martin Chipperfield entered the cuddy, Tonga's

Shadow lay on the floor with an ugly wound on his tattooed

shoulder, and Jimmy Jam was being held forcibly against a

bulkhead by Te Puna and Nonouti Tommy, while Smiler was
wresting a formidable-looking knife from his hand.

Jimmy struggled to get free ; but the Maori, who was
a giant beside him, caught him bodily in his strong arms
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and flung him to the floor. As he did so, something dropped

from the Solomon Islander's neck. Chip picked it up.
" You go one time fetch Mr. Joyce, Smiler," he ordered,

as the negro handed him the knife. And to Te Puna he said,

seeing the Solomon Islander wriggling to get free, " You hold

them fella. No let go !

"

Barrable and Stretch were busy meantime concealing

the pannikins from which they had been drinking. There

was not one of the forecastle hands who was not afraid of

Joyce.
" What's all this row ? " demanded Joyce, as he entered.

Chin Chin, the Chinese cook, began to explain in voluble

pidgin English, but Joyce turned to Ned Barrable.
" You're in charge of the Kanakas, for'ard, Lavington,"

he scowled angrily. " Wliat d'you mean by allowing 'em

to kick up a shindy like this ? Where did they get the drink ?
"

Barrable answered very innocently :

" Goodness knows, sir. I was asleep in my hammock when
the row woke me."
Leaving Joyce to quell the disturbance, as he was well

capable of doing, Martin Chipperfield slipped out and ran

aft to report to Mr. Kepple, who had sent him to inquire

into the cause of the noise. Kep himself then went forward

to the forecastle, with the result that Jimmy Jam and Tonga's

Shadow were imprisoned for the night in the lazaretto.

The Professor looked up from the book he was reading

at the cabin table.

" Say, Chip, what's that you've gotten there ? " he asked.

Chip was examining the thing that he had picked up from
the floor of the cuddy. It was a curious barbaric necklace,

greasy and black with dirt. The pendent ornaments were

human teeth, pearls, pieces of pearl and tortoise-shell, and
several flat disks, coated over with a black, wax-like substance.

" It's a thing that Jimmy Jam wore round his neck,"

he told the Professor. " I must give it back to him, I suppose,

before he's put ashore. There's a lovely large pearl here,

worth two or three hundred pounds, in Bond Street. I

wonder he never had it stolen in Fiji ; but he's plastered

it over with tar to hide it."
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" I'm beginnin' t' covet that necklace," smiled the Pro-

fessor. " Seems t' be a typical specimen of native Jewellery,

What 're you hackin* at it with your penknife for ? You'll

injure it !

'*

" I'm trying to find out what these round things are,"

said Chip, scratching at the flat surface of one of the black

disks. Then he whistled as his blade revealed the sheen of a

yellow metal. *' It's a gold coin !
" he cried. " What's

more, it's a Spanish coin— the very ditto of those that

Barrable brought off the derelict !

"

The Professor had risen, and was looking over Cliip's

shoulder.
" That's 80," he agreed. " Say, what's your inference 1

Wliat d'you make of it ? " t
" Well," Chip meditated, leaving the necklace in the

Professor's possession. " You remember what Ralph Jocelyn

wrote in his statement about the native who dived for the

gold, don't you ? He described the native as wearing orna-

ments like this. He wrote, too, that the native had distended

ear lobes with holes big enough to put your hand through.

Jimmy's ears are like that, only he doesn't wear a ring in them
to keep the holes expanded. You remember, too, that

Jocelyn was Government agent on a recruiting sliip ?
"

" Sure," nodded the Professor. " I see your drift. You
figure that Jimmy Jam was one of th' Kanakas taken t'

Fiji by that same ship."
" Yes," pursued Chip. " I make out that Jimmy is the

selfsame Solomon Islander who dived into the sunken

galleon in Rubiana Lagoon."
" That's cute reasonin', Chip," agreed the Professor.

" I b'lieve you've hit th' bull's-eye this time. An', if that's

so, I calc'late that Jimmy knows just where t' locate that

pile. Say, I'm wonderin' if Ned Barrable's gotten on ter

Jimmy's track !

"

Whether this was so or not they had not then any means
of discovering. But on the following morning, at four bells

in the second watch, Martin Cliipperfield was on deck. The
rain had ceased, the red sun had risen, the mist had drawn
aside its curtain and shown the Nanumanga lying at anchor
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in a fairyland of beauty. She lay in a stretch of sea sur-

rounded by tiny islands that were like emeralds scattered upon
burnished silver. The leaning palm trees glistened with

moisture, casting their clear reflections in the mirror of the

blue shallows beside the snowy beach. As the sun dispersed

the mists the sloping banks were transformed into beds of

gorgeous flowers that soon wafted their warm perfumes into

the morning air. Among the flowers, countless butterflies

and humming-birds flashed jewelled wings, while vast flocks

of grey parrots and blue pigeons rose from amid the feathery

foliage, to soar above the schooner's masts.

A film of vapour still veiled the islands farther away, but,

as the hot sun climbed the tropic sky, they one by one emerged

like shadows through the mist, each taking its place to com-

plete the scene of dreamy beauty.

Martin Chipperfield stood transfixed with boyish admiration

on his way forward to release the two prisoners from the

lazarette. As the two offenders, now sober, returned to

the deck, they glanced about them as though dazed. Jimmy
Jam uttered a curious cry, and a light, as of recognition,

leapt into his eyes. He climbed the starboard bulwark, and
stood upon it, holding on by one of the mainstays, jabbering

incoherently with strange grimaces and gesticulations as he

pointed shoreward.
" Wot's up with Jimmy ? " questioned Barney Stretch,

plucking at Ned Barrable's sleeve. " 'As 'e got the D.T.'s,

d'ye think ?
"

" Shut your mouth," cautioned Barrable mysteriously.
*' Don't you tumble ? Don't you understand ? He knows
his own home. He's pointing it out. Listen !

"

He drew Stretch aside to be out of hearing of Martin

Chipperfield.
*' Listen, Barney," he whispered excitedly. " We're

there ! D'ye hear ? We're there—right on the very spot

!

We're anchored in Rubiana Lagoon !

"

The Solomon Islander continued to point and gesticulate.

It was obvious to all who saw his brown figure, with its

clothing of a short skirt of native cloth, as he stood upon
the bulwark rail, that he had recognised some feature that
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was familiar to him in the beautiful tropical scene stretched

out in front of him.

At one moment it seemed as if he were about to leap into

the sea with the intention of swimming off to one or other

of the many lovely green islands that lay so calmly inviting

amid the glittering channels of blue water ; for he had released

his hold on the stay, and stood balanced without support.

In that moment Ned Barrable called to him, to detain him.
" Jim ! Jimmy !

" he cried aloud.

Whether it was that Jimmy Jam was turning in response

to the call, or that his head was still muddled with drink,

or that he was but gathering himself together to take the

determined plunge for liberty, it is certain that his naked

feet lost their grip on the greasy, brass edge of the rail. He
swayed unsteadily, overbalanced himself, and fell backward,

and his heavy fall upon the deck was followed by a sharp

cry of pain.

Barrable ran to his help, and dragged him to the coaming

of the main hatchway, where he sat moaning painfully,

with his two hands clasped over the knee upon which he had
fallen.

Martin Chipperfield, Smiler, and Barrable stood over him,

and Smiler needlessly asked him if he thought he was " plenty

hurt."
" Me hear him bones go crack all same pipe stem," said

the negro.
" I'm afraid his knee-cap's broken, sir," added Barrable.
" I don't quite know what he wanted, climbing up there,"

said Chip.
" He looked as if he wanted to take a header," returned

Barrable. " I expect he fancied a morning swim. Some of

the other Kanakas had a bathe just after sunrise, sir ; and
the water's certainly enticing. It's so clear."

Jimmy Jam tried to rise, but sank back again with a

cry of agony. It was obvious that his knee was seriously

hurt. The skin was torn, and it was bleeding freely through

his fingers.

Chip went below to the medicine locker, and presently

brought back a bottle of balsam, with sticking-plaster and a
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roll of bandage, with which he dressed the ugly wound.
He prided himself upon his skill in surgery.

While he was thus occupied, Barrable resumed his inter-

rupted work of swabbing the wet deck.
" Another spoke in our wheel, George," he complained

in an undertone to Trimble. " That knee of Jimmy's '11

take days to get well again. Just our luck."

Trimble swept his squeegee in front of him across the deck,

driving a puddle of rain water towards the scuppers.
" Wot's it got to do with us ? " he questioned.

Barrable glanced at him curiously.

" Lots," he answered, edging like a crab to his messmate's

side. " Didn't I tell you he was my trump card ? I'd sooner

anybody else on board had been hurt but him. That bad
knee'll put a stopper on his swimming and diving, see ? He's

got to dive for the gold !

"

" Wot's that you let out a bit ago about 'is knowing 'is

own 'ome, Ned ? " pursued Trimble. " D'you mean to say

as 'e's spotted it
—

'ere, where we're lyin' now ?
"

Barrable nodded meaningly.
" He'd have been ofiE like a shot if I hadn't stopped him

in time," he assured Trimble. *' These niggers have got

the homing instincts of carrier pigeons."

Barney Stretch joined them in their work forward of the

main mast.
" Mr. Kepple's a fair caution," he remarked. " I've seen

some good navigation in my time. But 'e takes the cake."
" You're right, Barney," agreed Trimble. " And, being

as 'e 'asn't never been in these 'ere seas in 'is life before

—

well—it's a licker to me 'ow 'e found 'is way. As a matter o'

fact, though, if you asks me, I don't believe 'e 'as found it."

*' You Just wait and see," muttered Barrable.
" Found it ? " persisted Stretch. " Why, o' course 'e's

found it—straight as if 'e'd been drawed with a magnet."
" Go on !

" objected Trimble. " You're on'y guessin',

the both of you. Wot's yer proof as we're in Ruby Anna ?

You've got none. 'Cause a fuddle-'eaded nigger waves 'is

'ands at sight of a crowd of islands, you thinks it's the 'ome of

'is childhood 'e's reco'nised. Garn !
" he repeated con-
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temptuously, as he went on with his swabbing of the

deck.

Barney Stretch strode to the whale-boat, and climbed into

it, with the ostensible purpose of drawing the plug to let out

the accumulation of rain water. From that elevated position

he looked round at the palmy islands now rapidly becoming
more distinct as the sun's heat dispersed the mists.

*' I lay you're right, Ned," he said, when next he came
alongside of Barrable. " I've been among these islands

before, a matter of three year ago, in the Edith Brovm, takin'

off labourers for Queensland. And, if we aren't in Rubiana
Lagoon, I'll eat my 'ead."

Unquestionably, Norman Kepple would have liked to be
half as sure as Barney was of the schooner's whereabouts. In

more senses than one, he was at sea. His charts had been

useful enough on the open ocean, but in the maze of these

small islands, amongst which he had unwittingly drifted,

the maps could not help him to ascertain his exact position.

On the Admiralty charts the islands were indicated by
mere dots ; the channels had not been sounded, and, not-

withstanding that he had kept a careful dead reckoning,

he yet was as one groping in the dark, through passages

unknown. The fog had made progress impossible. He had
been forced to cast anchor. But, now that the sun had at

last conquered the rain clouds, and a wide strait opened out

to the south-west, he resolved again to get under way, in

the hope of taking an observation at high noon.

The hands had been busy since sunrise with the task of

freeing the ship from the uncomfortable condition of dripping

moisture, which had permeated everything on board. Wear-
ing apparel, bed linen, hammocks, mattresses, had to be

hung out to be dried and aired. Already many of the ship's

company were suffering from the effects of so much damp.
" Lay aft to the wheel, Trimble," ordered Joyce. " Man

the capstan there, for'ard !
" he shouted. " Stand by to go

about."

The sails were already bent, to dry under the sun's warmth.

Mr. Wragg went forward to superintend the taking in of the

anchor. Each man stood at his post, and soon the thumping
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of the chain cable, as it came in at the hawse-pipe, and the

merry chink of the capstan pawls, were heard.

As the slack of the cable was taken in, the schooner rode

up to meet her anchor. The links grunted as it grew taut,

and then there was a sudden check. The men strained at

the capstan bars, the vessel swung slowly round, and the

sails filled ; but the anchor did not budge. Wragg supposed

that there might be a kink at the hawse-hole.
" Slack out a fathom," he ordered, and, as the men obeyed,

the chain ran out free. Another couple of hands—Barrable

and Stretch—were put to the capstan bars, and, with a " Yo,

ho, ho !
" they trod round. But again there came a check.

They strained their utmost, but still the anchor held to its

bed.
" Reckon the anchor's fouled something," Wragg said to

Martin Chipperfield, who stood with him on the forecastle

head. " A snag of coral, I expect."
" What on earth are they up to there, Joyce 1 " questioned

Norman Kepple. He had come from the companion with his

quadrant and sextant. The sun was nearing its meridian,

and he was preparing to take an observation. " Lay for'ard

and see what's wrong."

As Joyce passed along the main deck, he noticed that

Jimmy Jam was no longer on the hatch cover where he had

been seated nursing his knee during the forenoon. He
glanced around for him, but could not discover him.

It was left for the Professor to find out what had become
of him. The Professor had Just come up on deck to enjoy

the sunshine and admire the fairyland scenery. He had
taken up a pair of binoculars, and had directed them upon
one of the larger and more beautiful of the islands, when
something moving in the sea, about half a cable's length of

the ship, attracted his attention. He took it at first for a

porpoise or a turtle, but, focussing his glasses upon it, he was

quickly undeceived.
" My hat, Mr. Kepple !

" he cried excitedly, " there's your

precious Solomon Islander swimmin' ashore ! D'you see

him ? Right there." He pointed towards the swimmer.
** Spite of his hurt knee, he's strikin' out, real strong. Gone
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without that curious necklace of his, too. Say, he must have
been in some anxiety t' leave this ship ! I guess he just

figured we shouldn't hang around here much longer, and he'd

best quit while he had an opportunity, eh ? It's likely he

knows some people on th' island he's shapin' for now—friends

who'll canoe him right home t' his own village, wherever that

may be."

The main deck had been deserted, even the Chinese cook

having gone forward to help, and Jimmy Jam had, indeed,

seized his opportunity to escape, regardless of his missing

necklace, regardless of Ned Barrable's handsome promises of

tobacco, spirits, and an abundance of trade goods as a reward

if he would act as a guide to the place where the sunken ship

was to be found.

Jimmy had supposed that the Nanumanga would remain

at her present anchorage for many days ; but, when he saw
the preparations for sailing, the home-sickness which had
oppressed him during his three years of labour in Fiji had
increased to a burning fever now that he was among his own
native islands, and he had painfully hopped across the deck

to renew his attempt to escape to the lovely land that beckoned

him to the shade of its waving palm trees.

He had looked round for Jacoba, in fear that he—Ned
Barrable—should see him, and perhaps shoot him, or at least

drag him back, and have him taken to " Sy'ney."

He hated Jacoba with a fierce and venomous hatred, and he

had made up his savage mind to do his enemy some terrible

injury before parting with him. But Jacoba was now forward,

working with others at the stubborn anchor, and the chance

of escape was too good to be ignored.

With a quick glance aft to the poop to assure himself that

he was not being watched by the man at the wheel, he had
endured the pain of his wounded knee in climbing the bul-

wark. There he had turned, and let himself slip over and
down, until he hung by his hands to the chain plates. The
waves lapped at his feet, and he flung himself outward,

dropping into the cool water.

George Trimble, who was still at the wheel, had not observed

Viim : but he heard the Professor's excited cry, and now he
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could see Jimmy's woolly head bobbing as he breasted the

waves, swimming awkwardly but quickly. Trimble took the

alarm. Jimmy had given them the slip—Jimmy upon whom,
as he now well Imew, Ned Barrable had wholly depended for

the discovery of the hidden gold.

Leaving the wheel, Trimble strode to where Norman Kepple

stood in the vertical sunlight, with his instruments, taking an

observation.
" The anchor's fouled, sir," he said. " Shall I lay along

for'ard and help ?
"

" Yes," said Kep.

He had already discovered his longitude, and now, laying

his instrument aside, he proceeded to make minute calcula-

tions on his slate. His final figures came out as east longitude

157° 35' 12^ south latitude 8° 15' 10^ He turned to the

chart laid out on the Professor's table.

" By Jove I
" he exclaimed in astonishment.

*' Say, have you ciphered it out all right, then ? " inquired

the Professor. " Where are we ?
"

*' Wait," said Kep. He glanced over the rail to where

Jimmy Jam was still swimming, then again he consulted his

chart.
" Yes," he resumed. " I'm all right. I know where we

are exactly. You see the wide channel on our starboard

beam ? We're going tlirough there. And, now that Jimmy
has taken French leave, we shall make what you'd call a bee-

line for Sydney."



CHAPTER XXIX

NOW OB NEVER

There was something quite jaunty in Norman Kepplo's walk

as he strolled forward to inquire into the diflEiculty with the

anchor.

By a stroke of good luck he had discovered a new channel

through which probably no British ship had previously sailed,

and he was proud of a discovery which enabled him to add a

few lines to the Admiralty charts for the use of all future

navigators. Added to this, he had been unexpectedly re-

lieved of his responsibility concerning Jimmy Jam. All his

anxiety had fallen from him, and there was nothing more for

him to do but to set a straight course for his destination.
" What's all this bother, Joyce ? " he inquired, as he gained

the forecastle deck.
" Anchor's caught in a snag of coral, sir," Joyce reported.

Kep leaned over the rail, but the sight of the taut cable

chain did not greatly enlighten him.
" Slack out again, and bring her round to the wind," he

instructed. " She'll loosen it herself, I expect, if you let her

have a good pull at it."

Nonouti Tommy, who stood near, was at that moment
divesting himself of his clothing, the while Martin Chipper-

field was speaking to him in voluble sandalwood English.
" You savee ? " Chip concluded.
" O-o, me savee I

" nodded Tommy, and, dropping his gar-

ment, he breathed very deeply two or three times, strode

slowly to the rail, climbed it, took another long breath, and
then dived like an arrow into the sea.

How long he was out of sight in the green depths no one

221
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counted; but to Norman Kepple it seemed fully five minutes

before Tommy's outstretched hands, and then his head,

appeared above the surface. Treading the water for a while,

he looked up at the ship, and across to the islands on her

starboard bow, seeming to be taking her bearings. Having
recovered his breath in the interval, he turned a somersault,

and again disappeared.

This time he remained below even longer than before.

" Tommy's a perfect fish in the water," remarked Chipper-

field. " He'll find out exactly what's holding our anchor,

and the best way to get it loose."

When Tommy again appeared, he once more took his bear-

ings, and then swam aft to the mizzen chains, by which he
climbed to the deck. Here he was met by Norman Kepple
and Martin Chipperfield.

" You no letta them fella savee," ho said mysteriously,

crossing to the lee of the companion, as though he wished to

be out of sight of the men on the forecastle. " Them anchor

him caught alia same dis," and he crooked his forefingers

together to illustrate how the anchor was fixed. He pointed

westward. " You gon' thata way," he advised ;
" pull 'trong.

Me tink him come 'way alia right bymeby."
Kep turned to Chip for an interpretation.

" What does he mean ? " he questioned.
" He recommends us to drop to leeward a bit, and then

let the schooner pull at her cable while she's under sail," Chip

explained. " He thinks we may loosen the anchor that way.

I expect it's got jammed between two rocks of coral."

Tommy signified that this was what he meant in the matter

of freeing the anchor. But when Norman Kepple had moved
aside, he corrected Chip on one point.

" Him no caught longa coral," he said. " Him caught in

Bhippy."
" Eh ? " interrogated Chip, wonderingly. " Him caught

in shippy, you say ?
"

" 0-0 !
" Tommy had thrust his hand into the folds of his

loin cloth, seeming to be searching for sometliing. " O-o !

"

he repeated, drawing forth his hand and looking curiously

into the open palm. " Big shippy. Me finda dis. See ?
"
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" What ? " exclaimed Chip in astonishment. " You say

we've dropped our anchor into an old wreck ?
"

Still wondering, he took the thing which Tommy handed
to him. It was like an old sea-worn button, surprisingly

heavy for its size, and overgrown with tiny limpets.
" All right, Tommy," he nodded. " You no say what you

gone find. Lay for'ard, and tell Mr. Joyce to come here."

Norman Kepple was gathering his charts and instruments

together. The Professor had gone below to develop some
photographs which he had just taken with films supplied by
Mr. Woodford at Gavutu.

" Have you discovered where we are, sir ? " Chip inquired,

glancing at the roll of paper which Kep held under his arm.
" Yes," Kep answered lightly, " I believe I've spotted the

place exactly."
" So have I," smiled Chip. " We are in Rubiana Lagoon.

And, what is more, we've dropped our anchor right in the

midst of the timbers of that Spanish galleon. Look at this

that Tommy brought up with him from the depths ! It's

one of the gold coins
!

"

Kep looked at him in amazement.
" Impossible !

" he cried. " I can't believe it. Surely it's

impossible !

"

" So I should have thought," rejoined Chip. " But you
can't suppose that Tommy knew anything about the galleon,

and he hasn't enough imagination to invent such a yarn.

Yet he's Just told me that the anchor is entangled somehow
in the wreck of a ship, and there's no doubt that he caught

hold of this coin while he was groping down there among the

sunken timbers."

Kep examined the coin attentively. There was no question-

ing its similarity to those that were in the bag down in his

cabin.
" I'd rather he had brought up our anchor," he declared.

" Still, it's queer—awfully queer—that we should have
dropped on the thing this way. It looks almost like fate.

And there's another thing—that Kanaka escaping and swim-
ming off. These rotten charts don't tell a chap anything he

wants to know. But the fact of Jimmy Jam heading for that
o
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particular island over there is a sure proof that it's the island

of Nusa Sanga, and that completes my reckoning."

\ Joyce was now slackening out the cable. He sent a man
aft to the wheel. The man was Ned Barrable.

" Let her go over, Lavington," commanded Chip.

The schooner's sails presently filled, and she began to move.
The cable was paid out until she had a good way on her, when
it was checked, and she pulled up with a sudden Jerk. But
still the anchor held. The manoeuvre was repeated, but

without success. It was tried again and again, yet with the

same result. Joyce began to despair.
'* I'm afraid it's a case, sir," he reported. " We shall 'ave

to sUp our cable."
" What, and lose our anchor ? " exclaimed Kep. " Oh, no

;

we can't afford to do that. It's the only one we have, and it

saved the ship at Ocean Island, remember. No, keep on
trying. If you can't manage it the way you're doing, you'd

better try another plan. The tide is rising. Hitch your

cable short, and let her strain at it as she lifts with the flood.

Tommy reports that it's only in an old ship's timbers that the

anchor is caught. They're sure to yield if you keep on tug-

ging."
" Timbers ? " repeated Joyce. " I made out that it was

fouled in a bed of coral."

He turned to go forward, then hesitated.
" We've got that diving suit aboard, sir," he reminded the

midshipman. " I'll put it on, and go down myself and 'ave

a look. Tommy couldn't stay down long enough to do any
good."

" Yes," agreed Norman Kepple. " But unfortunately we
haven't got the pumping appliances or a submarine electric

Ught."
" Clear water like this, and bright sunshine, we don't need

any electric light," pursued Joyce. " And it's only a matter

of ten fathoms in depth. Why, sir, you could see to read a

newspaper. As for the air supply—well, sir, there's that pair

of bellows attached to the siren. I reckon that would do at

a pinch. I'd trust you to work it regular."

" All right, Joyce," Kepple nodded. " We must save our
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anchor somehow, and if you don't get it free within another

hour, then try the diving suit. You'd better get it ready

at once, in case it's wanted. It's a pity we've no gun-cotton."

Now Ned Barrable, who was at his post at the steering

wheel, was near enough to overhear this conversation, and
the mention of "an old ship's timbers " set him thinking.

He knew already that the Nanumanga lay in Rubiana Lagoon,

and it was far from probable that more than one ship had
foundered in its waters. The flight of Jimmy Jam had also

assured him that Jimmy's home could not be many miles

away. Jimmy's escape had seemed to put an end to all

dreams of securing the hidden treasure, for Jimmy alone knew
where to find it. But now

" An old ship's timbers ? " Ned repeated to himself with

feverish excitement. " Sink me ! Whj', we're on the very

spot !
" And he instantly resolved that not, if he could help

it, by fair means or foul, should the anchor be lifted until

every coin and bar of the sunken gold had been safely stowed

in the Nanumanga's hold.

His limbs trembled under him in his nervous excitement.

He grew hot and cold by turns. Even without willing it, he

made stupid mistakes in steermg, putting the wheel over

when he was ordered to put it down, and so mismanaging
the ship's behaviour that Mr. Wragg's efforts to repeat the

mana3uvre of making her tug at her stubborn anchor were

absolutely futile.

Martin Chipperfield himself presently took charge of the

wheel, and Barrable strode forward. He tried to steady his

nerves, and give himself extra courage by paying a visit to

his secret store of gin. And all the time his mind was running

upon the gold that was at last within his reach. Only a few

fathoms of water divided him from it—only a few fathoms

of water and five human obstacles.

He remained a considerable time in the cuddy. Somehow
the spirits did not seem to have the effect he expected, for

his limbs still trembled. When he came out, wiping his lips,

he saw Joyce overhauling the diving suit, with Mr. Kepplo

standing over him.
" It looks all complete," said Kep. " No, don't open that
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cylinder. I understand it all. It's a Fleuss diving dress, like

the one we used aboard the Penguin. We shall not require

any pump or air pipes."

Ned Barrable went past them, not daring to stand by and
learn how the supply of air was to be worked. The one thing

that had puzzled him about that diving suit was the copper

cylinder and the absence of air tubes. There were printed

instructions somewhere in the parcel, but he had not yet had
an opportunity of reading them.

Glancing forward, and then aft, he satisfied himself that

Mr. Wragg was occupied on the forecastle head, and that

Martin Chipperfield was still at the wheel. The little Ameri-

can, he knew, was busy in his dark room abaft the galley. The
way was clear. He had no cause to fear mterruption this

time in what he designed to do. Nevertheless, he exercised

caution as he entered the starboard alley-way and stole into

the cabin.

When he came out again his loose shirt above his belt was
bulging with the six revolvers that were hidden there, and

his pockets were stuffed out with cartridges ; but this un-

usual condition of his costume was not observed, and when he

reappeared once again from the cuddy it would have taken

a sharp-eyed detective to discover anything suspicious either

in his appearance or his demeanour.
" It's now or never !

" he was thinking.

Norman Kepple was beginning his lunch alone in the cabin

when the Professor bustled in, looking more than commonly
satisfied with himself and the world.

" Best set of photographs I've taken for months," he

announced. " I'm countin' on them as a permanent record

of our last glimpse of the Solomon Islands. When d'you

reckon on comin' within sight of Sydney Heads, Mr. Kepple ?
"

Kep helped his companion to some tinned beef.

" That depends upon when we get clear of this beastly

lagoon," he answered gloomily. " I've half a mind to slip

our cable and cut off."

" Oh, it's th' anchor that's causin' th' delay, is it ?
"

queried the Professor. " I've been too busy t' keep track

of what's been goin' along on deck. What's gotten wrong
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with your anchor 1 Snag of coral again ? I'm surprised

no one invents an anchor specially adapted for coral bottoms.

There's money in that idea, Mr. Kepple."
" As it happens, it isn't coral troubling me," rejoined Kep.

" The anchor's fallen foul of Mr. Jocelyn's galleon."
" Ah !

" said the Professor, without any show of surprise.

" I'd guessed that was why you'd gotten up th' divin' ap-

paratus. Do you think it wise t' let a man like Edward
Barrable have a hand in th* business 1

"

" Barrable knows nothing about it," Kep assured him.
" I guess he will soon, then," returned the Professor. " An'

before he does, Mr. Kepple, I recommend you t' lock th' door

of your gun closet."

" Perhaps you're right," nodded Kep, rising and turning

the key without taking the precaution to see if the guns were

all in their racks.

Hastily finishing his lunch, he returned on deck, to find

that Joyce had already lowered one of the boats, and was
being helped by Martin Chipperfield to don the diving dress.

Chip had adjusted the cylinder of compressed oxygen with

its jamb screw valve to Joyce's broad back, and was fixing

above the cylinder a receptacle containing caustic soda to

absorb the carbonic acid exhaled by the diver's lungs.

In a very few minutes Joyce was ready on the ladder,

with his knife in his belt, a crowbar under his arm, the com-
munication lines fixed.

" Ready," he said. And Norman Kepple covered his head

with the helmet.

Joyce was not new to this work, and, when Kep gave two
signal taps on the crown of the helmet, he took three steps

down the short ladder, and allowed himself to sink through

the ten fathoms of crystal-clear water.

Alighting on a bed of coral, he looked about him. He was
not possessed of a very keen sense of beauty ; nevertheless,

he could not help admiring the pure, deep green of his sur-

roundings as they were revealed to him through his mask
of glass.

Among the fantastic branches of pink and pale green

coral strange, golden-eyed fish moved silently, and flashed
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their blue and silver scales in the dim light. He would
hardly have been surprised had he encountered a mermaid
reclining in the couch of one of the immense shells that lay

open at his feet.

Where the bed of the lagoon was not of coral there were

crowded clusters of pearl oysters. He looked upward to the

light, and saw the dark shape of the boat beside the great

bulk of the schooner.

Slowly he strode in his heavy boots in the direction of the

cable. Presently he could distinguish it as a dark, perpen-

dicular line, its lower end disappearing in the midst of a black

mass of wreckage. As he drew nearer, he discerned the gaunt

ribs of a ship, encrusted with barnacles.

What seemed to have been her stern was towards him.

He could make out the carved woodwork of her counter,

and the corroded iron of her rudder gudgeons.

Carefully manipulating his signal line, he made his way
round to the starboard side of the galleon in search of the

cable and anchor, and he was not long in discovering them.

Tliey were inside the fabric of the wreck. He could see

them as he peered between the bare ribs. Tlie chain was

taut, the shank of the anchor was upright, but one of the

flukes was hooked under the keelson precisely as Nonouti

Tommy had described.

Joyce saw that to move it by the ordinary means of the

capstan was an impossibility, and, indeed, that to haul

upon it from above must only fix it the more tightly. He
signalled up to Norman Kepple to let out more cable, and

while waiting for the practical response, he had the curiosity

to examine the wreckage. Near to the anchor there was

what remained of a broken iron box or chest. He thrust his

foot into a pile of yellow disks, and saw that he had trodden

upon gold.

Then the anchor chain moved. He watched the links

gathering. They fell across a second iron chest that was not

broken. For a moment he wondered if this one also was

full of gold. It was heavy, surely, for its weight had borne

down one of the ship's stout ribs, and he saw that there

was yet another beyond it, and this other chest had lost its
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lid, and hia eyes rested upon a mingled mass of bars of gold

and golden Jars of curious antique shape, with a casket richly

chased and studded with precious stones, upon which a family

of sea urchins waved their tiny tentacles.

Disregarding all this wealth, Joyce turned to the humble
anchor, seizing the stock, and exerting his strength to force

it over and release the imprisoned flukes. He felt it move,

and he applied his crowbar. But suddenly, unexpectedly,

just as he was hoping to succeed, he received an imperative

signal from his communication line.

Wliat did it mean ? Something was wrong ! Tlie message

told him to return to the ship. Might he not wait ? A minute

would do it—a minute in which to give the crowbar one

determined \vrench, and so free the anchor 1

But again the summons came, even more insistent than

before, and in duty he was bound to obey.

There was no wreckage above him. There was a clear way
upward. Nothing was wrong with the apparatus. He was
breathing without difficulty, and the pressure of the water

was not great. He felt that he could remain below for hours

without inconvenience. Why were they summoning him ?

Even as he asked himself this question—even as he felt

himself being drawn upward through the green water—it

seemed to him that he heard a shot.
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barrable's last chance

" Queerest thing that ever happened along in all my ex-

perience, our droppin' anchor right hero on top of that

treasure," meditated the Professor, lighting a cheroot, and
leaning back in his chair.

He was alone in the cabin, Norman Kepple having gone

up on deck. " There's a kind of providence got a hand in this

business. Seems as if we were Just destined t' locate that

galleon. I guess Mr. Kepple won't allow his sense of duty
t' stand in th' way of his makin' his pile this time. The
dollars are right in his hand. 'Twouldn't be anyways nat'ral

t* leave all that gold lyin' idle any longer 'mong th' coral.

It's Just crjdn* out t' be lifted an' applied to its legitimate

use."

He puffed slowly at his cheroot, watching the smoke rise

to the open skylight and escape in the draught.
" I'd like t' know exactly how he figures t' get it all on

board. His ingenuity '11 be tested some. I guess that divin'

apparatus is goin' ter come in kind of handy. That was
Edward Barrable's notion when he brought the suit along

from th' derelict. Barrable '11 be surprised when he finds he's

outwitted. And yet—well—he's cute enough t' guess we're

not far ofiE that galleon. Jimmy's quittin' th' ship ought

t' have told him a lot."

He sat upright.
" Maybe he's on the track all the time ? " he pursued.

" Shouldn't wonder any if he's sizin' up his chances, even

now. Guess I'll go along an' see what's likely t' be his next

move."
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Slowly he rose from his chair, for his foot was still

painful. He went out of the cabin by the port alley-way, and

limped along the open main deck, smoking as he went, and
looking very unconcerned.

As he passed the deck-house, he glanced casually in at

the galley. The Chinese cook was there in his blue overall

and white pants. He was busy Avith something, but it was
not the work of washing his saucepans or cooking.

Without his spectacles the Professor was short-sighted
;

but he never omitted to wear them, and, with their help,

his sight was exceedingly quick and accurate. He went on a

few strides, and then turned, walking aft at the same pace,

and again he glanced into the galley.

This time, Chin-Chin was watching him, and he was Just

withdrawing his empty hand from the front of his blue blouse

to cover three cartridges that lay on the dresser against

which he stood.

" Great Washin'ton !
" muttered the Professor to himself.

" So our celestial friend's in with the Barrable gang, is he ?

Now, where did he happen on that six-shooter he was hidin'

Just then ?
"

Now, the Professor had seen Norman Kepple lock the door

of the gun closet, but the sight of the revolver which Chin-

Chin had been busily loading reminded him that in doing

so Kep had not taken the precaution to look first into the

cupboard to ascertain whether or not the guns were all safe

in their racks.

Re-entering the cabin, the Professor went into Kep's

state-room, and got the key from its hook at the head of the

bed. With it he opened the gun cupboard.

About a quarter of an hour afterwards, he was again on

deck. All was quiet, except for the click ! click ! click ! of

the, capstan pawls as the cable was paid out in obedience

to Joyce's signal from the bottom of the lagoon. Norman
Kepple and Martin Chipperfield were in the boat along-

side.

The Professor was chewing nervously at the end of his

extinguished cheroot as he leaned over the bulwark rail.

He was affecting to take an absorbed interest in the diving
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operations, an interest which he certainly did not feel, for

his mind was otherwise occupied.
" How long 're you givin' Joyce t' remain under water,

Mr. Kepple ? " he inquired, in a quiet, casual tone, which

concealed his inward perturbation.

Kep glanced up at him, holding the communication lines

in his hand.
" Not long," he answered. " Perhaps a quarter of an

hour."

The Professor leaned further over the rail, and put his

hand to his mouth.
" Say, Mr. Kepple, send Chip up here to th' companion,

right now, will you ? " he said. He spoke imperatively,

yet hardly above a whisper, lest anyone else than Kep or

Chip should hear him. " Somethin's happened. We're in

danger," he added, witli eager insistence.

He drew back, and went into the companion, where Chip

soon presented himself.

" What's up. Professor 1 " smUed Cliip. " You look quite

alarmed. Have we sprung a leak, or something ?
"

For answer the Professor thrust a loaded revolver into

the boy's hand.
" Here, take this," he said, " and another for Mr. Kepple.

I calculate you'll need them pretty soon. Let no one see

them, but hustle back into the boat, an' tell Mr. Kepple that

I've looked into th' gun locker an' discovered that someone's

taken away half a dozen of the colt's revolvers an' a heap

of cartridges."

He motioned his head in the direction of the forecastle.

" They're armin' themselves, forward. Tliere's goin* ter

be some shootin'. See here I I've brought two or three

loaded rifles up. They're under these seat cushions. You'll

know where t' find them if they're needed. Now, quit, an'

tell Mr. Kepple."

From under one of the cushions he took another revolvOT

His own was in his hip pocket. He strolled forward and

contrived, unnoticed by anyone else, to pass the spare weapor

to Mr. V/ragg.
" Look out for squalls, Wragg," he whispered, giving the
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mate a significant look, which he did not fail to understand.
" Slip aft, soon as you can. Mr. Kepple wants you."

As he looked round, he saw Ned Barrable disappear into

the cuddy, followed by Trimble and Stretch. Presently,

Tonga and Tonga's Shadow went below also. Glancing

towards the caboose, he observed the face of the Chinese cook

framed in one of the forward port-holes, with eyes intently

watching. The face was quickly withdrawn, and immediately

afterwards there came the noise of the smashing of

crockery.

The Professor strode aft, as if to inquire into what had
happened, feeling certain, however, that the smashing of the

crockery was not an accident, but a deliberate signal. The
mate was at his heels.

" Take the port side !
" commanded the Professor.

Mr. Wragg, not understanding that the command had
reference to the cook, ran past the galley. And, as he did

so, there was a pistol-shot.

The Professor at the same moment entered the galley

from the starboard side in time to see the Cliinaman, with

his back towards him, lowering his smoking revolver.

In an instant the little American had leapt forward. With
his strong left hand, he seized the cook's wrist, while, with

his right, he pressed the cold muzzle of his six-shooter against

the Cliinaman's face. There was a momentary struggle.

Chin-Chin dragged himself forward, but tripped on the

coaming of the doorway, and fell. His revolver slid along

the deck. Almost before it had reached the channel the

Professor had seized it.

Springing aside to avoid the cook, who had scrambled

to his feet, he saw Barrable, Stretch, and Trimble running

aft, each armed with a revolver, and behind them the two
Tongans, similarly armed. Stretch was levelling his weapon
as he ran.

He fired. The Professor heard a bullet whistle past his

ear. But he stood his ground, confronting the onrush of the

mutineers, with a weapon in each hand, and his extinguished

cheroot still between his lips.

" Stand back !
" he commanded. " Lavington, this is your
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doin'. You're a miserable skunk. Hands up ! I've got the

drop on you. Hands up !

"

At that moment there came the crack of a rifle from the

quarter-deck. Barrable's pistol fell with a thud to the deck,

and his right hand dripped red drops upon the white planks.

It was this shot, fired by Martin Chipperfield, which Joyce

heard as he rose from the green depths of the lagoon. Norman
Kepple had remained in the boat, keeping control of the

communication lines, and drawing them in as they grew slack.

In his excitement at hearing the shots, Kep felt that Joyce

would never come to the surface. He seemed to take an age

to answer the imperative summons. And when at last he

appeared on the ladder, there was the further delay in re-

moving his helmet.

Not until the diver was safe in the boat did Kepple climb

up to the bulwark rail. Wlien he did so, and looked down
upon the main deck, he saw Cliip, Wragg, and the Professor

standing together facing the mutineers, whom they had
momentarily quelled.

The cook was wTiggling to get free from Smiler, who had
seized him from behind, and held him as in a vice, with his

hands behind his back. Nonouti Tommy and Te Puna had
flung Ned Barrable to the deck, and were lashing a rope

round him.

Pale and agitated, Norman Kepple advanced into the crow d.

He did not need to be told what had happened.
" Trimble," he commanded, " hand me that pistol, and

stand back."

Trimble meekly obeyed. But Barney Stretch was not so

easily cowed. He believed that Norman Kepple was un-

armed, and, instead of delivering up his weapon, he deliber-

ately pointed it at Kep's head. But Kep was ready, and,

with a leap forward, he seized Barney by the throat, and the

bullet rattled among the rigging, while his frightened eyes

stared at the lifted hammer of Kep's revolver.

Forcing him backwards step by step, Kep pressed the

man against the bulwark.
" Now, stop there," he commanded, taking possession

of Barney's pistol and leaving him.
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He turned to the Professor.
" Keep your eye on him," he said, " and see that he doesn't

move." To the mate he added, " Mr. Wragg, lay below,

and fetch me four pairs of handcuffs," and to Chip, " Chipper-

field, go and help Joyce out of his diving clothes, and bring

him here."

His lips were white, and he was breathing deeply ; bub

he was very calm, very determined, when he looked down
at the ringleader of this outbreak against discipline.

" You no tie them knot all same sailor man. Tommy,"
he objected, as the Gilbert Islander fumbled with the rope

that he was binding round Barrable's legs. " That's better.

Now let him sit up one time."

Barrable was writhing with the pain in his wounded hand,

and the cutting strands of the rope that held him helpless.

Tommy and Te Puna dragged him across the planks, and
propped him with his back against the caboose.

Norman Kepple stood facing him.
" You have altogether done for yourself now, my man,"

he said. " You have broken your parole, and forfeited your

liberty. Not content with that, you are guilty of the crime

of mutiny with violence. I shall have no mercy on you
now. You'll be kept a tight prisoner, and, when we arrive

in Sydney, you shall be handed over to an authority that

will deal with you as you deserve."
" Sydney ? " snarled Barrable, showing his black teeth.

" You're not there yet. You'll have to release us to work
the ship."

Kep turned away to see if the mate was coming with the

handcuffs. What he saw was not the mate, but Martin

Chipperfield, pointing excitedly over the quarter-rail.

Kep looked in the direction in which he was pointing,

and a new dismay seized him as he perceived a fleet of canoes

crowded with armed natives, bearing towards the ship.
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A SCHOOLBOY EXPERIMENT

The mate came forward with the irons. Without betraying

his agitation at siglit of the canoes, Norman Kcpple ordered

him to secure the four prisoners, and see them taken below

—

two into the lazaretto and two into the cable tier—instruct-

ing him also to add fetters to the handcuffs.

Smiler, Te Puna, and Tommy helped the mate in this

duty, which was not difficult, seeing that the prisoners showed
no serious resistance. Barrable's hand was rather badly

shattered, but, fortunately for all concerned, no one else

was hurt.

Norman Kepple anxiously watched the approaching canoes.

They were still more than a mile off.

" What about the anchor, Joyce 1 " he asked. " Can we
get it home, and cut off ?

'*

Joyce shook his head.
" I shall 'ave to go doAvn again, sir," he answered. " I

was Just on moving it when you signalled to me to come up."
" Of course, I had to," Kep told him. " I couldn't leave

the lines and you under the sea while this row was going

on."

Joyce saluted.
" 'Scuse me, sir," he said, " but that old ship must 'ave

been loaded with specie. There's a whole cargo of gold down
there. We could easily get it up with the windlass tackle."

" Yes, I daresay," nodded Kep. " But we can't wait for

that. Look at these canoes coming out to us. We must
slip our cable, and get off at once."

Again Joyce shook his head.

338
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" That's a good hour's job, sir," he objected. " The pin's

rusty. We should 'ave to 'ainmer it out."

Kep frowned impatiently.
" That's a nuisance," he muttered. " What's to be done,

then ? You can't go down again while these natives are

hanging round."
" That's a sure thing, sir," agreed Joyce. " Do you expect

the canoes are coming out to attack us, sir ?
"

" Well, it looks like it," said Kep. " They're dividing into

two squadrons. They're going to attack us on both quarters."
" The port six-pounder's charged, sir," suggested Joyce.

" 'Ow'd it do to fire it over their 'eads and frighten 'em ?
"

" No," decided Kep. " A few rockets would frighten them
Just as much, and do less harm. We have plenty. Get them
up, quick !

"

While Joyce was bringing up the rockets Kep went aft to

the poop, where the Professor and Chipperfield stood. The
revolvers and rifles lay in a heap abaft the skylight. The
Professor, who had put them there, was now watching the

canoes through a pair of binoculars.
" Say, Air. Kepple," he said, " I can make out our old

friend, Jimmy Jam, in that canoe that's leadin' ; I guess

he's got a notion of comin' back for that dandy necklace of

his. I don't like the looks of his companions any. They're

a degree worse than the lot we saw on Guadalcanar. And
I've ciphered them up. There's two hundred and forty-seven

of them, all told ; and we're not a dozen now that you've

put those four vipers below decks. It's good-bye t' Chicago

this time."

He picked up one of the Winchester rifles.

" Have I your permission t' pick out one or two of those

islanders, Mr. Kepple ? " he questioned. " I guess it's 'bout

time we made a beginnin*, eh ?
"

" Wait, Professor, if you please," cautioned Kep. " We
have no proof yet that the canoes are coming out to attack

us. They may only want to do a bit of trade."
" My hat !

" exclaimed the Professor. ** And do you in-

tend to hang fire until they've scrambled aboard t' wipe ua

out I
"
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" No," returned Kep. " I intend to try a schoolboy ex-

periment. Come along, Joyce ! Look smart !

"

Joyce and Wragg were coming aft, carrying a box of

rockets between them, with a tripod stand, which Joyce and
Chip quickly rigged up, while Kep and Wragg clewed up the

mizzen sail to make a clear way for the fireworks. The Pro-

fessor produced matches, and applied a light, and the first

rocket went off with a loud bang, shooting through the sunlit

air with a hissing, wriggling trail of sparks, and then,

with another explosion, dropping its glowing balls of blue

fire.

There was a cry of alarm from the canoes.
" Better lash a weight to the next, Joyce," suggested

Kepple. " That one went too high. Send a red one."

Joyce lashed a marline-spike to the second, aiming the

rocket at a slant. It rained its shower of sparks right into

the midst of the canoes.

The spike fell with a splash under the nose of one of the

boats, and, as the red globes of fire dropped after it, there

was a wild, terrified yell.

Three more were sent off in quick succession, but already

the canoes had turned, and the natives were paddling away
in fearful consternation. They made in hot haste for the

shelter of the nearest island ; but Joyce so regulated his

angles of elevation that he caused the rockets to explode

above their heads, and, although the canoes were out of

sight, the dreadful cries of their frightened occupants could

still be heard.
" That wUl do, Joyce," smiled Norman Kepple.
" My Sunday hat !

" cried the Professor. " That was Just

great ! Two hundred an' forty-seven Solomon Islanders put

t' rout by half a dozen harmless rockets ! It's prime ! I'll

remember this incident t' my dyin' day. Real great, it was.

And we'll get back t' Chicago, after all !

"

" Yes," said Chip, " and with Jimmy Jam's necklace as a

souvenir."
" That's so," nodded the Professor. " I must make up an

appropriate inscription t' go alongside that necklace."
" And now, Joyce," pursued Kep, the practical, " let's see
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about the anchor. How long do you reckon it'll take you to

get it free ?
"

Joyce glanced at the sun.
" We've another hour of daylight, sir," he answered. " I

think I could free it before dark. But one of the flukes is

wedged in under the wreck's keel, and it'll be a bit of a Job

doing it all alone. And I'm afraid I shall have to shift one

of the chests of gold before I can get the anchor to move."
" If you ask me, Mr. Kepple," put in the Professor, " I'd

suggest waitin' till sunrise to-morrow mornin'. I notice th'

wind's fallen. You're short-handed, and you'll not be able

t' make a whole lot of headway through these channels on a

dark night, and without 'nough wind t' carry you along.

Besides, there's that pile of treasure, you know. You can't

expect t' sweep th' floor of this lagoon clean an' tidy in one

short hour."

Kep looked to Joyce to decide.
" I'd sooner wait till morning, sir, and do it proper," the

seaman determined, mth a playful wink at the little American.
" And, now that the cook's in custody, there's only me left

to get the cabin dinner ready."
" I'm hungry for it, even now," chuclded the Professor,

pleased at gaining his point.

He respected Norman Kepple's sense of duty, but, now
that he knew the sunken treasure to be so easily accessible,

he did not see any reason in going away and leaving so much
wealth among the fishes.

" Oh 1 all right," said Kep, with assumed impatience, " I

see you chaps are bent upon getting hold of that gold. Rig

up the winch tackle, Joyce, with a viol block to the anchor-

davit, and see what you can do."

Before sunset, Martin Chipperfield and the Professor wenfc

below into the lazarette.

They found Ned Barrable and the Chinaman there in their

chains. The two prisoners were separated by a pile of bags

of ship's biscuits and cases of condensed milk. Chin-Chin

was asleep. Barrable sat with his back against a bulkhead,

with his handcu£Eed wrists across his knees and his chin sunk

on his chest. He looked the very picture of woe.
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" I'll take a sqmnt at that hand of yours, if you've no
objection, Edward," began the Professor. " I'd a mind t'

come down earlier, but we've been some busy up on deck,

drivin' ofE a fleet of Solomon Island canoes. You missed

that performance, bein' down here. Your sweet friend,

Jimmy Jam, paid us a visit along with his cannibal rel'tives,

an' a pretty-lookin' lot they were. " My !
" he exclaimed at

sight of Barrable's hand. " There ain't much of a member
left here. I calculate you've got ter lose that middle finger,

anyhow. It's done all th' work it was intended to do, I guess.

I'd say Mr. Chipperfield's bullet took you right there on the

knuckle joint. That's where he aimed, an' you may thank

him for not choosin' a more vital spot."
" Now that the game's up and I've lost, I don't know that

I've any reason to thank him," muttered Barrable. " I'd

sooner die by a bullet than by the death that's waiting me in

Sydney."

Martin Chipperfield had brought surgical instruments and

dressings with him, and now, removing the handcuffs, he pro-

ceeded very carefully and tenderly to amputate the man's

shattered finger and repair the wound.
" You're makin' a real neat job of it, Chip," commented

the Professor, when the last stitch was tied. " You've missed

your profession. You ought t' have been a surgeon."
" There !

" said Chip, fixing Barrable's arm in a sling.

" That's all we can do now. I will come and dress it every

morning. I'll take away the handcuffs, but, of course, I must

leave the fetters."

" That's all right, sir," said Barrable. " It isn't the first

time I've worn them."
" No. I reckon it's not," smiled the Professor.

After dinner that night—a dinner very daintily cooked and

served by Joyce—Norman Kepple and Martin Chipperfield

walked the deck together, while the Professor sat smoking

in his hammock chair abaft the skylight. The lagoon was

in darkness, for the moon had not yet risen. Kep was very

silent.

" You seem to have the hump about something to-night,"

observed Chip. " I don't know why. What's bothering you ?
"
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Kep sighed, and responded gloomily :

" It's this mutiny. I'd made up my mind to make a record

run to Sydney, and to get into port without accident in

advance of the Penguin. A lot depended on it. Captain

Mayhew gave me this service as a favour, to test my seaman-
ship, and, if I'd got through all right, I'd have been safe for

a promotion. Perhaps you don't understand ; but it goes

against a naval ofl&cer if he has a mutiny on board. It's a
sign that he hasn't been able to preserve discipline."

*' Fudge I
" ejaculated Chip. " You'll get your promotion

right enough. You haven't failed in anything. You've done
ripping well. You saved the schooner by good seamanship

at Ocean Island. You managed all right with the derelict

;

you delivered your Solomon Islanders without a hitch, and
you overcame the mutineers without loss of life. You weren't

responsible for Stretch and Trimble. They're a couple of

scalliwags that you rescued and made use of. As for Barrable

—well, I should say Captain Mayhew was to blame for putting

such an out-and-out rascal on board of us ; and you'll only

be commended for identifying and capturing a deserter and
a criminal who ought to have been clapped in prison years

ago."

They paused at the taffraU, and looked down into the

phosphorescent water. It seemed almost as if the gold in

the sunken galleon were sending its lustre upward through

the depths.
" Take my word for it, Kep," concluded his companion,

" when you sail into Sydney Harbour loaded up to the

scuppers with Spanish gold you'll be welcomed as a credit

to the service."

Kep watched an albicore fish dart through the water,

leaving a train of flickering light in its wake.
" All very well," he said, standing back from the rail.

" But, as Barrable reminded me this evening, we've not got

to Sydney yet by a long way. And we're short-handed. liots

of things may happen before we reach port. Hello !

"

He laid his hand on Chip's arm, and then pointed across

the dark waters of the lagoon to the yet darker shape of one

of the islands.
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" What's that moving slowly along under the lee of that

island over there ? " he questioned.
" I've been watching it," said Chip. " I beUeve it's a

fishing canoe. They often fish at night. Wait a bit, though 1

There's another to the windward of it, coming out from be-

hind the island. I say 1 There's a whole lot of them ! They're

going to make a night attack ! Let's give them another

rocket ! Jimmy must have told them we're short-handed."

The rocket box and tripod stand were stiU on deck, and

the two boys set to work.

First they fired a magnesium rocket that soared hissing

into the air, and then burst into a steady, bright light that

illumined the lagoon for miles around, and made every palm

tree stand out clear and green, and revealed the fleet of war

canoes, from which there came a wild yell of alarm.

When the light was fading a mortar rocket was fired. It

exploded with an ear-splitting report, which must have been

heard as far off as Gavutu and Guadalcanar. The screams

of the natives were mingled with the screeching of frightened

birds, and in the crimson Ught of the next rocket that was

sent up vast flocks of parrots and pigeons could be seen

whirling confusedly in the air.

" Keep a good watch, Joyce," ordered Norman Kepple.
" We've startled the beggars ; but they may come back

when they find that we haven't done them any harm."
" Ay, ay, sir," said Joyce. " And we've got plenty more

rockets if they're wanted."
" Say, Mr. Kepple," interposed the Professor, at the door

of the companion. " I'm wonderin' if you detected some-

thin'."

Kep looked into the eyes behind the spectacles that sparkled

ill the light from the hanging lamp.
" Detected something. Professor ?

"

" Um, yes. Seemed to me that. Just after th* firin' of your

rockets I heard an auswerin' sound—^a sound like the blast

of a steamer's siren."
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TREASURE OF THE DEEP

Hardly had the sun leapt above the horizon on the following

morning when Joyce was in the boat alongside, waiting for

Martin Chipperfield to adjust the screw valve of the oxygen
cylinder, and fasten the helmet on his head. Mr. Wragg
was helping.

The boat was lying now under the port bow ; the winch
gear was ready, and from the davit tackle, half submerged,

there was suspended a strong iron tank, open at the top,

and well secured by chains attached by its four corners.

Joyce had bored two or three holes in the bottom of the tank,

through which the sea water had already found its level.

" What's the tank for, Joyce ? " Chip had inquired in

surprise at sight of it. " Dredging operations ?
"

" Yes sir," Joyce had laughed. " I'm going to dredge

this 'ere lagoon, and send up something better than Thames
mud." He dropped an iron spade into the tank as it was being

lowered. " That's to shovel it up with," he explained.

While Chip was fixing the communication-lines Joyce gave

him instructions concerning the w ork in prospect.

"I shall fettle the anchor first," he said ; " and as soon as

it's free and ready to be weighed I shall send up the loose

mud. While you're hauling in the tank and emptying it

to send it down again for another load, I shall hitch the

stronger tackle to one of the iron chests. It's them chests

that puzzle me most. They're heavy and locked ; but I've

thought it out all night, and 1 reckon I can get the chains

around one of 'em that's standing on end. You'll keep a

sharp watch on the lines, sir ?
"
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" Trust me," Chip assured him.

For a time they discussed the various signals that were

to be given to indicate hauling or slacking or belaying, and,

when all was ready for the final adjustment of the helmet,

they shook hands.

Joyce knew very well that he was risking his life ; that he

was undertaking to face a hundred possible and probable

dangers. Chief among these were the accidents to which

the diving apparatus was liable ; but Joyce was an ex-

perienced diver, and he knew exactly how to regulate the

valves, and what to do in emergency, and, fortunately, the

depth was not great. There was danger from sharks and
other sea monsters, danger of hurting himself seriously in his

exertions to move unhelped the heavy weights which he had
resolved to manipulate.

" Are you sure you're all right there ? " Kep called down
from the forecastle head. " Make certain, now. Don't

run any risks. And, remember, Joyce—your life is worth

more than all that treasure. Make sure of the anchor, look

to your own safety ; and, if you can't get the gold, then

leave it where it is."

" Ay, ay, sir," said Joyce, holding his head ready for the

helmet.
* Good-bye—good luck 1

" said Kep.

He watched Joyce stepping down the ladder, and going

lower and lower, until the water was at his neck, and then

over his head. Chip payed out the lines through his fingers,

and felt the signal, which told him that the diver was at the

bottom. Then Nonouti Tommy dived after him from the

bowsprit, following the line of the taut cable chain. And,

when Tommy returned to report that Joyce was at the anchor,

Rotuma Charlie went down.

All through the time while Joyce was below, these two

Kanakas paid him visits, occasionally rendering him valuable

help, and giving fuller explanations of his working than

could be given by signals.

It was Tommy who reported in due time that the anchor

was free. Joyce had hitched the bight of the cable about

one of the ribs of the galleon to obtain an oblique purchase,
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and, when it was hauled in a couple of fathoms, the im-
prisoned anchor fluke had come away.

This was at breakfast time, and Smiler, who had prepared
the coffee and bacon, carried the news with the banana
marmalade to the cabin. Norman Kepple then relieved

Chip in the boat, and superintended operations throughout
the morning.

It was at five bells in the forenoon watch when Kep got

the signal to haul on the davit tackle. The windlass was
slowly turned by the strong-armed Kanakas. All hands were
now forward, including the Professor, who stood by Kep's

side at the forecastle rail, watching the straining tackle.

Presently Rotuma Charlie's wet head appeared, and he came
up with his hands on the edge of the tank, which he was
8tead)dng.

The tank seemed to be filled with pearl oysters, and there

was a beautiful crimson starfish on top, which the Professor

claimed in anticipation.

" Steady, there, steady !
" ordered Kep. And, as the

dripping tank rose to the shortening tackle that held it, and
came above the level of the rail, he called out, " Belay there !

"

and himself hauled on the davit, swinging it slowly round.

There was a clear space of deck beneath, and, as the tank

was lowered to it, a couple of capstan bars at one side were

brought into play as levers, and the tank was tipped over

to empty some thousands of gUttering, Jingling, golden coins

and ingots that caught the light of the tropic sun as they

rained upon the deck.
" My hat !

" exclaimed the Professor.

" 0-0 !
" laughed Nonouti Tommy. " Plenty more fella

all same them fella bymeby."
Norman Kepple thrust his foot into the golden pile. Then

he stooped, and from the mass picked up a magnificent

pearl, large as a pigeon's egg, and as smootlily shaped.

" Make a nice neck ornament for Lady Kepple, eh ?
"

suggested the Professor.
" That's true," nodded Kep. " My mother would like

it. But I was thinking Just then that I ought to present

it to the Queen."
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Martin Chipperfield was, at that moment, relieving Joyce
of his helmet. In common with others of the ship's company,
Joyce was suffering from a cold in the head, and he had come
up for the prosaic reason that he wanted to blow his nose.

When he had done so, he said :

" Tell Mr. Kepple to look out for a pearl I sent up. I

got it out of a gaping oyster, big as your hat. It's worth
all the rest put together—fit for a queen's crown. And now
I'll go down again ; for there's a good deal more than I thought,

eir, and it'll take a couple of days to get it all up. What's
your fancy for when you retire, Mr. Chipperfield ? Steam
yacht and a motor-car, I expect 1 Mine's a nice little cottage

by the sea, and a pony cart for the missus and the kids !

"

During the whole of that day Joyce was occupied in sending

up treasures from the deep, helped by Nonouti Tommy and
Rotuma Charlie.

The loose gold was easily transferred from among the coral

to the schooner's decks, but the ironbound chests were heavy
and cumbrous, and it required skill and time to secure them
without accident. Great timbers had to be broken away
to release them, and often, in the midst of his task, Joyce
was compelled to abandon the work, and go up to the boat

to readjust his diving apparatus and to rest.

But he had arranged his process with forethought of all

possible dangers, and before sundown four great chests,

encrusted with barnacles and limpets and seaweed, lay upon
the schooner's main deck beside a confused pile of coins and
bars of gold and pearl oysters.

On the following morning the work was resumed, and two
more chests were brought on board. But at midday it was
discovered that the caustic soda was being exhausted, and
that the means of supplying the compressed oxygen were

limited. Joyce himself was beginning to show exhaustion.

He was willing still to continue his diving operations, but

Norman Kepple shook his head.
" No," he decided. " We have got enough. We have

run too many risks already. You shall not go down again.

Let us be satisfied."

Below decks, in the lazarette, Ned Barrable, with his
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wounded hand in a sling, with his ankles in chains, listened

to every sound that told him of what was going on.

He could hear the working of the windlass, the groaning

of strained tackle, and the shouts of his shipmates as some
weighty burden was hauled on board. He could hear the

merry, mocking jingle of the loose coins as they were busily

shovelled into the empty copra sacks and wooden cases,

and the cries of astonishment as some new treasure was
discovered.

To him, in his imprisonment, it seemed that many days
were occupied in the work of hoarding up the riches that were
being recovered from the sUent lagoon ; riches in which he
was to bear no share. But at last he distinguished the familiar

sounds of the weighing of the anchor, the hauling of braces.

Tlie ship moved, leaned over as her sails filled, and on the

roof of his cell the bright reflections from sunlit water, coming
in through the open port-hole, danced and played fantastically

upon the beams above his head, and he knew that he had
seen the last of Rubiana Lagoon.

Rising to his shackled feet, he looked out through the

round window on the lee side. The spray from the schooner's

bow seethed on the wave tops, spreading out like beautiful

white lace on the blue swell of the sea. And beyond the snowy
surf that thundered on the beach the tall palm trees waved
their feathers in farewell.

When the schooner was well under way, sailing easily in

a light breeze that was perfumed with the sweet exhalations

of tropic vegetation, Martin Chipperfield and Mr. Wragg,

with the help of Smiler, set to work to broach the mysterious

iron chests. With hammer and chisel and crowbar they

wrenched ofif the stubborn bands of rusty steel, and forced

the intricate locks.

Kep and the Professor stood by when the first of the chests

was flung open. A layer of sodden silk that fell to pieces

at a touch, was removed to disclose many broken boxes of

sandalwood, whose contents of perfumed spices had given

up their scents to the sea. Beneath was a collection of rusty

swords and rapiers, breast-plates, and flint-lock pistols.

" That there box was the worst of the whole lot to get 'old
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of," remarked Joyce, " and it aren't worth the value of a

empty packing case."
" No," agreed the Professor, " I figure it might as well

have been left for the mermaids. Even the pearls in this

casket I've gotten hold of have lost their market value these

hundred years."

In another chest that took hours to open, they found

nothing but the remains of a human corpse and a rusty

stiletto, with a rosary and a heavy gold cross studded with

precious stones.

" Signs of a tragedy there," reflected the Professor, rever-

ently closing the ponderous lid.

Others that were forced open yielded contents less gruesome
and of priceless value. There were sparkling jewels and
tarnished plate, richly wrought cups and vases of embossed

gold, and golden caskets filled to the brim with gems that

shot rays of dazzling colour in the tropic sunlight.
" Somehow, I feel almost guilty, carrying away all this

wealth," murmured Kep. " Who knows what crimes and
cruelty were committed by the Spaniards who gathered it !

"

" Bunkum !
" ejaculated the Professor. " I guess you'll

allow it's better here than lyin' forgotten at th' bottom of

Rubiana Lagoon. It's all yours, Mr. Kepple, t' do as you
like with. You've made your pile. You're th' wealthiest

man on the whole of th' Pacific Ocean. You c'n quit dooty,

an' sail right back now t' England, an' command th' money
market, or go inter luxurious retirement as a county gentle-

man. You've got th' whole world at your feet t' do Just

what you like with."

The Professor lighted a cheroot as he continued :

" As fer th' crimes that may or may not have been c'm-

mitted by those Spaniards 'way back in th' centuries—well,

I don't seem t' see that it matters greatly what way th' treasure

was collected. If th' gold was stained with human blood,

I guess it's all been pretty well washed off by now, and

purified, bottom of Rubiana Lagoon. And a man ownin'

all this here wealth c'n do a lot of good in the world, Mr.

Kepple—helpin' charities, institootin' colleges fer scientific

research, an' all that. An' I guess there's heaps of poor
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people lyin' around in your country that might be saved
from pain an' hunger by any single one of the gold coins

we're now trampin' beneath our feet like so much
gravel."

They were sailing abreast of the beautiful island of Florida.

The sun was setting in a blaze of crimson behind the rugged
Lion Mountain of Guadalcanar.

Norman Kepple was making for Gavutu, hoping to be
able before nightfall to add one or two hands to his diminished

crew to help work the Nanumanga on her voyage to Sydney.
The veil of night had rolled down, however, before he sighted

the headlands of the harbour bar ; but, in spite of the dark-

ness, he tacked and ran into the narrow channel under
shortened sail.

Hardly had he entered the lagoon when he became aware
that, at the anchorage which he had formerly occupied,

there lay a dark-hulled cruiser. Her cabins were lighted.

Beneath the awning that sheltered her quarter-deck several

officers in dinner dress moved to and fro, under hanging

electric lights, while the music from a band floated over the

water. At her gangway ladder there waited a steam pinnace.
" It's our own ship, sir—the Penguin," muttered Joyce.
" So I see," returned Kep, lowering his binoculars. " Com-

mander Mayhew is having a party on board. Drop your

anchor astern of her, Joyce. See all snug, and lov^er the gig

while I go below and dress."

Already a searchlight from the cruiser's main-top was

playing upon the Nanumanga, and the schooner had been

recognised. A young officer descended into the pinnace,

which was pushed off, and in a very little time she had crossed

the intervening space, and was alongside the schooner.
•' Ahoy, there ! Hello, Joyce, that you ? Are you all

well ? Where's Mr. Kepple ?
"

Before Joyce could answer Kep himself had put his face

to the port-hole of his state-room, and shouted out

:

" HeUo, Whitson, old chap ' Hold hard, there ! I'll be up

in a minute. I'm changing my togs. How long have you

been lying here ?
"

"Oh, two or three days ! We went in search of you, but
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couldn't spot you. Was it you who sent up the rocket the

other night ?
"

" Yes. Why ? Did you see it ?
"

" Well, no," answered Whitson. " We heard something

like a rocket going off, and blew our siren until it was hoarse ;

but, as you didn't answer, or repeat the signal, wo made out

that it couldn't be a rocket, after all, especially as the sound

seemed to come from the middle of one of the islands. How
are you ? All serene ? We'd no idea you were an3rwhere

near the Solomon Islands, until we anchored here and were

told everything by the Resident Commissioner. Hurry up

!

You're coming on board with me, aren't you ? We've got

a party on—some people from a steam yacht that's lying

abreast of us."

Norman Kepplc was welcomed by Commander Mayhew, and

bidden to remain until the guests should have returned to

their yacht. He learned from his fellow-officers that the

Penguin was to prolong her cruise by a visit to the coast

of British New Guinea before proceeding to Sydney. His

story of the Coo-ee and the finding of the sunken galleon

was repeated many times that night, and listened to with

marvel, and later in the commander's cabin it was told in

full detail.

" You have done remarkably well, Kepple," the com-

mander assured him. " And, as for that rascal Lavington,

or whatever his true name be, I am heartily glad you've

made a prisoner of him. To-morrow morning I will send a

couple of marines on board of you to bring him off, and so

relieve you of him. It was a mistake my giving you the

burden of such a worthless criminal. But I didn't know his

true character then. I ought to have given you two or three

able seamen instead. However, no serious harm has come

of it so far, and you have done splendidly from begin-

ning to end. You can take your pick of whatever hands

you want, Kepple, and start from here with a decent

crew."
" Thank you, sir," returned Kep, as he moved to go, " It

will be a bit of a relief to get rid of the prisoners."
" Certainly, certainly !

" said the commander, holding
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out his hand. " Good night. Let me see you again in the
morning. Come and have breakfast with me."
Kep hesitated a moment.
" I hope, sir, you will allow me to ofifer you a portion of

the treasure," he stammered.

But Commander Mayhew frowned.
" I'm afraid not, my boy," he said. " It would be against

the rules of the service, you see. We are not supposed to make
personal gain in a matter of this kind."

" Then, sir," Kep again hesitated, " I may not take any
of it either 1

"

The commander smiled.
" No," he answered. " You must touch none of it. You

see, the treasure is the property of the owners of the Nanu-
manga—Chipperfield and Co., of Liverpool—to whom your

services and those of Joyce were temporarily lent. I dare-

say the Admiralty will claim expenses, and perhaps salvage
;

but the whole question has many complications which can

only be settled by the courts. One thing is clear, however

;

the treasure belongs to the Chipperfields, and you must
leave it to them to reward you as they please."

This decision on the part of Commander Mayhew was duly

communicated to Martin Chipperfield, who pondered over

it. Giip, in his turn, discussed the question with the Pro-

fessor, whose advice ho asked.
" No need ter worry any. Chip, my boy," the Professor

proclaimed. " What you've got ter do is t' deposit the whole

lot in th' bank at Sydney. Get its value cipliercd up in

pounds, shiliin's an' pence. Cable home t' Liverpool for a

power of attorney, an' then proceed t' distribute th' boodle

'cordin' t' your own ideas. You've got ter run th' business

on your own, an* I guess you'll do it better'n anyone."



CHAPTER XXXIII

HOMEWARD BOUND

On the following morning, when Norman Kepple returned

from taking breakfast on board the Penguin, the four prisoners

were transferred to the cruiser, and in exchange two blue-

Jackets, one of whom was Dogger, were put on board the

Nanumanga. The two traders, who had before refused to be

hun-ied, were now almost eager to take passage to Sydney,

and they also took berths on board the schooner.

At noon, with her bunting flying, and all sail set, the

Nanumanga left Gavutu, and, speeding like a light-winged

gull through Indispensable Strait, with Guadalcanar on her

lee beam, tacked out into the Coral Sea, wafted by the fresh

south-east monsoon. During the whole of the voyage from

the Solomon Islands to New South Wales there was seldom

any need to alter a sail from day to day.

With such fair sailing, there was little responsibility and
less anxiety. Long afterwards both Kep and Chip remem-
bered the sunny days under the quarter-deck awning, and
their talks together about their schooldays and their ad-

ventures that were past, and their projects of the future.

Their friendship had been firmly cemented by this time,

and they vowed to be friends for the rest of their lives.

At length, on a beautiful summer evening, they came in

eight of Sydney Heads and Manly Beach. They glided

past the lightship on the Sow and Pigs Reef, and beyond

the bend at Bradley's Head, to enter the splendid harbour

that opened out like a lake of gleaming blue, with its wooded
slopes and dazzling white beaches and its villas nestling

round tiny bays, where pleasure yachts lay moored.

254
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In the midst of a fleet of trading craft the anchor was
dropped, and, as the cable rattled through the hawse-hole,

Norman Kepple drew a deep breath of satisfaction.

" Say, Mr. Kepple, we're here in front of th' Penguin,

anyhow. I wish I c'd hang around here till she arrives. But
I see th' San Francisco liner loadin' up. I guess I'm Just

in time t' catch her. I'm packed. I've only t' go ashore

an' get a hold of the rest of my collection, an' then I'm

shapin' t' make a bee-line for Chicago. I'll quit right now
if you're agreeable. There's a steam tug alongside t' take

my baggage."
" But what's your hurry, Professor ? " objected Kep.

The Professor adjusted his spectacles.

" Fact is, Mr. Kepple," he answered, " I'm wantin' t'

get ashore to my hotel. You and Chip are goin' ter dine

with me there to-night, an' I'm goin' right now t' order th'

very best thing in the shape of a banquet that this here

colony c'n provide. It's going ter be great, Mr. Kepple.

It's a mem'rable occasion, an' I'm hankerin' to do somethin'

that you and Chip'll never forget—^just somethin' you'll

remember me by."

Kep put his hand on the little man's shoulder.
" Do you suppose that I could ever forget you. Professor ?

"

he murmured softly. " That would be impossible. I shall

remember you as long as I live. And always with affection."

" Say, I just wanted you t' tell me somethin' like that,"

the Professor smiled sadly.

Of course, Kep and Chip went ashore to the Professor's

diimer. It was all that he had hoped it would be, and they

were like three schoolboys together, for it was their parting

meal.

On the next day the Professor was on the liner, bound

for San Francisco. In going out of the harbour she passed

close abreast of the Nanumanga, upon whose poop the whole

of the ship's company had gathered, to give him a farewell

cheer.

They did not see him at first.

" Give him a call, Te Puna !
" said Chip. And the Maori

climbed the mizzen rigging, and sang out, loud enough to be
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heard on both shores of the harbour, the call which had
become familiar to each one of them :

"Coo-ee! Coo-ee !

"

And then they saw him, standing at the stern rail, with his

inevitable cheroot in his mouth. Above him waved the

Stars and Stripes. He raised his hat in response to the

cheer from the schooner. Then Joyce dipped the red ensign,

and the liner answered the salute.

To Kep and Chip it seemed that this was the last time
that they were to see the Professor. But two years after-

wards they all three met again by appointment at Chipper-

field's mansion in London. Norman Kepple was then a
lieutenant, Martin Chipperfield had blossomed into importance

as a great shipowner, the Professor was on his way to Paris

with his daughter. All three were fabulously wealthy.
" Yes, Chip," said the Professor, as they sat in the mag-

nificent library after dinner. "I'll say this : you got through

with that business of th' treasure remarkably well. Remem-
bered everyone with princely generosity, from Mr. Kepple
himself down to th' least of th' Kanakas. As for Edward
Barrable—well, he's a skunk, we know ; but I for one am
of a forgivin' natur', same's yourself, an' that notion of

yours of invcstin' a sum of money in his favour against th*

time when he comes out of prison seems to me th' appropriate

thing t' do. In your place, I'd do it."

" It's done already," smiled Chip, " and it was Kep who
suggested it. Kep considered it our duty, didn't you, Kep ?

"

" Yes," nodded Kep. " It was the least we could do for

the chap."
" Then I calculate everyone's satisfied," concluded the

Professor.

And he lighted a fresh cheroot.
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